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Final 
General Management Plan 

Environmental Impact Statement 

WIND CAVE 
National Park 

Custer County, South Dakota 

This General Management Plan/Final Environmental Impact Statement (GMP /FEIS) for Wind Cave 
National Park sets a course for management of the park for.the next 10 to 15 years. Its purpose 
is to ensure the long-term preservation of the significant resources and to provide for public use 
and enjoyment of the park's many features. A proposed general management plan (alternative 
B) and two alternatives are described. Scientific study would continue to be fostered under all 
alternatives, and public access to the park would continue to be encouraged and regulated. 
Adequate and appropriate facilities for park operations and visitor services would be maintained. 
Park management would maintain credibility and active working relationships with neighboring 
agencies, communities, and special interest groups . 

Descriptions of the park, its enabling legislation, its prehistory and history, and its resources are 
provided, and needs for improvements are outlined. Descriptions of the cave and possible 
methods for its protection and use are offered. Surface resources are detailed as well. Alternative 
B, the proposed general management plan, would increase visitor services, improve 
administrative and maintenance facilities, address health and safety issues, and improve 
employee housing. It would mitigate the effects of surface facilities and activities on the cave and 
would provide for additional visitor use. There would be no significant change in the current 
level, type, and location of development. Alternative C is similar to the proposed general 
management plan, but would also remove the campground, eliminate the concession, and 
remove the sewage lagoons and install a discharging tertiary wastewater treatment plant. Under 
alternative C different ways would be taken to mitigate the impacts to subsurface resources 
caused by surface activities and facilities. The no-action alternative (alternative A) would 
continue current management and operations in existing facilities. The only actions proposed 
under alternative A would be those critical to life, safety, and health. Minor alterations to park 
developments would occur if necessary. 

The review period for the draft document extended from June 27, 1993, until September 16, 1993. 
The final environmental impact statement will be on review for 30 days before a record of 
decision is issued. For further information about this document, contact: 

Superintendent 
Wind Cave National Park 
Hot Springs, SD 57747 
( 605) 7 45-4600 

United States Department of the Interior •National Park Service • Denver Service Center 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this General Management Plan/Final Environmental Impact Statement for Wmd Cave 
National Park is to guide visitor use, natural and cultural resource management, and general 
development within the park for the next 10 to 15 years. Wilderness suitability, important 
resources, management issues and alternative strategies to address the issues are presented, 
along with the potential environmental consequences of implementing the alternatives. 

WILDERNESS SUITABILITY 

In accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 (PL 88-577), the park was analyzed for potential 
wilderness. Because of the public and administrative roads that intersect the park, there were 
no contiguous sections that met all of the criteria for wilderness designation. With regard to 
Wind Cave itself, the Park Service will examine the cave's suitability after national policies have 
been developed for recommending wilderness designation for caves. In the interim the Park 
Service will manage the undeveloped portion of the cave as de facto wilderness. 

ISSUES 

The primary issue addressed in the plan is the protection of Wind Cave from the effects of 
surface facilities and activities. Other issues addressed include the adequacy of visitor services 
and facilities, the need for additional interpretation, resource information needs, the need for 
additional administrative space and employee housing needs, inadequate maintenance space, 
and the rehabilitation of U.S. 385 and S.D. 87. There are no known areas of controversy. 

A definitive solution for protecting Wind Cave from the effects of surface facilities and activities 
cannot be developed until resource monitoring yields enough information about those effects 
and the effectiveness of mitigating measures being employed in the interim. A special study will 
be required to analyze and develop solutions to the rehabilitation needs of U.S. 385 and S.D. 87. 

THE PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT 
PLAN (ALTERNATIVE B) AND ALTERNATIVES 

Wind Cave National Park is a nationally significant area with important surface and subsurface 
resources. The National Park Service seeks to conserve all of those resources while providing for 
the enjoyment and education of the visitors to the park. A proposed general management plan 
(alternative B) and two alternatives, including a no-action alternative, have been analyzed. A 
fourth alternative was considered but not evaluated. It proposed the relocation of most facilities 
overlying the cave to a location that does not overlie or affect the cave. This proposal was not 
evaluated because not enough is known about the seriousness of the effects of surface facilities 
and activities on the cave or if those effects can be satisfactorily mitigated. If resource monitoring 
studies indicate that mitigating measures do not effectively protect the cave, then this alternative 
would be reconsidered . 

Consideration was given to relocating the cave entrance, which lies entirely within the 100-year 
floodplain, and the visitor center, which lies partially in the 500-year floodplain. In both cases 
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SUMMARY 

flood control measures would be relatively easy, while relocation would be impractical,. 
expensive, and would create more impacts than would be alleviated. 

The overall intent of alternative B, the proposed general management plan, is to mitigate the 
effects of surface facilities and activities on Wind Cave and to provide additional opportunities 
for visitors to experience and appreciate the surface resources. 

The four primary goals for natural resource management are to establish systems to monitor the 
condition of surface and subsurface resources; promote and conduct scientific study of the park's 
natural resources; establish limits of acceptable change for human use of the cave and surface 
resources; and mitigate the impacts of human use. A comprehensive list of actions to meet these 
goals is in the Resource Management Plan (NPS 1993). In addition, air locks would be installed at 
cave entrances. 

Cultural resource management actions are discussed in the Resource Management Plan and include 
preserving, protecting, and maintaining historic structures; surveying and evaluating all 
historical and archeological resources in the park; performing an ethnographic overview and 
assessment; preserving the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) landscape; and completing a 
collections management plan. 

The park would continue to be managed primarily as a day use area with moderately developed 
camping and backcountry camping available. Interpretation would be expanded to include such 
topics as the Civilian Conservation Corps, history and prehistory of the area, and forest, 
grassland, and fire ecology. Visitors would be encouraged to spend more time exploring surface • 
resources. Existing wayside exhibits would be replaced, a self-guided hiking trail would be 
developed on the surface, the visitor center would be remodeled to provide a 50-seat auditorium 
and space for additional exhibits, and an audiocassette for auto tours would be developed. 
Picnicking would be relocated to the campground, and the campground would be reduced in 
size and rehabilitated to relocate sites out of the 100-year floodplain. Rehabilitation would also 
level the sites and make some sites accessible to people with disabilities. The septic tanks in the 
campground would be removed from service and the comfort stations converted to a self
contained system. Within the next five years the parking lot would be rebuilt using concrete to 
replace the asphalt surface, and drainage would be improved to more effectively disperse runoff. 
Facilities and programs will be available for persons with sensory, physical, and/ or mental 
disabilities. 

The administrative space in the visitor center would be remodeled to provide better and more 
efficient office space, conference and training room space, additional curatorial storage, and 
cooperating association storage space. A fire suppression system would be installed. An eight
unit apartment would be constructed in the existing housing area. A new well would be drilled 
to provide a backup to the existing domestic water supply. A 5,600-square-foot (approximate) 
maintenance building would be constructed in the existing maintenance area. Design would be 
compatible with existing historic structures. A new sewage lagoon would be added only as a last 
resort and only after various conservation measures have been implemented. 

All new facilities would be constructed outside the 100-year floodplain and existing facilities in 
the 100-year floodplain would be floodproofed or relocated. 
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Summary 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Impact topics include the cave; geology, soils, and vegetation; wildlife; water resources; air 
quality; cultural resources; visitor use; socioeconomic effects; and management and operations. 

Under the no-action alternative, implementation of the Resource Management Plan would result 
in increased understanding of the effects of facilities and activities on the cave and development 
of methods to mitigate those effects. Other problems such as sewage treatment capacity, the 
outdated campground, inadequate administrative and maintenance space, and inadequate 
employee housing would not be resolved. 

Implementation of alternative B would result in increased understanding of the effects of both 
visitor use and surface facilities and activities on the cave and the development of improved 
measures to mitigate those effects. Opportunities for surface activities would increase, thus 
encouraging visitors to better understand the surface resources and their relationship to 
subsurface resources. Overall, any adverse impacts from this proposed general management plan 
would be minimal and short-term. Additional staff would be required to implement this plan. 

The consequences of alternative C would be very similar to those for the proposed general 
management plan (alternative B). The major difference would be the higher cost and need for 
specialized staff to operate a tertiary wastewater treatment facility. Detailed summaries of the 
alternatives and their consequences are shown in tables 2 and 3 . 

REVIEW OF THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

The Draft General Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement for Wind Cave National Park 
was made available for public review from June 27, 1993, to September 16, 1994. About 150 
copies of the document were distributed to agencies, elected officials, organizations, and 
individuals, and 24 responses were received. The comments are reprinted in the "Consultation 
and Coordination" chapter of this document, and responses from the National Park Service are 
included where required. 

Public open house meetings were held in Newcastle, Wyoming, and Custer, South Dakota, on 
July 26, 1993, and in Hot Springs, South Dakota, on July 27, 1993. 

This plan becomes final 30 days after the record of decision is signed by the regional director . 
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INTRODUCTION 

PARK PURPOSE 

Wind Cave National Park is located in Custer County in the southern Black Hills of South 
Dakota and encompasses 28,292.08 acres. The park was originally established with the act of 
January 9, 1903 (32 Stat 765-766, 16 USC 141-146), to protect Wind Cave from commercial 
exploitation. Subsequent legislation, summarized below, influenced and changed the size and 
purpose of the park to include the surface resources. 

The act of August 10, 1912, provided for the establishment of Wind Cave National Game 
Preserve on the land included within the boundaries of Wind Cave National Park under the 
jurisdiction of what was then the Bureau of Biological Survey of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculhtre. This action established "a permanent national range for a herd of buffalo to be 
presented to the U.S. by the American Bison Society, and for such other native American 
game animals as may be placed therein." 

The organic act of August 25, 1916 (16 USC 1), created the National Park Service to 

conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein 
and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means 
as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations. 

In 1916 that mandate applied only to the underground resources and those surface 
developments needed to manage and care for the cave. 

Section 601 of Public Law 148 dated June 15, 1935 (49 Stat 383, USC 141b), stated that 
"effective July 1, 1935, the Wind Cave National Game Preserve in the State of South Dakota" 
was to be abolished, all property transferred to and made part of the Wind Cave National 
Park, which would be subject to all applicable laws and regulations for the purposes 
expressed in the act of August 10, 1912, establishing the game preserve. 

Public Law 708 of August 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 970, 16 USC 141a), expanded the park boundary 
to increase the park's acreage from 11,718.17 acres to 28,059 acres to provide enough land 
to maintain viable populations of big game animals, especially pronghorn antelope. 

Public Law 95-625 (92 Stat. 3475), November 10, 1978, added approximately 228 acres to the 
southern end of the park. 

Thus, the purpose of Wind Cave National Park has evolved from cave preservation to 
preservation and protection of both surface and subsurface ecosystems. This allows for scientific 
research and provides for public use and enjoyment in ways that leave the resources unimpaired 
for future generations. 

PARK SIGNIFICANCE 

The special features of Wind Cave are acknowledged by speleologists around the world as being 
rare and significant. The cave's length, complexity, and vertical levels make it one of the most 
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INTRODUCTION 

complicated maze caves in the world. Its unusual and incompletely understood origins include • 
the possibility of upwelling wann water rather than surface drainage, which, in combination 
with the lack of multiple entrances, is unusual in the world of caves. Some speleothems 
(formations) in Wind Cave are also unusual, from the best developed and most varied boxwork 
in the world to large aragonite bushes, unusual forms of gypsum extrusions, and multibranched 
helictite bushes. 

Wind Cave National Park contains mixed-grass prairie, ponderosa pine, and riparian ecosystems, 
and forms a transition zone between eastern and western biomes. The diversity of habitat 
supports a large variety of plants and animals (including those that have been successfully 
restored after extirpation). 

The park provides access to geologic resources including the Madison aquifer and contains rare 
Quaternary (last 100,000 years) deposits of regional significance. 

The human resources of Wind Cave National Park go back at least 10,000 years. The park 
preserves prehistoric and historic records of human activities. The region (the Black Hills) was 
and is highly significant to many Plains Indian cultures. More recent historical fabric includes 
the record of early cave exploration and tourism, the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), and 
properties on the National Register of Historic Places (national register). 
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• PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN 

This is a conceptual plan intended to guide the management of Wind Cave National Park in 
matters affecting visitor use, protection of natural and cultural resources, facility development, 
and park operations. Included are site plans that provide detailed information about the size and 
location of facilities. All planning has been done in accordance with the park's legislative 
mandate as well as NPS Management Policies, which state that caves "will be managed to 
perpetuate their atmospheric, geologic, biological, ecological, and cultural resources in accordance 
with approved cave management plans .... Natural drainage patterns, air flows, and plant and 
animal communities will be protected. No potentially harmful development or use will be 
undertaken in, above, or adjacent to caves until it can be demonstrated that it will not 
significantly affect natural cave conditions, including subsurface water movements" (NPS 1988). 
The following important management objectives are included: 

• To preserve the surface and subsurface resources and protect them from threats 
originating within and outside the park boundary 

• To increase public awareness of natural systems 

• To conduct and encourage scientific study 

• To regulate and facilitate visitor access to Wind Cave National Park to protect the cave 
and the surface resources 

• • To maintain credibility and active working relationships with neighboring agencies, 

• 

communities, and special interest groups 

• To provide appropriate facilities to support visitor use and resource management 

A environmental impact statement (EIS), included with this proposed general management plan, 
explores the positive and adverse impacts associated with the proposed general management 
plan (alternative B) and alternatives. 

PLANNING ISSUES AND MANAGEMENT CONCERNS 

General Development 

Some visitor use and administrative facilities and activities pose a potential threat to surface 
water and natural resources, but especially to the subsurface (cave) resource that was the most 
significant reason for the establishment of the park. Sewage treatment systems and underground 
fuel storage tanks posed the greatest threats in the past. The sewage lagoons have been relined 
and underground fuel tanks have been replaced with double-walled tanks. There is still concern 
that the sewage lagoons may not have adequate capacity during peak times or for additional 
use. An overflow could result in serious problems, including contamination of the park's primary 
water well. The presence of facilities above the cave may have an adverse effect on the cave by 
leaching foreign materials into the cave . 
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PuRPosE OF AND NEED FOR TifE PLAN 

A secondary water supply facility is located in a detached unit of Wind Cave National Park • 
within the adjacent Black Hills National Forest west of the main unit of the park. Water is 
conveyed from the water supply area to the park through a 2-mile-long water distribution line 
that requires a 10-foot-wide right-of-way and an access easement across private property owned 
by a single party. The facilities associated with this water development were constructed in the 
1920s and are in need of rehabilitation. This system would be used as a backup in case of a 
temporary closure of the deep well water supply source on the east side of the park. The 
condition of and need for this water supply system should be evaluated. 

Elk Mountain campground is located approximately 1 mile north of the visitor/administration 
center. The facility has 100 sites located on four paved loops, five comfort stations with septic 
tanks, ranger office/quarters with septic tank, and amphitheater. The campground was 
constructed as a Mission 66 project in 1965 and cannot accommodate many of today's large 
recreational vehicles. Use of the campground seldom exceeds 40% of its capacity. Factors to be 
considered include the effect of the campground on resources (especially underground 
resources), the availability of private camping facilities, and demand. 

The existing picnic area, located approximately 1 /3 mile north of the visitor I administrative 
center, contains seven picnic tables, one vault toilet, and water. The area receives moderate to 
heavy 1:1se, and visitors often picnic in and around the visitor center/administrative parking lot. 

High voltage power lines and electrical distribution lines are located in the headquarters area 
and the campground. In some areas these lines are along ridge tops and are silhouetted against 
the sky, detracting from the vistas and the views of wildlife. Frequent trimming of the native • 
trees is necessary to avoid interference with the wires. 

Maintenance facilities have inadequate heated storage space for heavy equipment, such as 
snowplows and a fire truck, and for storage of necessary supplies and materials (including 
firefighting equipment). The firefighting equipment must be readily accessible to the permanent 
on-site staff on a 24-hour basis. 

The lack of suitable seasonal employee housing has begun to create difficulties in recruiting the 
most qualified staff and volunteers. Seasonal housing now includes three mobile homes and 16 
one-bedroom apartments. A converted CCC bunkhouse is used as a facility for researchers. The 
mobile homes are nearly uninhabitable during times when summer temperatures are extreme, 
and their crowded site installations are substandard and provide virtually no privacy for 
residents. While the town of Hot Springs is 12 miles from the park, suitable short-term rentals 
needed by seasonal employees are not available. 

The increasing staff works in very cramped office space. There is presently no quiet space for 
most workers. The worst problems are in the administrative and resource management and 
visitor protection divisions. 
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PvRPos.ll OF AND NEED FOR TI1E PLAN 

U.S. 385 should be rehabilitated. It is wide enough but has no base course. South Dakota. 
Highway 87 is narrow and does not accommodate oversized vehicles or bicycles. This highway 
also has two historic bridges and passes through Custer State Park. It may also need to be 
rehabilitated in the near future. 

Resource Management 

The park has completed a Natural Resource Management Plan (NPS 1993) that addresses both 
surface and subsurface (cave) resources. This plan articulates short-term management actions for 
the park's natural resources. Long-term management strategies are needed to guide future 
revisions of the action plans and treatment of other issues, such as visitor use and development. 

A preliminary archeological reconnaissance of the park in 1963 and later additional site-specific 
surveys have revealed evidence of considerable prehistoric use, but an intensive systematic 
parkwide survey has never been conducted. A parkwide national register survey and evaluation 
was initiated through a contract in 1990. 

Studies of the hydrology of Wind Cave indicate that there is a potential for significant impact 
to the underground resources from potential sources of water pollution both within and outside 
the park (Alexander, Davis, and Alexander 1989). It is imperative that action be taken on this 
issue as soon as possible. 

Unnatural air flows in and out of Wind Cave exist at the two elevator landings and at the Snake. 
Pit entrance. Such air flow introduces airborne particles and microorganisms, lowers cave 
humidity, and affects speleothem development. 

Interpretation 

In 1981 a scope of work was developed for production of the present cave exhibits. It also 
proposed exhibits that have not yet been produced to interpret surface natural history. 
Consequently, visitors receive very little stimulus to explore and learn about the park's above
ground resources. The important relationship between surface and underground resources is not 
adequately interpreted. Existing exhibits about the cave are heavily weighted toward cave 
exploration history. 

Many of the scenes or conditions described on the billboard-type interpretive signs along U.S. 
385 and S.D. 87 have drastically changed due to natural processes. The exhibits themselves are 
old fashioned and obtrusive, and some even obscure the view being interpreted. Accurate, up-to
date waysides are essential, especially since they are the only NPS contact for drive-through 
visitors. 

Visitation is steadily increasing, and shoulder seasons are expanding, causing increased 
congestion in the visitor center. 

The park is preparing an interpretive prospectus (IP) based on proposals outlined in the. 
proposed general management plan. 
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Additional Influences on Planning 

ADDITIONAL INFLUENCES ON PLANNING 

The act of June 16, 1938 (52 Stat. 708, 16 USC 141c), gave the secreta~ of interior the authority 
''to sell or otherwise dispose of surplus buffalo and elk ... all monies received ... shall be 
deposited in the treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts." Moreover, the Senate 
report accompanying the legislation states, "It is contemplated that most of the surplus animals 
will be given to needy Indians or to charitable institutions for food or for starting herds of their 
own." 

Through a state of South Dakota act dated March 8, 1947, the State Highway Commission and 
the Board of County Commissioners of Custer County ceded jurisdiction to the United States for 
use, construction, and maintenance of the portions of public highways within the boundaries of 
Wind Cave National Park The main highways affected are U.S. 385 and S.D. 87. The state of 
South Dakota and Wind Cave National Park have concurrent jurisdiction for general law 
enforcement. 

On November 7, 1951, through deed number 45, the Custer County Commissioners transferred 
to the National Park Service maintenance responsibility for a county road known as the Pringle 
Cutoff in the northwest comer of the park. A stipulation that the road would remain open and 
unobstructed as a public thoroughfare and not be closed by gates or fences was included. Several 
easements and rights-of-way exist in the park for use by residents whose property is adjacent 
to acreage acquired by the National Park Service. The National Park Service is obligated to 
provide ingress and egress but not maintenance or upgrading of these roads . 

Public Law 95-625 dated November 10, 1978, added approximately 232 acres to the southern end 
of the park subject to ingress and egress easements and a right-of-way easement held by Black 
Hills Electric Cooperative. Subsequently, an exchange of rights-of-way was negotiated in order 
to facilitate the relocation of the power line to a less visible corridor. 

All of the buildings within the Wind Cave Headquarters Historic District are on the National 
Register of Historic Places. This designation influences planning options. 

Public Law 100-691, the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act, dated November 18, 1988, 
provides emphasis on the importance of cave resources. Federal cave resources on national park 
system land or national wildlife refuge lands are generally excluded from the provisions of this 
act. National Park Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service laws and regulations are sufficient 
at this time to manage and protect cave resources located on the respective agency's lands. 
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary management objective for visitor use of Wind Cave National Park is to provide an 
opportunity to experience both Wind Cave and the above-ground park features in a safe and 
enjoyable manner without impairing those resources. 

Three alternatives, including a no-action alternative, were developed to meet this objective and 
to plan for visitor use and resource protection for the next 10 to 15 years. The replacement of 
employee housing trailers with an eight-unit apartment building has been approved, but 
unfunded, since 1988. The alternatives are consistent with state and local land use planning. 

All alternatives require numerous resource studies as proposed in the park's approved Resource 
Management Plan. Future studies required by the proposed general management plan (alternative 
B) and alternative Care a rehabilitation study for the sections of U.S. 385 and S.D. 87 in the park, 
a detailed facility plan to be done concurrently with the comprehensive design to remodel the 
visitor center/headquarters building, a wayside exhibit plan, and a floodplain mitigation plan. 

Alternative A (no action) would continue the present management strategy and development 
level. The only actions proposed would be those critical to life, safety, and health. Minor 
alterations to park developments would occur if necessary. 

The proposed general management plan (alternative B) would mitigate the effects of surface 
facilities and activities on the cave and would provide for some additional visitor use. There 
would be no significant change in the current level, type~ and location of development. 

Alternative C would be similar to the proposed general management plan but proposes some 
different ways to mitigate the impacts to subsurface resources by surface activities and facilities. 
Visitor activities would be primarily day use. 

ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES 

Management Zoning 

Management zoning describes the type of management to be emphasized on lands in the park 
and provides a framework for decisions on use and development. There would be no change 
to the existing management zoning as described in the park's 1991 Statement For Management. 
The park is divided into two zones: (1) natural and (2) park development (see Management 
Zoning map). 

The natural zone (27,292 acres) would be managed to conserve the natural resources and 
processes of the park while accommodating uses that do not adversely affect those resources and 
processes. Facilities in this zone would be dispersed and limited to those that have little effect 
on scenic quality and natural resources. The cave is managed as natural zone even though a 
portion of the cave underlies the development zone. 

The park development zone (about 1,000 acres) includes the Elk Mountain campground, visitor 
center I administrative offices, parking, access roads, employee quarters, maintenance facilities, 
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

the corral/pasture area, and the well site. Also included in this zone is the 100-acre detached 
unit containing the spring that serves as the park's backup water supply. 

There are no special use zones in the park. 

Natural Resource Management 

The Park Service's management policies serve as the basis for determining where management 
actions are required and how they are to be carried out. The park's natural resources will 
continue to be managed in accordance with Park Service policies and regulations. The Park 
Service will focus ~ts efforts on achieving four natural resource management goals: 

To establish systems to monitor the condition of surface and subsurface resources 

To promote and conduct scientific study of the park's natural resources 

To establish limits of acceptable change for human use of Wind Cave and the surface 
resources 

To mitigate the impacts of human use. 

• 

The park has prepared a Resource Management Plan (NPS 1993) that includes both natural and 
cultural resources. Natural resource study and protection programs have been developed in the • 
plan, which is now being implemented. The park's problems and needs are described, and 
methods to be used to manage park resources are identified. A variety of management actions, 
research needs, and baseline studies are integrated into this comprehensive resource 
management plan. 

Cave Resources Management and Research. The long-term natural resource objectives for Wind 
Cave National Park are to establish guidelines, procedures, standards, and regulations that 
ensure the perpetuation of cave resources while allowing controlled accessi to protect and 
perpetuate the natural systems and conditions that exist in Wind Cave; to ensure that the efforts 
of cooperating individuals or entities are coordinated and in concert with the needs of park 
management; and to integrate the surface and subsurface resources of the park, particularly in 
regard to the location of present or planned surface developments. A comprehensive series of 
studies and monitoring actions are needed to ensure that the cave is adequately protected from 
the effects of surface developments and activities. 

Surface Resource Management and Research. The long-term goals of resource management and 
visitor protection are to maintain healthy plant and animal populations and maintain wildlife 
populations in harmony with the maintenance of natural plant communities. Management
ignited prescribed fire would be used to perpetuate native plant and animal species and 
communities, to eradicate and minimize the opportunity for encroachment of exotic plant 
species, and to reduce hazardous fuel accumulations. The park would be made available to 
educators from elementary through university levels as a valuable educational resource. 
Researchers from other agencies and universities would be encouraged to use the park for 
scientific studies of the endemic flora and fauna and to conduct research on native plants for the • 
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Actions Common to All Alternatives 

establishment of guidelines to assist in restoring native plant communities, rehabilitating lands 
modified by pre-park agricultural activities, and restoring shrubs and hardwood stands that were 
impacted by wildlife over 15 years ago. Research on the surface water resources would 
document their physical and biological characteristics as a means of establishing and 
implementing water management programs. Research on park paleontological resources from 
pleistocene and earlier times would allow an understanding of the history of present day flora 
and fauna and provide for appropriate protection. Direction would be provided for guidance and 
control of public use and recreation activities. The park's class I clean air status would be 
maintained and enhanced. 

To achieve the above objectives the Park Service is engaged in a number of resource 
management programs ranging from management of bison to management of fire. Table 1 
summarizes resource management actions identified in the park's Resource Management Plan that 
the Park Service is funding or intends to fund in the future. The management actions are listed 
as they appear in the plan, not in order of priority. The top five projects within each category 
are marked with a D symbol. The resource management plan is updated frequently and should 
be consulted as projects are completed and priorities change. 

The natural resource management actions in table 1 are not assessed in the "Environmental 
Consequences" section of this document. Only the environmental effects of proposed changes 
in park facilities and visitor management are assessed in this proposed general management 
plan/ environmental impact statement. Appropriate environmental compliance will be 
undertaken prior to implementation of actions identified in the resource management plan . 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IDENTIFIED 
IN THE WIND CAVE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN (NPS 1993) 

Natural Resource Management 

• Develop a comprehensive management program to reduce exotic plant populations. 
• Develop a comprehensive fire management plan; in the interim continue prescribed 

burning program and suppress all natural or human-caused fires in accordance with 
interagency agreements. 

• Continue to trap and remove surplus bison from the park, and encourage research on 
bison ecology and herd management. 

• Continue to trap and relocate surplus elk and monitor the lov;er portions of the west 
boundary fence, which allows elk easy egress and ingress. 

• Continue to monitor prairie dog towns and take necessary steps to maintain the towns,. 
total acreage. 

• Continue allowing limited backcountry use of hiking, winter activities and camping by 
permit, and develop limits of acceptable change in conjunction with resource 
management objectives. 

• Expand patrol operations in the backcountry and along the park boundary to protect 
park resources. 

• Estrtblish a cave inventory program. 
• Install equipment to tum off cave lights in some sections between tours and conduct 

research to minimize algae growth and the effects of algae treatment on cave biota. 
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Continue to direct cave exploration, surveying, and mapping . 
Continue existing maintenance activities in the cave (e.g., equipment repairs and litter • 
pickup). 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Expand the park's air quality monitoring program . 
Conduct a systematic inventory of all small mammal species . 
Survey and monitor the park's raptor and other bird populations . 
Develop a deer management program that would involve a survey and evaluation of the 
condition and population trend of deer within the park. 

a Collect information on sensitive plant species in the park. 
D Develop a comprehensive vegetation program; in the interim, vegetation management 

would be based on existing data. 
• Develop a comprehensive approach to vegetation restoration; in the interim natural 

processes would be depended upon to remove alien species and replace them with native 
species. 

a Survey the park's invertebrate, amphibian, and reptile populations. 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Develop an acid rain monitoring program . 
Test all existing sites within the park known to contain remains that might be Quaternary 
resources. 
Continue monitoring mineral activities outside of the park that could threaten park 
resources. 
Study and evaluate the park's pronghorn antelope to determine the status of the 
population. 
Develop a resource database capability that can be used to analyze and correlate park 
data. 
Conduct a comprehensive survey to determine the status and condition of aquatic and • 
semi-aquatic areas. · 

a Continue monitoring the park for threatened or endangered species. 

• 

• 
0 

Develop a comprehensive integrated pest management (IPM) program . 
Install a revolving door at the walk-in entrance and the two elevator landings in the cave 
to restore natural cave air flow, and monitor air flow. 
Conduct an inventory of the cave's biota. 

a Document the extent that natural water infiltration patterns into the cave have been 

• 

• 

• 

altered and take corrective actions. 
Routinely monitor the cave's envirorunent, using sophisticated equipment to detect 
impacts that may be affecting cave resources. 
Study the composition and characteristics of lint carried by people into the cave to 
determine preventive measures and clean up existing accumulations. 
Remove blast rubble from the cave . 

Cultural Resource Management 

The following actions are identified in the cultural resource component of the park Resource 
Management Plan (1993): 

• Conduct a survey of and evaluate all historic resources in the park. 
a Perform an ethnographic overview and assessment. 
• Maintain the Beaver Creek and Pigtail bridges. 
• Prepare an administrative history of the park 
• Complete a collections management plan. • 
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Actions Common to All Alternatives 

a Conduct a complete parkwide survey of archeological resources. 
a Preserve and use the structures of the historic district in accordance with a cultural 

resources preservation plan. 
• Preserve the CCC landscaping by maintaining the current landscape features. 
• Implement Inventory and Condition Assessment Program (ICAP) for historic structures. 
a Manage museum collection. 
a Install/upgrade fire protection and security system. 

Visitor Use Monitoring and Management (Carrying Capacity) 

The primary visitor use objectives for Wind Cave National Park are to increase public awareness 
of natural systems and provide access to Wind Cave in a way that protects cave resources. To 
accomplish these goals, a visitor use management program (carrying capacity) would be 
implemented to monitor and direct both the natural and cultural resource conditions of Wmd 
Cave National Park. The Park Service is currently developing a process for addressing carrying 
capacity based on the U.S. Forest Service's limits of acceptable change system, the National Parks 
and Conservation Association's visitor impact management framework, and the Park Service's 
management policies. 

Under the process the Park Service is developing, carrying capacity is defined as "the type and 
level of visitor use that can be accommodated while sustaining the desired resource and social 
conditions that complement the putposes of the park units and their management objectives." 
Carrying capacity would be integrated into visitor use planning and management through a 
series of steps. Briefly, management objectives and zones are identified that specify the desired 
resource and social conditions for different areas of the park. Management strategies are devised 
to achieve the desired objectives. Key impact indicators are then identified for each zone~ which 
can measure whether or not management objectives are being met. Next, existing conditions are 
analyzed with respect to desired conditions and probable causes of discrepancies are identified. 
Based on this analysis, management strategies are refined. A program of continuous monitoring 
and evaluation is then implemented to ensure that management objectives continue to be 
achieved. 

The Park Service is just beginning to test this process. Implementation of an approved carrying 
capacity methodology is several years away. However, this proposed general management plan 
provides a basis for beginning to address the park's carrying capacity. The proposed general 
management pian (aiternative B) identifies rrianagement goals, :rnanagement zones, and 
management strategies. Specific management objectives and key impact indicators still must be 
developed and desired conditions should be compared with existing conditions. Adopting the 
above approach to carrying capacity would also require the park to establish monitoring and 
evaluation procedures to ensure that acceptable resource and social conditions are achieved and 
maintained. When the Park Service completes its testing of the proposed carrying capacity 
process and approves a system, a visitor use management plan will be prepared for the park. 

In the interim, park staff will continue to monitor park resources and visitor use, and judge 
whether or not canying capacity is being exceeded in any zone. The existing level and types of 
visitor use and facility development are not believed to have resulted in unacceptable impacts 
on the desired visitor experience or on the area's natural and cultural resources. The projected 
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15% increase in recreational use between 1991 and 2001 could result in unacceptable impacts .• 
However, if carrying capacity is exceeded, the park will implement actions to restore conditions 
to acceptable levels, such as restricting visitor use or removing facilities. For the life of this plan, 
park visitation is expected to be controlled by the size of existing facilities. Developed area use 
will continue to be regulated by the number of automobile parking spaces, picnic tables, and 
campsites. Cave tours will be limited to the available number of interpreters, cave trail length, 
and elevator capacity. Backcountry use will be controlled. by camping permits and trailhead 
parking. 

Wilderness Suitability 

The Park Service as a matter of policy evaluates all lands and waters under its jurisdiction for 
wilderness suitabilitYJ in accordance with the Wilderness Act (PL 88-577, USC 1131-1136) and 
Department of the Interior and Park Service guidelines for wilderness preservation and 
management. These policies and guidelines delineate existing and future conditions and uses 
that are compatible with wilderness designation. The following factors are particularly relevant 
in determining the wilderness suitability of lands in Wind Cave National Park: 

• Existing developments: areas where evidence of people and their developments are obvious 
and are expected to remain are not suitable for wilderness designation. Park Service 
development zones are not compatible with wilderness designation. Land with aboveground 
utility lines and maintained roads are not recommended for wilderness designation. 

• Size of unit: the Wilderness Act requires that a wilderness area be 5,000 acres or large. 
enough to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition. 

• Motorized use: areas where motorized vehicles are routinely used for recreational or 
maintenance purposes are not suitable for wilderness designation unless those uses would 
be eliminated. 

An area of approximately 1,000 acres, or 3.5% of the park, is included in the development zone. 
This zone is located inside an exclosure fence and includes the Elk Mountain campground, 
visitor center I parking lot complex, employee housing, administrative and maintenance facilities, 
picnic area, corral/pasture, well, storage and wastewater facilities. As noted above, this zone is 
not compatible with wilderness designation. 

The remaining 96.5% of the surface acreage (approximately 27,300 acres) is included in the 
natural zone. However, signs of human use and development are present through most of this 
area and are easily visible in the park's open vistas. The area is fragmented by roads and other 
facilities. Scattered throughout the park are 21 reinforced concrete water tanks and spring head 
developments, which are used to disperse grazing and browsing by wildlife. A high wire fence 
encloses the park boundary, which is necessary for wildlife management. Two paved primary 
roads, U.S. 385 and S.D. 87, and two gravel county /park roads cross through the park. U.S. 385 
is a major highway that is traveled by over 1 million people per year. The area is further divided 
by power line rights-of-way and administrative roads that are maintained on an irregular basis. 
The administrative roads are used for prescribed burns, controlling wildfires, and maintaining 
the park's 48 miles of perimeter fence. These roads are important for managing the park's. 
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Actions Common to All Alternatives 

resources and protecting adjacent landowners' property - eliminating the roads would make 
it difficult for the Park Service to achieve its resource management objectives. 

Based on these factors, there are no areas on the surface of Wind Cave National Park suitable 
for wilderness designation. 

With regard to the cave itself, the Park Service has not yet developed national policies or 
suitability criteria for recommending wilderness designation for caves where the cave entrance 
is not already so designated. After national policies have been developed~ the Park Service will 
examine Wind Cave and determine whether or not the cave would be suitable for wilderness 
designation. In the interim the Park Service will manage the undeveloped portion of the cave 
as de facto wilderness. 

Interpretive Themes 

Interpretive themes are statements of the principal ideas that should be conveyed to visitors to 
increase their understanding of the significance of Wind Cave National Park. The themes listed 
below do not include every detail to be interpretedi rather, they form a framework for 
developing the complete story. These are the ideas that are considered essential in order to 
convey a comprehensive understanding of the park: 

• Wind Cave's complexity, geologic formations, cave features, and minerals combine to make 
it one of the world's most outstanding caves. The recognition of these unique values 
resulted in Wind Cave's inclusion in the national park system in 1903. 

• The mixed-grass prairie ecosystem in the park is one of a dwindling number of examples 
left intact in this country. 

• Management of some natural systems such as populations of bison, elk, and prairie dogs 
replaces missing components of the ecosystem such as sufficient predators. Likewise, 
prescribed fires are needed to replace natural wildfire as a component of the vegetative 
communities. 

•· Situated between the Great Plains and the Rockies, the Black Hills and Wind Cave National 
Park are a vast ecotone, a place where eastern plants and animals reach their western extent 
and where western plants and animais reach their eastern extent. 

• Archeological discoveries in the Black Hills and Wind Cave National Park indicate 
habitation and use for at least 10,000 years. 

• Wind Cave National Park was the seventh national park to be established and has a long 
history of growth, development, and controversy. Land disputes, inholdings, early 
settlement and exploitation, and CCC activities parallel those of other early national parks. 

• The combination of surface features and underground passages provides an ideal setting 
for studying geologic processes, paleontology, and the interrelationship between surface and 
subterranean phenomena. 
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• The exploration and settlement of the Black Hills by European people resulted in conflicts 
with Native American groups who attached cultural and religious significance to the Black 
Hills. 

An interpretive prospectus is being prepared. It defines how these themes will be communicated 
by means of specific media proposals. 

Accessibility 

The park has conducted an accessibility evaluation of existing facilities and programs and has 
prepared a transition plan to resolve deficiencies. Any new visitor or employee facilities and any 
alterations to existing facilities will comply with all appropriate laws and regulations including 
the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (42 USC 4151 et seq.) and the Rehabilitation Barriers Act 
of 1973 (29 USC 792 et seq.). Wherever possible, facilities and programs will be available for 
people with sensory and mental disabilities, and information on the location of accessible 
facilities and activities will be available. 

Land Protection/Adjacent Lands 

The park consists of 28,292.08 acres, and all are federally owned. Ownership of lands contiguous 

• 

to the park is as follows: (1) Custer State Park to the north is managed as a scenic wildlife park, • 
(2) the lands to the east are private or state owned and are not visible from within the park 
because of the height of Boland Ridge, (3) lands to the south and southeast consist of cattle 
ranches and a game ranch, (4) lands to the south are primarily small 20- to 40-acre residential 
parcels and (5) lands to the west are mostly part of Black Hills National Forest with the 
exception of a few small ranches. 

Activities on adjacent lands, such as rrumng; sand and gravel excavation; applications of 
pesticides, fertilizers, and road salts; logging; irrigation; drilling of wells; and stock diversions 
around the park may all be affecting surface and subsurface water flows through the park. This 
in turn could be affecting how water enters and travels through the cave. In addition, 
contaminated waters from outside the park may be infiltrating the cave and causing unknown 
damage. Until the resource monitoring proposals in this plan provide enough infonnation about 
the effects of these adjacent land uses, a recommendation cannot be made for protective 
measures. When enough information is available, a new land protection plan will be prepared. 

Meanwhile, the park would continue to coordinate with outside interests, both private and 
public, to ensure that park values and resources are protected. 
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Alternative A - No Action 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO ACTION 

A no-action alternative involves continuation of present management. Current programs would 
be carried out under this alternative as described in the following sections. 

Visitor Experience and Interpretation 

Cave tours are the principal visitor activity at Wind Cave, with camping, backcountry camping, 
picnicking, scenic driving, hiking, and wildlife observation also available. 

The visitor center is the primary visitor contact point. Exhibits on the lower level interpret cave 
exploration, features, and geology. A three-minute slide/tape program discusses how Wind Cave 
was formed. Exhibits on the upper level discuss prairie ecology, Indian culture, and nearby 
scenic areas. An eight-minute slide/tape program introduces prairie ecology. The visitor center 
also contains an information deskJ cave tour ticket sales areaJ cooperating association sales 
(books, posters, postcards), and several temporary exhibits describing cave exploration, park 
resources, and special emphasis programs. Included in the visitor center is a concession-operated 
gift shop and cafeteria. There are few exhibits in the elevator building. 

Visitor access to the cave is provided through guided tours that enter either at the natural 
entrance or via elevator from the elevator building. A total of 1.39 miles of trail can be explored 
in the cave; .76 mile is paved. There are staircases and electric lighting. Five toursJ varying in 
length, location, difficulty, and accessibility, are offered during the summer. Tour group sizes 
are limited to 40. For the remainder of the year a limited number of tours are scheduled. Special 
tours for groups or persons with disabilities are available on request. 

Other interpretive activities focusing on surface resources include guided walks and talks, two 
self-guided trails, campfire programs in the amphitheater at Elk Mountain campground, roving 
patrols,. and eight wayside exhibits along park roads. 

The visitor center, elevator building, a portion of the cave trail, and four campsites are fully 
accessible to people with disabilities. The park has conducted an accessibility evaluation of 
existing facilities and programs and has prepared a transition plan to resolve deficiencies. 

Park Operations 

Wind Cave National Park normally has a staffing level of 35 full-time equivalents (FfEs). The 
annual operating budget for 1992 was $1,086,000. Details of current park operations are described 
in the "Affected Environment" section. 

General Development 

Most of the development in the park is in the southwest section. This area includes the 29 ,000-
square-foot visitor center I administrative building, 158-car parking lot, elevator building, historic 
residential area, modem residential area, maintenance area, informal seven-site picnic area, 100-
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site campground, and two sewage lagoons. Most of the developed area lies outside the 100-year • 
floodplain except for approximately 25% of the campground, the cave entrance in Wind Cave 
Canyon, part of the visitor center building, the second powerhouse/ recreation hall, and a portion 
of the mixing circle. The area is not prone to flash floods. To protect human life, flood warning 
and evacuation information would be made available to visitors at key visitor contact points 
(e.g., visitor center, campground, signs at parking areas). Curatorial storage is located within the 
visitor center/headquarters building, which is partly in the 500-year floodplain. Since this is a 
critical action, this function would be relocated to an area that would not be affected by a 500-
year flood. 

The developed area and campground are each surrounded by a 5-foot bison fence intended to 
keep bison out of primary visitor use areas. The park's boundary is almost completely enclosed 
by 42 miles of 7-foot bison fence. For 5 miles along the southwest boundary the fence is 5 feet 
high to allow for elk migration. Water is provided by a well within the park and sewage is 
collected in septic tanks or treated in sewage lagoons within the park. Telephones and power 
are provided commercially. 

The only new development would be the previously approved addition of an eight-unit 
apartment building to replace existing mobile homes. It would be constructed outside the 100-
year floodplain. 
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Proposed General Management Plan 

ALTERNATIVE B - PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

This alternative was selected as the proposed general management plan because it provides for 
a strong program of resource monitoring to detennine the effects of surface facilities and 
activities on the cave in order to determine long-term protective measures. This proposal 
contains mitigating measures for known effects, including the use of water conservation 
measures and the acidition of air locks. New facility development is minimal and is proposed 
for sites within already developed areas that are already disturbed. In this proposed general 
management plan (alternative B) visitors are given additional opportunities through interpretive 
media and activities to understand and appreciate the surface resources of Wind Cave National 
Park. 

Visitor Experience and Interpretation 

The park would continue to be managed predominantly as a day use area with both moderately 
developed camping and backcountry camping available. Visitors would be encouraged to learn 
more about the surface resources and the relationship of the surface to the subsurface resources. 
The concession-operated food and gift shop service would continue (see appendix B, Concession 
Analysis). 

Exhibits in the lower level of the visitor center would be updated and expanded to include a 
better balance between the natural and historical aspects of the cave. An alternative experience 
would be developed to provide for those who are unable to enter the cave. 

The main level of the visitor center would be redesigned to expand exhibit space and provide 
a 50-seat auditorium without diminishing lobby space. A film, video, or slide show would be 
produced to introduce the park's resources and resource management practices and relate 
surface and subsurface features. The program would be designed to encourage more visitors to 
experience the surface resources through activities such as wildlife viewing, camping, 
photography, hiking, and backpacking. New exhibits would be produced to introduce such 
topics as the Civilian Conservation Corps, history and prehistory of the area, and forest, 
grassland, and fire ecology. 

A self-guided hiking trail would provide interpretation of prairie ecology, the American Indian 
relationship to the area, early tourism, and current resource management practices such as fire 
management, The trail would be 2 miles long \vith a shorter loop option. It would begin and end 
at the visitor center. At least one loop would be made fully accessible to people with disabilities. 
Media for the existing self-guided trails would be evaluated and upgraded as necessary. 

A wayside exhibit plan would be developed to evaluate and replace the existing wayside 
exhibits. The current locations are appropriate, but the exhibits are outdated and should be 
replaced. Some additional exhibits may be added. 

An audio cassette for automobile tours of the park would be developed and rented or sold 
through the cooperating association in the visitor center. Interpretive topics would include 
grassland/forest ecology, wildlife management programs, and the relationship of the surface to 
the subsurface. 
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ALTERNATNES, INCLUDJNG TIIE PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The primary purpose of the elevator building is to provide visitor access to the cave, but some 
exhibits should continue to be displayed. A small free-standing cave map exhibit would be 
installed outside the building and interior exhibits would describe cave formation, atmosphere, 
and/or exploration. The exhibits would serve as support information for cave tours. 

Envirorunental education and outreach programs with neighboring communities would be 
expanded. 

The National Park Service would consider the need for a reservation system. One would be 
implemented if deemed necessary and feasible. 

Park Operations 

To implement this proposal, it would be necessary to add a total of 8.5 FTEs (5.5 in 
interpretation and 1 FIE each in maintenance, cave management, and resource management), 
which would bring the park total to 43.5 FTEs. 

Annual operations and maintenance costs associated with this proposal are about $1,313,000, 
which is an increase of $227,000 over current annual expenditures. 

General Development 

All of the following proposed facilities and changes in existing facilities would be within the 
park's existing development zone where most use takes place. Although exact locations of the 
new developments cannot be determined until more site-specific engineering studies have been 
completed, the areas are believed to be suitable for development. There are no known natural 
hazards in the area. The new facilities would be designed to preserve resource values, minimize 
the disruption of natural systems, conserve energy, and be cost effective to operate. Care would 
be taken during the design and construction of all facilities to ensure that the cave would be 
unaffected. All proposed buildings and facilities under this alternative would be sited outside 
the 100-year floodplain. Existing structures (cave entrance, visitor center, electrical transformers, 
recreation hall) within the 100-year floodplain would be floodproofed through the most 
appropriate means (walls, earth berm, foundation treatment). Because the visitor center lies 
partly within the 500-year floodplain and is used for curatorial storage (a critical action) 
curatorial storage would be relocated until the building could be floodproofed to withstand a 
500-year flood. The museum on the second floor is above the 500-year flood and would not have 
to be moved. 

The three-level visitor center/administration building has a total of 29,000 square feet. The 
original design has been significantly altered and space is used inefficiently because of additions 
and modifications. The interior of this building would be remodeled to more effectively use 
existing space to serve visitor (described above) and administrative needs. Administrative needs 
.include additional office space for increased permanent and seasonal staff, a conference room, 

• 

• 

a training room, increased curatorial storage, and additional storage for the cooperating • 
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Proposed General Management Plan 

association. A fire suppression system would be installed. Fire and intrusion alann systems 
would be added to the cave and to government buildings. 

When reconstruction becomes necessary, the parking lot will be paved with concrete rather than 
asphalt, and the water dispersal system will be improved to mitigate effects on the cave. The 
capacity of the parking lot is adequate for current and projected use and would not be modified. 
The administrative parking area accommodates delivery vehicles for the concession, emergency 
vehicles, and other short-term maintenance needs. 

Picnicking would be relocated to one loop of the Elk Mountain campground and the existing 
picnic area removed and revegetated. The remainder of the campground would be repaired and 
rehabilitated to provide level sites and sites accessible to persons with disabilities. The overall 
size of the campground would remain the same, but the number of sites would be decreased 
from 100 to approximately 50 to reduce density. All sites would be located outside the 100-year 
floodplain. Some sites would be suitable for larger recreational vehicles, but in general the sites 
would not change significantly in character. The five comfort stations and the camptender's 
residence would be converted to a self-contained system (composting, vault, etc.) and the 
existing six septic tanks would be emptied, crushed, and abandoned. 

To meet safety codes, the cave's elevator cars would be replaced with new cars and controls 
would be rehabilitated. Studies are underway to determine if the elevator interior, including the 
cab, is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places . 

An air lock has been recently added to the historic cave entrance. To fully restore the natural 
balance of airflow in the cave, air locks would be added to the two elevator landings. 

Park staff are working on various water conservation measures that will lessen demand on the 
sewage lagoons. Methods for decreasing input and increasing evaporation would also be 
researched. If water conservation is not effective/ a new/ lined, 1-acre sewage lagoon would be 
added to meet projected needs and eliminate the possibility of overflow and the resultant impact 
on the cave and park water supply. The Park Service would submit plans and specifications for 
the new equipment to the South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources to 
ensure that the new design complies with the state's standards for wastewater treatment 
systems. If studies indicate that the lagoons are having an adverse affect on the cave, a tertiary 
treatment system would be considered as discussed in alternative C. 

The bison fence enclosing the developed area would be realigned away from ridge tops and 
other visually obtrusive areas. 

To meet projected seasonal employee housing needs/ an eight-unit apartment building (approved 
in 1988) would replace existing trailers. Housing for cave researchers would be accommodated 
through the off-season use of seasonal apartments and the bunkhouse (see appendix C for 
housing analysis). 

The functions at the mixing circle (road repair materials and vehicle storage) would be relocated 
to an area that does not overlie the cave and the site would be restored to a natural condition . 
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ALTERNATNFS, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

A new well would be installed to provide backup to the existing domestic water supply. The 
new well would be drilled near the existing well so it could be tied into the existing storage and 
distribution system. 

Additional maintenance facilities (approximately 5,600 square feet) would be constructed to 
provide for storage of supplies, materials, and equipment. The design would reflect the character 
of the existing historic buildings in the area. 

An engineering study is proposed to determine detailed alternatives for the rehabilitation of U.S. 
385 and S.D. 87. The character of the roads would be retained and the current visitor experience 
would not be altered. The park will coordinate with the state on the project. 

ALTERNATIVE C 

This alternative is similar in concept to the proposed general management plan (alternative B) 
but suggests different solutions for some of the issues. Only those actions that differ from the 
proposed general management plan are discussed. 

Visitor Experience and Interpretation 

• 

Under this alternative the campground would be eliminated. The only overoight visitors in the 
park would be backcountry campers. There are numerous private and public campgrounds in • 
the Black Hills region. When the concession contract expires in 1995, the gift shop and cafeteria 
would be eliminated. Food and gift services are available throughout the Black Hills region, 
including in Hot Springs to the south and in Custer State Park to the north (see appendix B). 

Park Operations 

Additional staffing necessary to implement this alternative would be 9.5 FfEs, which would 
bring the park total to 44.5. Annual operation and maintenance costs associated with this 
alternative would be about $1,363,000, an increase of $277,000 over current expenditures. 

General Development 

The area vacated by the concession would be remodeled to provide space for a 50-seat 
auditorium and the cooperating association functions. 

One sewage lagoon would be removed and a discharging tertiary wastewater treatment facility 
constructed. The Park Service would submit plans and specifications for the new treatment 
facility to the South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources to ensure that 
the facility complies with the state's standards for wastewater treatment systems. 
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Alternative C 

One loop of the campground would be converted to picnicking. One toilet would be retained 
and converted to a self-contained system such as vault or composting. The rest of the 
campground facilities would be removed and the site revegetated . 
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VISITOR SERVICES 

Campground 

Interpretation 

Day use activities 

Picnicking 

Concession 

Accessibility 

Visitor Use Management 

• 

TABLE 2: WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES 

---
No change 

No change 

No change 

No change 

Transition plan to evaluate and correct 
deficiencies 

No change 

Rehabilitate and repair to level sites, 
reduce density, retain existing character, 
and place above 100-year floodplain 

Prepare wayside exhibit plan to rehab 
and replace wayside exhibits 

Discontinue camping; convert one loop 
to picnic area; revegetate unused 
portion 

Same as proposal 

Redesign visitor center to include 50-seat Same as proposal 
auditorium and produce exhibits on 
surface resources 

Produce secondary exhibits for elevator Same as proposal 
building 

Develop audiovisual program 

Add self-guided interpretive trails at VC 

Develop self-guided auto tour 

Increase environmental education and 
outreach programs 

Relocate picnicking to one loop in 
campground; revegetate old site 

No change 

Add accessible self-guided interpretive 
trail loop at visitor center 

Increase number of accessible camp sites 
to the extent feasible 

Make picnic sites fully accessible 

Same as proposal 

Same as proposal 

Same as proposal 

Same as proposal 

Eliminate food service and gift shop 

Same as proposal 

Camping eliminated; make picnic sites 
fully accessible 

Initiate reservation system when needed Same as proposal 

• • 



Floodplain 

Elevators 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Effect of surface facilities on cave and 
surface resources 

Effect of use on cave and surface 

Water and sewage treatment systems 

Unnatural airflow 

Protection 

Land protection/ adjacent lands 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

Administrative space 

Flood warning and evacuation system 

Rehab elevators 

Establish monitoring system for 
condition of subsurface and surface 
resources 

Promote and conduct scientific study 

Establish acceptable limits of change for 
human use of cave and surface 

No change 

No change 

No change 

Continue to coordinate with outside 
interests to ensure that park values and 
resources are protected 

No change 

Same as alternative A and floodproof 
buildings and facilities as needed 

Same as alternative A 

Same as Alt A 

Same as Alt A 

Establish new backup water supply 

Add new sewage lagoon only if water 
conservation and other efforts are 
exhausted 

Remove existing six septic tanks and 
convert toilets to self-contained units 
such as composting or vault 

Add air locks to two remaining artificial 
entrances 

Add fire suppression system to visitor 
center/ administrative building 

Add fire and intrusion alarms to cave 
and all other government buildings 

Same as Alt A 

Remodel interior of headquarters 

Same as general management plan 

Same as alternative A 

Same as Alt A 

Same as Alt A 

Same as proposal 

Install discharging tertiary wastewater 
treatment facility; remove one lagoon 

Convert one toilet in campground to 
vault and remove four toilets; remove 
six septic tanks and revegetate 

Same as proposal 

Same as proposal 

Same as proposal 

Same as Alt A 

Same as proposal 



Maintenance space 

Employee housing 

Development cost (Gross, Class C) 

Operation and maintenance costs 

• 

No change 

Construct approved eight-unit 
apartment 

$1,613,000 

$1,086,000 

Expand maintenance facility by 
approximately 5,600 square feet 

Same as alternative A 

$9,408,000 

$1,313,000 

• 

Same as proposal 

Same as proposal 

Same as alternative A and add one 
duplex with two bedrooms per unit 

$10,320,000 

$1,363,000 

• 



• TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL C.QUENCES FOR THE WIND CAVE GMP/EIS • 
---mi~ Wind Cave 

Geology, Soil, 
Vegetation 

Wildlife 

Water Resources 

Air Quality 

The cave would continue to be 
negatively affected by visitor use, 
entrances, lights,and surface facilities 
to an unknown extent; impacts from 
public use would be limited to about 
2 % of the known cave. 

Overall, negligible adverse effect on 
the park; soil and vegetation 
disturbances would continue in 
areas of concentrated visitor use. 

Wildlife disturbances may increase 
as public use incrieases, but overall 
no adverse impacts to species or 
populations are expected. 

No effect. 

No effect. 

Beneficial effect overall, providing 
additional protection for the cave; potential 
for impacts from drilling a new backup 
well; about 2% of the known cave would be 
affected by public tours. 

Overall, negligible effect on the park; soil 
and vegetation disturbances would occur 
due to construction of facilities, and would 
continue in areas of concentrated visitor use. 

Wildlife disturbances may increase as use 
increases; there would be a net gain of 
about 1 acre of limited quality wildlife 
habitat; overall, a negligible effect on the 
park's wildlife. 

Implementation of water conservation 
measures to rieduce the volume of sewage, 
and elimination of the campground septic 
tanks would have a beneficial effect. Effects 
of floodproofing are unknown since 
methods have not yet been determined. 

Negligible, shorMerrn episodes of localized 
air pollution from intermittent construction 
activities would occur. 

Installation of air locks would provide additional 
protection for the cave; potential for adverse impacts 
from drilling a new backup well and installing a 
tertiary wastewater treatment facility; about 2% of the 
known cave would be affected by public tours. 

Construction of the wastewater treatment facility 
would result in major localized changes in vegetation; 
there would be a net gain of about 23 acres of 
restored vegetation; soil and vegetation disturbances 
would continue in areas of concentrated visitor use; 
overall, there would be a minor adverse effect on the 
park's soils and vegetation. 

Wildlife disturbances may increase as public use 
increases; there would be a net gain of about 23 acres 
of limited quality wildlife habitat; building the 
tertiary wastewater treatment facility could result in 
long-term adverse impacts to bison, elk, and other 
wildlife; overall, there could be a moderate adverse 
effect on the park's wildlife. 

Construction of the tertiary wastewater treatment 
facility could have major effects on the park's 
hydrology, with unknown consequences; elimination 
of the campground septic tanks would have a 
beneficial effect. Effects of floodproofing are 
unknown since methods have not yet been 
determined. 

Negligible, short-term episodes of localized air 
pollution from intermittent construction activities 
would occur. 



Cultural 

Visitor Use 

Socioeconomic 

Management and 
Operations 

•• 

No effect. 

No effect. 

Some minor inconvenience due to 
low level construction activity. Some 
benefit from construction-related 
expenditures. 

No effect. Negative impacts of 
current conditions would continue. 

Archeological surveys could result in the 
need for avoidance or mitigation in some 
areas. Increased visitation could result in 
more thefts of skulls or antlers. Historic 
character of buildings would be retained; 
protection and understanding of cultural 
resources would be enhanced. Any changes 
to historic structures would be done in 
accordance with an approved memorandum 
of agreement to be appended to this 
document. 

Interpretation would improve; visitor 
awareness of surface features and of low 
impact behavior would increase. Smaller 
groups in the cave could be more 
educational; environmental education would 
improve; facsimile tours would assist the 
handicapped. Campground/picnicking 
would be much improved. 

Increased opportunities for visitors with 
sensory, physical, or mental disabilities. 

Economic benefits would be high; 
disruptions would be short term; 
improvements would enhance stability of 
the local and regional tourism industry. 

Productivity and efficiency would be 
enhanced by the redesign and enlargement 
of facilities. Law enforcement problems 
would be reduced and park resources better 
protected . 

• 

Similar to proposal; overall, no negative impact. 
Increased interpretive activities and resource 
management actions would enhance protection and 
understanding of the resources. Any changes to 
historic structures would be done in accordance with 
an approved memorandum of agreement to be 
appended to this document. 

Only backcountry campers could spend the night in 
the park. 

Increased opportunities for visitors with sensory; 
physical, or mental disabilities. 

Similar to proposal, but spending would be slightly 
higher, and the pattern of spending somewhat 
different. 

Similar to proposal, but physical chemical treatment 
plant would require a specially trained and licensed 
operator. 

• 
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Alternative Considered But Not Evaluated 

ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED 

Floodplain analysis revealed that the cave entrance is in the 100-year floodplain and the visitor 
center is partly in the 500-year floodplain. Consideration was given to creating a new cave 
entrance and relocating the visitor center out of the floodplain. Creating a new cave entrance 
would probably require blasting and would cause far more impact to the cave than would be 
gained by relocating the entrance. It would be relatively easy to floodproof the entrance; 
therefore, relocating the cave entrance was eliminated from further consideration. Relocating the 
visitor center would take this structure out of its historical context in the historic district. Given 
the high cost of moving and replacing infrastructure and utilities and the relative ease with 
which the building can be floodproofed, this alternative is not considered practical and was 
eliminated from further consideration. 

ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED BUT NOT EVALUATED 

An alternative was considered that would relocate most facilities to a place that would not affect 
the cave. At present not enough is known about the impacts of surface facilities and activities 
on the cave or the effectiveness of mitigation measures to determine if facility relocation is a 
reasonable or necessary alternative. If resource monitoring studies and standards yet to be 
established should show that the effects of surface facilities and activities on the cave cannot be 
satisfactorily mitigated, this concept would be reconsidered and developed . 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

Physiography 

Wind Cave National Park is situated on the southeastern flank of the Black Hills. This area is 
part of the transition zone between the northern Great Plains grassland and the Rocky Mountain 
coniferous forest ecosystems. 

The park topography varies from mountainous to flat plains but is predominantly rolling hills. 
Elevations within the park range from a low of 3,570 feet to a high of 5,013 feet at Rankin Ridge. 

Climate 

Wind Cave National Park is in the northern plains climate zone. Annual temperatures range 
from winter lows of -30°F to summer highs of 100°F or higher. Although winter temperatures 
can be extreme, they are generally pleasant with extended periods of little or no snow on the 
ground and temperatures above zero. Summers are also usually pleasant, with night 
temperatures in the 50s and 60s. Afternoon and evening thunderstonns occur frequently in the 
summer. The average annual precipitation is 16 inches, with winter snows providing less than 
one quarter of the total (NPS 1991). 

Cave Resources 

The park is named for its primary natural feature, Wind Cave, the third longest limestone cave 
system in the United States. The cave is formed in the Pahasapa (Madison) limestone of 
Mississippian age. The Pahasapa limestone formation is from 300 to 600 feet thick. Geologic 
evidence indicates that the cave is one of the oldest in the world, possibly 10 to 40 million years 
old. The cave is relatively dry, containing little standing or flowing water. Several small lakes 
are found in the deepest point in the cave where it is believed the limestone intersects the water 
table. 

Although more than 69 miles of cave passage were explored and mapped as of October 1992, 
the total extent of the cave is not yet known. Exploration continues and new areas are constantly 
being mapped. The cave may extend beyond the park boundary. An imbalance has traditionally 
existed between exploring and mapping new caves and the less exciting inventory of cave 
features; however, Wind Cave is in the forefront of cave inventory with over 30 miles 
inventoried. 

Wind Cave contains many formations, called speleothems, including perhaps the best display 
of "boxwork" of any cave in the world. Other common speleothems include large displays of 
frostwork (probably aragonite), popcorn, logomites, and helictite bushes as well as more familiar 
stalactites, stalagmites, and flowstone. 

• 

• 

In addition to Wind Cave, the park has 12 other known caves. The largest of these is Coyote. 
Cave, which is approximately 1,200 feet in length. 
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Natural Resources 

A small part of Wind Cave was extensively developed to make it accessible to visitors. Artificial 
cave openings were created and two elevators were installed. Naturally small passages were 
enlarged, and the rubble was deposited in smaller side passages. Electric lights, a 1.4-mile trail 
(of which 0.8 mile is surfaced), and concrete stairways with handrails were installed to ease the 
trip through the cave. 

Geology, Paleontology, and Soils 

The Black Hills and associated uplands comprise a 4,000-square-mile region of mountainous 
topography, consisting of a core of crystalline rocks surrounded by upturned sedimentary rock 
strata called hogbacks. Igneous and metamorphic rocks form the hilly region of the northwestern 
comer of the park. A good portion of the park is in the Pennsylvanian-Jurassic formation, which 
is composed mainly of sandstones and shales. A portion of the park also extends into the 
Mississippian carbonates (mainly Pahasapa formation). 

Overlying the Pahasapa is the Minnelusa sandstone formation, which varies in thickness from 
350 to 800 feet. This formation consists of a series of limestones, dolomites, sandstones, and 
shales from the Pennsylvanian and Permian ages. 

The mountainous areas of the park are composed of igneous granite and mica schists. These 
mountains, which are part of the southern Black Hills, were fanned by uplift . 

No significant mineral or energy resources are known to exist in the park, and there are no valid 
mining claims. However, there are mineral activities outside the park. One active feldspar 
operation is located approximately 6 miles west of the park boundary, but is not a known threat 
to the cave. 

The park's sedimentary rock formations contain a wide variety of paleontological specimens, but 
not much is known about their extent or significance- extensive fossil investigations or surveys 
have not been conducted in the area. 

Soils are made up of silty to loamy materials derived from the underlying gypsiferous red shales. 
These shales are either weathered in place or transported by wind and water. The loams are 
generally weathered from sandstones thin! y inter bedded with shales. Some of the sandstones are 
calcareous but most.are noncalcareous. Finely textured soils are formed from clayey formations 
and are scattered throughout the park. On the roiling hills soils are deep cobbly loam or stony 
clay. On the steeper hillsides soils are generally thin and have clay loam and clay textured 
surfaces. Mountainous areas consist mostly of rock outcrop with some lithosols. The soils in the 
park lie in an orderly pattern that is related to the geology, the landforms, relief, climate, and 
the natural vegetation in the area. Each type of soil is associated with a particular kind of 
landscape or with a segment of the landscape. In the eastern portion of the park, some erosion 
is evident. Bank erosion is apparent along some of the road cuts. 

No soils in the park have been identified as being prime or unique agricultural soils by the Soil 
Conservation Service . 
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AFFE.CTED ENvlRONMENT 

Except for some sinkholes, which are generally obvious and in remote portions of the park, there • 
are no known geologic or other natural hazards in the park. 

Hydrology 

Little information is available on the hydrology of Wmd Cave National Park. There is almost no 
surface water in the park. Most of the park's drainages originate outside the boundary. Historical 
records indicate that longer stretches of flowing surface water existed in the earlier decades of 
this century. The four primary surface water drainages in the park are Beaver Creek, Wind Cave 
Canyon, Highland Creek, and Cold Springs Creek. The main branch of the Beaver Creek 
drainage once contained more surface water than is present now. It is theorized that much of 
the reduction in flow is caused by the increased forest cover in the Black Hills area. This 
increased forest cover is probably related to the greatly reduced amount of forest and prairie 
fires over the last 60 to 70 years. 

The depth of aquifers in this region varies greatly. The park contains 13 small seeps and springs. 
Several have been developed to provide a more dependable water source for large ungulates. 
This has allowed bison and elk to remain in certain areas of the park as long as water is 
available. There is concern that seep areas are badly impacted by large ungulates because of the 
scarcity of water in the park. 

The park's primary water well is in Wind Cave Canyon, about 2 miles downstream from the. 
sewage lagoons. 

Floodplains and Wetlands 

Most of the developed area of Wind Cave National Park lies outside the 100-year floodplain. 
There are four exceptions: 
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Entrance to Wind Cave - Access into Wind Cave is via a revolving door style airlock with the 
base approximately six inches off the floor of Wind Cave Canyon. A 100-year flood would 
cover the base and enter the cave. 

Visitor Center/Headquarters Building - This trilevel building, constructed during the CCC era 
and set into the hillside, partially extends down into Wind Cave Canyon. A 100-year flood 
would reach a maximum of two to three feet up the back of the building. The electrical 
transformers behind the visitor center would be in about six to twelve inches of water. A 500-
year flood would reach to about a foot below the floor of the second story. Curatorial storage 
in the building is considered a critical action and may not be placed within a 500-year 
floodplain unless adequate protective measures are taken. 

Campground - About 25% of the campground lies within the 100-year floodplain, including 
all the sites in loop C and a few of the sites in loop D. 

Wind Cave burn site at the mixing circle - The bum site is in the middle of the 100-year. 
floodplain. The site was once used to burn treated fence posts, but this activity has been 
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Natural Resources 

discontinued. Trace elements from the burned material have been detected down channel from 
the bum site. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is identifying wetlands in the Black Hills as part of 
its National Wetlands Inventory but has not yet inventoried the park. However, the park staff 
has done a wetlands analysis and located small wetlands in three drainages - Cold Spring, 
Beaver Creek, and Highland Creek. None of these wetlands would be affected by develppments 
proposed in the proposed general management plan (alternative B). 

Vegetation 

No comprehensive inventory has been done of the park's vegetation. The majority of the park 
(about 75%) is classified as a prairie ecosystem and is primarily inhabited by mid-grass 
vegetative species interspersed with short and tall grasses. Dominant grass species include blue 
grama, western wheatgrass, and little bluestem. Threadleaf sedge is common on dry open prairie 
and rolling hills. A wide variety of wildflowers (forbs) and shrubs are interspersed throughout 
the park. 

Woodlands predominate in the remainder of the park. As elevation increases, ponderosa pine 
becomes the major vegetative species on north-facing slopes. Other conifers include Rocky 
Mountain and common juniper. Deciduous trees grow along stream courses and canyon bottoms, 
and include green ash, box elder, bur oak, plains cottonwood, American elm, and paper birch . 

Prescribed burns are scheduled regularly in the park to reduce hazardous fuels and imitate 
natural fire under controlled conditions. About 2,000 acres are burned in the park each year. This 
program is intended to approximate the fire cycle of grasslands burning every 6 to 7 years and 
forested areas burning every 15 to 25 years. Fuel is also manually removed to reduce the threat 
of catastrophic fire in the park and the danger of wildfire from within the park spreading to 
other areas. 

A variety of exotic plant species have been identified in the park, including Canadian thistle, 
dandelion, smooth and Japanese brome, cheatgrass, Kentucky bluegrass, Russian thistle, crested 
wheatgrass, leafy spurge, mullein, yellow sweet clover, and white clover. Many of these species 
under normal conditions do not crowd out native species. However, exotic species may dominate 
disturbed areas. Nonnative plant species are present in large numbers in several areas of the 
park, such as the Norbeck dam area north of park headquarters. 

Wildlife 

The transitional environment of Wind Cave National Park supports a variety of wildlife. The 
mixture of prairie and forest ecotones provides habitat for numerous eastern and western birds 
as well as small mammals. Thirty-three mammal species and 128 resident bird species have been 
recorded in the park. Large mammals include bison, elk, mule deer, white-tail deer, and 
pronghorn antelope. The coyote is the primary predator; there are also bobcats and badgers . 
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The park is maintaining elk and bison herds at conservative levels to prevent overgrazing. The 
bison herd is managed to keep the population around 300 animals, while the elk population is 
maintained at between 350 and 400 animals. Surplus animals are disposed of in accordance with 
the Wind Cave National Park Surplus Wildlife Disposal Act of 1938. Most of the park's 
boundary is enclosed by a 7-foot, woven-wire fence to contain elk and bison. However, a 5-foot 
fence along approximately 5 miles of the southwest boundary is low enough to enable elk to 
move freely to and from the park. The developed area around park headquarters is fenced as 
a bison and elk exclosure. 

The prairie dog is an integral part of the park ecosystem, and it is an important prey species for 
park predators such as coyotes, badgers, and hawks. Prairie dogs have a symbiotic relationship 
with bison, pronghorn antelope, and the burrowing owl. However, the state of South Dakota 
considers the prairie dog a pest species. There is an ongoing program to monitor and control 
prairie dog populations, especially along park boundaries where they might expand onto state 
or private lands. The park staff must determine what level the prairie dog population should be 
to be balanced with other herbivores and vegetative resources. Without that information, prairie 
dog populations are maintained at the 700- to 800-acre level. 

There is little or no information on amphibians, reptiles, large upland birds, passerines, raptors, 
small mammals, or insects in the park. A 1988 summer survey identified 14 raptor species, 
including golden eagle, northern goshawk, ferruginous hawk, and burrowing owl. Merlins, a 
small rare falcon, have nested in the park. 

• 

Prior to 1986 the Park Service restricted backcountry use because of perceived confficts between • 
park visitors and wildlife. Since 1986 the park's backcountry has been open to recreational use 
without wildlife conflict or other significant resource consequences. 

Very little is known about the biota of Wind Cave. The most thorough work was done in 1959 
by the National Speleological Society on one small section of the cave. At least three species of 
cave-adapted invertebrates were found, including a species of Collembola (springtail) that, at that 
time, was "either the first collection of the genus outside of Mexico or an entirely new genus." 
Some preliminary work was also done on the cave's small mammals. Very few bats inhabit Wind 
Cave. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

There are no plant species known to exist at Wind Cave National Park that are protected by the 
Endangered Species Act or by the state of South Dakota. 

Federally endangered wildlife species that may live in the park include the bald eagle (Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus), peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes), and 
American burying beetle (Nicrophorus americanus). The state of South Dakota also lists the bald 
eagle and black-footed ferret as endangered. With the exception of the bald eagle, none of these 
species have been documented in the park recently. 

In South Dakota the bald eagle is considered a migrant and wintering species. There is no 
known bald eagle nesting activity in the park. Migrating bald eagles are occasionally observed • 
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in the park during the late fall and early spring months. There is no evidence to suggest that 
they were ever a resident species. The nearest bald eagle concentration takes place at the 
Augostura Reservoir, approximately 15 miles south of the park. 

The peregrine falcon is considered a migrant in South Dakota, although it occasionally summers 
in the Black Hills. There is no known nesting activity in the state. Peregrine use of Wind Cave 
has not been documented; however, the birds may occasionally visit the park during spring and 
fall migrations. 

Historically, black-footed ferrets inhabited Custer County, including Wind Cave National Park, 
but none have been observed in the park since 1971 (unconfirmed) and 1969 (confinned). The 
ferret lives in association with prairie dog colonies. 

Little information exists on the American burying beetle. There was one historic sighting 
approximately 90 miles east of Wind Cave. The beetle is believed to inhabit grassland/prairie 
ecosystems with significant topsoil, which exist in the park. However, there have been no 
documented sightings in the park. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service also maintains a list of candidate plant and animal species that are 
being considered for addition to the federal list of endangered and threatened species. Seven 
animal species and two plant species that may live in the park are classified as category 2 -
species for which current information indicates that listing is possibly appropriate but for which 
conclusive data on biological vulnerability and threat are not available. The category 2 species 
are: 

• Black Hills fringed-tailed myotis bat (Myotis thysanodes pahasapensis) 
• swift fox (Vulpes velox) 
•Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
• ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) 
• regal fritillary butterfly (Speyeria idalia) 
• tawny crescent butterfly (Phydodes batesi) 
• Barr's milkvetch (Astra gal us barrii) 
•Dakota buckwheat (Eriogonum visheri) 

Another species that may be in the park, the long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus), is 
classified as category 3C, which is a species that is considered more abundant and/or 
widespread than previously thought. The BJ;ick Hills fringed-tailed myotis bat has been sighted 
in the park in Coyote Cave. 

The South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, & Parks also maintains a list of threatened and 
endangered species in the state. In addition to the three federally endangered species listed 
above, the state considers the mountain lion (Felis concolor) to be a threatened species. Mountain 
lions have been observed very rarely in Wind Cave National Park and are not believed to be a 
resident species. 
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Air Quality 

The vitality and integrity of many park resources are dependent upon good air quality. Air 
pollution, even at concentrations below the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), 
can degrade visual air quality, harm vegetation, and diminish visitors' enjoyment. Under the 
provisions of the Clean Air Act of 1977 (42 USC 7401 et seq.), Wind Cave National Park is 
designated as a mandatory class I clean air area. Under this designation, very little additional 
air pollution is permitted in the vicinity of the park beyond baseline levels of certain pollutants 
- particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. 

Historically, the park's air quality has been excellent. Certain topographic features 40 to 60 miles 
eastward are clearly visible throughout much of the year. The Park Service has identified several 
scenic views extending beyond the park's boundaries that are part of the visitor experience and 
worthy of protection. These views include: Harney Peak, Black Hills National Forest, Buffalo 
Gap, Buffalo Gap National Grasslands, Battle Mountain, Seven Sisters Range, Pine Ridge 
(Nebraska), Bowman Ridge, Twin Sisters Range, Custer State Park, Mount Coolidge, and the 
Needles. Some or all of these scenic views can be seen from observation points in the park at 
Gobbler Knob, American Elk, Pegmatite, Rankin Ridge Lookout Tower, and Lone Pine Point. 

Air quality and visibility monitoring have been conducted in and near Wind Cave for many 
years, although currently there are no air monitoring systems operating in the park. There are 
several monitors in Rapid City, approximately 40 air miles northeast of the park, which measure 

• 

total suspended particles (TSP), fine particles, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. Another TSP 
monitor is located at Mount Rushmore National Memorial, 20 air miles north of Wind Cave. • 

On July 1, 1990, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) classified the part of the Black 
Hills/ Rapid City Intrastate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) in which the park is located as 
meeting national ambient standards for particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, and unclassified 
for attainment (meeting the standards) for ozone, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide. 
Unclassified usually means a lack of monitoring data to determine whether the area is meeting 
or violating ambient air standards. 

There are several large and small sources of particulate matter and other air pollutants in the 
Black Hills area that contribute to hazy conditions at the park, sometimes preventing visitors 
from enjoying the long-range views from various overlooks. Several major sources of air 
pollution (those that emit more than 100 tons per year of one or more regulated pollutants) are 
within a 100-kilometer radius of Wind Cave. These include coal-fired power plants in Rapid City 
and Lead, South Dakota, and Osage, Wyoming; three cement plants in Rapid City; a lumber mill 
in Custer; and a refinery and a natural gas pipeline compressor station in Newcastle, Wyoming. 
A number of minor sources also are located in the vicinity of the park, including sawmills in the 
Pringle and Custer areas, a rock-crushing mill and quarry at Hot Springs, a feldspar mill in 
Custer, and emissions from vehicles, home heating stoves, and furnaces in the Hot Springs area. 
Local pollution sources are especially obvious during temperature inversions. 
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CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Archeology 

The Black Hills and Wind Cave National Park are located between the centers of two prehistoric 
cultures: the Middle MiSsouri to the east and the Northern Plains to the north and west. 
Prehistoric people were probably attracted to the hills by the shelter of the limestone canyons 
in winter and by the slightly cooler temperatures in the summer. There was also good hunting 
and good quality stone for tools. As a result, the Black Hills have a rich archeological past. 

Archeological sites are plentiful in the Black Hills and range in age from 11,000 B.C. to the 
historic period. Important sites found in Wind Cave National Park include rock shelters, open 
sites, kill sites, quarries, lithic reduction (tool manufacture) sites, and historic sites from pre-park 
homesteading. The Beaver Creek rock shelter, in addition to having archeological materials, 
contains a paleontological record documenting environmental change in the area for the past 
10 ,000 years. 

Early CCC workers found two burials in the Beaver Creek drainage. The Sudderth 
reconnaissance survey of 1963 identified two rock shelters, five open sites, and two tipi ring sites. 
There was no formal effort to further assess these archeological resources until 1986 when the 
Beaver Creek shelter was tested and found to have important archeological and paleontological 
deposits. In 1987 personnel from the NPS Rocky Mountain Regional Office began short annual 
visits to the park. They have identified five tipi ring sites, seven open sites, and nine quarries . 
Altogether, 32 archeological sites have been recorded in the park. Four have been determined 
eligible and four ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places. The remaining 24 sites 
have not been evaluated. A historic resource study is nearing completion and one of its 
objectives is to assist in the evaluation of the significance of all cultural resources, both 
archeological and historic, with a view toward nomination to the national register. 

Historic Resources 

The Kiowa were the earliest named inhabitants of the Black Hills. They were succeeded by the 
Crow and then by the Poncas, who lived in the hills briefly before moving down the MiSsouri 
River into Nebraska. The first historical mention of the people who became known as the Dakota 
Sioux was in a letter written in 1640 and entered in the Jesuit Relations for that year. At that time 
~l. nH "'e~n ,,...,..a4-ert ; ... lAT; "',..,... ... .,;n ,,...,,.:i Tl.Jfh, ... o<>nf." 1'on1 nf t"ha.m hOirl l"rnc::<::""1 thP Mic::c::nnri Rivpr .. J_lll;:J t"V .l.C ..LU\... II,. 1wL .LL.I. l''l ... ~V.LILU.L 1. ~.LL~ ............... ......, .. ~._,..._.. ... -. ..... _ ... _.., ....... ..,. ....... _... ____ ..._....,..,._.. __ ~.-. • ...., ._,..__..........._.. _____ ---.-.-. 

before 1750. Separate accounts variously place the time of arrival of the Sioux tribe in the Black 
Hills at 1765, 1775, and 1778. Lewis and Clark reported the Cheyenne in the Black Hills country 
in 1804. There are no identified sites in the park related to historic Indians. 

Euroamerican incursions into the Black Hills (in violation of several treaties with the Sioux) 
dominated the scene in the nineteenth century. White settlement followed the warfare period 
after 1877. Much of the park was homesteaded and two of the homesteads have been recorded 
as historic archeological sites. 

One of the earliest families to settle in the vicinity of Wind Cave was that of Samuel and Sarah 
Bingham, whose sons are credited with finding the opening to the cave in 1881. But it was the 
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partnership of the McDonald and Stabler families in the 1890s that first developed the potential. 
of the cave as a privately run tourist attraction. Animosity between these families and litigation 
over rights relating to the cave brought the enterprise to federal attention and eventually led to 
the establishment of Wind Cave National Park in 1903. 

The first three decades of park history were characterized by low budgets and little surface 
development. Although one third of the surviving historic structures predate the Civilian 
Conservation Corps (established in 1933), the CCC established the visual character of all park 
structures with landscaping, stone retaining walls, and the construction of the elevator building. 
Fifteen of the buildings were included as contributing structures in the Administrative and 
Utility Area National Register District. All the buildings are now used for their original purposes 
or adaptively used. These include the administrative/visitor center building, a number of 
residences, and utility and maintenance buildings. The buildings are of northern Spanish 
architecture and were built primarily by local contractors during the CCC era (see table 12). 
Other cultural resources in the park include evidence of several historic trails, traces of early 
homesteads, and the remains of a CCC camp. Two bridges in the park were considered for the 
national register. These were the Beaver Creek ("High") bridge, placed in the national register 
on August 8, 1984, and the Pigtail bridge, which was rejected on April 10, 1984. A study is 
currently underway to determine if the cave elevator interior, including the cab, is eligible for 
listing in the national register. A parkwide national register project will identify any additional 
properties to be included. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES 

An ethnographic overview and assessment has not been prepared, but is called for in the 
Resource Management Plan. When it is completed, the proposed general management plan 
(alternative B) will be amended as necessary to reflect those findings. 

VISITOR USE 

Wind Cave National Park receives a large amount of nonrecreational visitation because two 
major transportation routes, U.S. 385 and S.D. 87, traverse the park The park is located between 
Hot Springs (and points south) and the town of Custer, Custer State Park, Mount Rushmore 
National Memorial, and Rapid City on the north. 

Nonrecreational visits include persons using easements to access private property outside the 
park boundary; commuters and others passing through; trades people with business within the 
park; any civilian activity incidental to the pursuit of a gainful occupation (e.g., photographers); 
non-NPS government personnel with business in the park; citizens using NPS buildings for local 
civic or government business or attending public meetings; and outside researchers. 

Recreational visits are the entries of persons onto lands or waters administered by the National 
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Park Service for recreation purposes. In January 1993 the park's public use reporting and 
counting instructions were changed to provide more accurate estimates of the park's use by the 
public. Prior years' reported visitation figures are no longer directly comparable to the figures • 
now being compiled and reported. However, recreation use has been estimated for the years 
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1990 to 1993 in table 4. Working with original traffic counter data and applying the 1993 public 
use reporting and counting instructions has resulted in the use figures shown below. The 
significant decrease in recreation visits in 1993, as compared to 1992, is believed to be the result 
of several major road construction projects in the immediate area combined with near record 
rainfall throughout most of the primary visitor season. 

YEAR 

1993 

1992 

1991 

1990 

TABLE 4: RECREATION VISITS 1990-93 

RECREATION VISITS 

529,144 

644,570 

615,049 

669,472 

Source: National Park Service, Denver Service Center, Division of Engineering 
Services, Branch of Transportation; Central Team, Branch of Planning; WASO -
Socioeconomics Studies Division; and Wind Cave National Park 

About 81 % of the 1993 recreational use occurred from April through September (figure 1). July 
and August were the busiest months with an average daily visitation of 3,750 and 4,115 visits 
per day respectively. In 1993 about 2.3% of the total visitors stayed overnight at the Elk 
Mountain Campground or in the backcountry (table 5) . 
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Figure 1. Recreation Visits for 1993 by Month 
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Source: National Park Service, WASO, Socioeconomic Studies Division 

The average length of stay for day-use visitors is about 2.5 hours. An average of about 900 
people per day during the peak time of July and August attend the cave tours. This represents 
about 19% of daily visitation. Other activities include scenic driving, observing wildlife, 
picnicking, hiking, and guided walks and other interpretive activities on the surface. 

Several cave tours are offered. The "Natural Entrance Tour" (1/2 mile; 1 1/4 hours) and the 
"Fairgrounds Tour" (1 mile; 1 1/2 hours) are the most used tours and account for 72% of use. 
These tours cover paved trails with many stairs and electric lighting. In addition there is a 
"Candlelight Tour" and a "Spelunking Tour," each of which are limited to 10 people and provide 
a more primitive and strenuous cave experience. The "Garden of Eden Tour" gives a basic 
orientation to the cave for those vi.Sitars unable to participate in the more strenuous tours. Total 
cave tour capacity for any one day is 1,140 persons. 

• 

• 

Overnight use of the park is limited to camping in the Elk Mountain campground or 
backcountry camping. Elk Mountain campground offers 100 campsites for tents and recreational • 
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vehicles but rarely exceeds about 50% occupancy. The campground is generally open April -
October. A fee is charged. Backcountry camping is by permit. 

TABLE 5: OVERNIGHT USE FOR 1993 

'•• ~ 
CAMPGROUND OVERNIGHT BACKCOUNTRY OVERNIGHT TOTAL OVERNIGHT 

MONTH STAYS STAYS STAYS 

January 2 0 2 

February 10 0 10 

March 50 1 51 

April 500 15 515 

May 588 27 615 

June 1,799 60 1,859 

July 4,391 118 4,509 

August 3,503 51 3,554 

September 938 28 966 

October 444 6 450 

November 0 0 0 

December 0 0 0 

Total 12,225 306 12,531 

Source: National Park Service, WASO, Socioeconomic Studies Division 

PROJECTIONS OF POTENTIAL DEMAND 

Reliable projections of future public use of Wind Cave National Park cannot be made because 
of a lack of consistent data. The small amount of data in table 4 is inadequate to produce a 
useful estimate of future visitation. 

Forecasting visitation is a speculative exercise at best, even when reliable data is available. In this 
instance only four reliable annual data values are available. These are too few to allow for a 
forecast beyond one or two years from now. Generally forecasted visitation figures are reported 
for a 90% confidence interval. This means that there is a 0.9 probability that the actual visitation 
would fall within the reported range of visitation figures as based upon the available data. In 
this instance, a simple regression model produces a 90% confidence interval that has a range of 
expected visitor use that spans nearly 400,000 recreation visits between the high and low 
projection. This estimate is meaningless for planning purposes. 

Also, this plan is for a 10 to 20 year period. A forecast that covers only one or two years - even 
if it is reliable and valid - is insufficient to make planning decisions that could affect the future 
of the park Collection of many years of new data will be necessary before reliable and valid 
projections of future use can be forecast for Wind Cave . 
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SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

Regional Setting 

Wind Cave National Park is located in Custer County in the Black Hills region of southwest 
South Dakota. Wind Cave is about 55 miles south of Rapid City and 12 miles north of Hot 
Springs. 

Rapid City (1990 population 54,022) is the largest city in the area and is the gateway to the Black 
Hills region. It is located 316 miles north of Cheyenne, Wyoming and 400 miles north of Denver, 
Colorado. Rapid City is accessible via Interstate 90 from Billings, Montana (317 miles) and Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota (360 miles). The Rapid City /Black Hills region is approximately 475 miles 
east of Yellowstone National Park. 

Custer is the county seat of Custer County. This town of 1,741 people is nearly 20 miles 
northwest of Wind Cave National Park. 

Southwest South Dakota has a large amount of public land. The U.S. Forest Service administers 
the Black Hills National Forest (1,235,917 acres), including Buffalo Gap National Grassland. Pine 
Ridge Indian Reservation is administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The National Park 
Service has four units in this area: Badlands National Park, Mount Rushmore National Memorial, 
Wind Cave National Park and Jewel Cave National Monument. The state of South Dakota 
administers Custer State Park (73,000 acres). 

Regional Recreational Activities and Facilities 

The Black Hills region has numerous outdoor recreation opportunities. Large recreational areas 
are provided by various governmental units. The private sector provides many attractions, 
including museums~ historical sites~ and other facilities. The diversity and abundance of 
recreational attractions combine to make the Black Hills a major tourist destination. The natural 
scenery and history of the Black Hills are the main themes of the recreational facilities of the 
region. The following briefly describes major recreational attractions of the Black Hills region. 

National Park Service 

Badlands National Park 

The Badlands consist of a rugged landscape of steep canyons and sharp ridges carved out 
of the rolling prairie. It is a remnant of the once vast natural grasslands that made up much 
of the country's interior. The north unit of the monument has a scenic drive with numerous 
overlooks. Interstate 90 provides easy access to this segment of the monument. The south 
unit lies within the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation and is more remote. 

Jewel Cave National Monument 

• 

• 

Jewel Cave offers a variety of recreational experiences to visitors. Three different tours of • 
the cave are offered: scenic, historical, and spelunking. A visitor center provides services 
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and access to the cave. Picnic facilities are provided at two locations. Overnight 
accommodations are not available within the park. 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial 

Mount Rushmore is the best known of the NPS units in the region. A visitor center provides 
interpretive services. Viewing the vast stone sculpture carved into the rock face of the 
mountain is the most popular activity in the park. Overnight accommodations are available 
in nearby communities and Black Hills National Forest. Picnicking and camping are not 
allowed within the memorial. 

U.S. Forest Service 

Black Hills National Forest 

A wide range of recreational opportunities is available within the over 1 million acres of this 
national forest. Included are boating,. camping, fishing, hiking, picnicking, horseback riding, 
and swimming. Wildlife viewing and hunting (in season) are also available. The area also 
offers winter sports activities. 

Deerfield Lake Recreation Area, Pactola Lake Recreation Area, and Sheridan Lake Recreation 
Area are all within the nationalforest. 

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

• 

Cold Brook Lake 

Located 1 mile north of Hot Springs, this 433-acre area provides opportunities for camping, 
picnicking, and canoeing. 

Cottonwood Springs Lake 

Camping, fishing, and picnicking are available at this 166-acre site. It is located 12 miles 
west of Hot Springs. 

State of South Dakota 

Angostura Reservoir State Recreation Area 

An area of 1,140 acres of land and water provides a variety of recreational opportunities and 
services. Boating, camping, fishing, hiking,. picnicking, and swimming are available. The 
area also provides opportunities for winter sports. Lodging and food service are also 
present. This area is about 5 miles southeast of Hot Springs . 
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Custer State Park 

An area of 73,000 acres is home to one of the world's largest (approximately 1,400 
individual animals) remaining bison herds. The park provides habitat for mountain goats, 
deer, elk, bighorn sheep, pronghorn antelope, over 200 species of birds, and numerous other 
species of wildlife. The park has a visitor center, exhibits, guided walks, and other visitor 
services. Several campgrounds and a lodge/ cabin facility provide accommodations. Boating, 
camping, fishing, hiking, picnicking, horseback riding, and swimming are available. The 
area also provides opportunities for winter sports. 

Private Facilities and Attractions 

Rapid City provides a wide range of recreational opportunities including city parks, 
museums, movies, etc. Custer is the home of several attractions. Hot Springs is known for 
the mineral springs from which its name is derived and is the site of a national natural 
landmark where the remains of prehistoric mammoths can be seen. 

Numerous other natural and manmade attractions are located in the Black Hills, including 
several other caves. 

Population 

• 

Except for Rapid City, the four-county region surrounding Wind Cave and Jewel Cave is • 
sparsely populated (tables 6 and 7). Two of the three most rural counties significantly declined 
in population over the last ten years. South Dakota's population remained essentially stable from 
1980 to 1990; the increase from 690,768 to 693,294 during this period was less than 0.5%. 

TABLE 6: FOUR-COUNTY REGION - POPULATION FIGURES 

COUNTY 1980 POPULATION 1990 POPULATION PERCENT CHANGE 

Custer 6,000 6,177 2.95 

Fall River 8,439 7,346 -12.95 

Pennington 70,361 80,801 14.84 

Shannon 11,323 9,802 -13.43 

Total 96,123 104,126 8.33 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Postcensus Review Data - Preliminary and Partial Data 
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TABLE 7: MAJOR CITIES IN THE FOUR-COUNTY REGION - POPULATION FIGURES 

CITY 1980 POPULATION 1990 POPULATION PERCENT CHANGE 

Custer 1,830 1,741 -4.86 

Hot Springs 4,742 4,318 -8.94 

Rapid City 48,692 54,022 10.95 

Pine Ridge n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, :postcensus review data (preliminary and partial data). 
n.a. = not available 

Economy 

Farming, logging, lumbering, mining, ranching, and tourism are the leading industries in Custer 
County. Major employers are the Colonial Manor Nursing Home, U.S. Forest Service (Black Hills 
National Forest),. South Dakota Development Center, Custer State Park,. Pacer Mining 
Corporation, and Custer Independent School District. The unemployment rate as of March 1991 
was 5.7%. In 1988 the government sector was the largest nonfann employer in the county (table 
8). Agriculture accounted for almost half of all employment in the county (tables 6 and 7). 

Hot Springs is the center of economic activity in Fall River County. Tourism, trade, services, and 
government are the principal employers. It is the gateway community, on the south, for Wind 
Cave National Park. Almost half of all nonfarm workers were employed by some level of 
government during 1988 (table 9). 

Rapid City is the center for commerce, transportation, and communications for southwest South 
Dakota. The Rapid City /Pennington County economy is the largest and most diversified of the 
region. It has all the services and facilities of cities of comparable size. There are fifty firms that 
employ 100 or more individuals in the Rapid City area. The unemployment rate in September 
1989 was 3.8%. 

Shannon County is the most economically deprived of the four counties. The entire county lies 
within the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. Part of Badlands National Park lies within this county. 
However, the county is bypassed by Interstate 90 and the most heavily visited portion of the 
park lies outside of the county. The few centers of population are not well located to take 
advantage of the possible economic opportunities that are associated with recreation and tourism 
in the Black Hills region. The service and government sectors were the predominant employers 
in 1988 (table 8). Employment by sectors for the four-county region is shown in table 9 . 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

TABLE 8: NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPWYMENT, 1988 

SECTOR OF THE FALL RlVER PENNINGTON 
ECONOMY CUSTER COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY SHANNON COUNTY 

Mining and 131 184 2,100 57 
Construction 

Manufacturing 200 26 3,200 n/a 

Transportation and 60 176 1,900 n/a 
Utilities 

Wholesale and Retail 356 503 10,200 117 
Trade 

Finance, Insurance, 35 52 1,600 n/a 
& Real Estate 

Services 366 481 8,800 1,022 

Government 916 1,210 7,100 775 

Total 2,033 2,631 34,900 2,028 

Source: South Dakota Labor Profile 

TABLE 9: CMLIAN LABOR fORCE, 1988 

FALL RrvER PENNINGTON 
CUSTER COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY SHANNON COUNTY 

Labor Force 3,958 3,590 39,383 2,497 

Employment 3,819 3,441 37,701 2,224 

Unemployment 139 149 1,682 273 

Unemployment 3.5 4.2 4.3 10.9 
Percentage Rate 

Source: South Dakota Labor Profile 

Transportation and Access 

Interstate 90 is the major highway traversing the region from east to west. This federal highway 
runs just north of Rapid City. From Rapid City south and west a network of federal and state 
roads ties the Black Hills together. Wind Cave is accessible by U.S. 385 and S.D. 87. The region 
is serviced by Rapid City Regional Airport, which is 6 miles east of the city. Five major airlines 
and several local air carriers operate out of this airport. Rail service is provided by the Chicago 
Northwestern Railroad. Intracity bus service and tour bus service to the Black Hills is available. 

Regional Visitor Services 

• 

• 

Custer and Hot Springs are the nearest sources of visitor services. Food, lodging, medical, and 
automotive services are available but limited. Custer has 24-hour ambulance service staffed by. 
volunteers, a 16-bed community hospital, and two medical clinics. Hot Springs has a 20-bed 
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Socioeconomic Environment 

community hospital, two medical clinics, a home health care service, a 152-bed Veterans 
Administration hospital, and a 400-bed domiciliary. 

Rapid City provides a full range of services. It has a complete convention complex including a 
11,500-seat arena, 120,000 square feet of exhibit space, a 1,774-seat theater, meeting rooms, and 
catering facilities. Numerous restaurants and lodging facilities are available to the visiting public. 
Rapid City Regional Hospital provides a full range of medical services to residents of portions 
of North and South Dakota, Montana, Nebraska, and Wyoming. Approximately 160 doctors and 
60 dentists serve the Rapid City area. 

FACILITY ANALYSIS 

The following tables summarize the facilities in Wind Cave National Park. 

TABLE 10: EXISTING PARK ROADS AND TRAILS 

NAME AND LOCATION STATUS MILES MILcS CONDmoN 
SURFACED UNSURFACED 

U.S. 385 and S.D. 87, western side of the Primary 16.7 Fair 
park roads 

Park Service/ county roads, east and Primary 11.6 Fair; impassable 
northeast section roads when wet 

Maintenance and residential access Secondary 0.8 Fair to poor 
roads/headquarters roads 

Mixing Circle Road, Water Reservoir Secondary 35 Fair to poor 
Road, Water Well Road/park general roads 

Fire access roads/ general Access roads 19.8 Undeveloped two 
track; emergency 
use only 

Rankin Ridge trail National 1 Good 
scenic trail 

Campground trail Trail 3/4 Fair 

Developed trails/ general Trails 1.3 Good 

Cave trails Historic trails 0.8 0.6 Good 
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TABLE 11: EXISTING NONHISTORIC PARK STRUCTURES • STRUCTURE CONDITION SIZE (SQUARE FEET) 

Eight-unit apartment complex Fair 4,500 

Four-unit apartment complex Good 2,600 

Four-unit apartment complex Fair 2,380 

Mobile homes (three) Fair Various 

Campground tender's home Fair 675 

Comfort stations (five) Fair 220 each 

Modular homes (two) Good 1,300 each 

Well pump house Fair 80 

Campground water pump house Fair 60 

Spring water system chlorinator house Fair 60 

Cabin Good 480 

Wildlife facility; pens, corral, runway, and chutes Good 

Wildlife fence Fair 48 miles 

TABLE 12: PARK HISTORIC STRUCTURES 

BUILDING IDLCS • NUMBER NUMBER STRUCTURE CONDITION 

HS-01 10740 Administration building Fair 
HS-96 10756 CCC cave structure Good 
HS-27 10758 CCC headquarters/bunkhouse Poor 
HS-97 10757 CCC stone walls & steps Fair 
HS-15 10755 Recreation hall Fair 
HS-02 10754 Elevator building Fair 
HS-12 10748 Structural fire truck garage Fair 
HS-11 10747 Vehicle garage Fair 
HS-17 10751 Garage/ carpenter shop Fair 
HS-18 10752 Garage warehouse Fair 
HS-16 10750 Oil & gas house Fair 
HS-04 10741 Old superintendent's residence Fair 
HS-30 10753 Paint locker Fair 
HS-35 10760 Patrol & storage Poor 
HS-98 10762 Pigtail bridge Fair 
HS-05 10743 Residence Fair 
HS-06 10744 Residence Fair 
HS-07 10745 Residence Fair 
HS-08 10746 Residence Fair 
HS-03 10742 Superintendent's residence Fair 
HS-13 10749 National Park Service storage Fair 
HS-25 10759 Warehouse Fair 
HS-99 10761 Beaver Creek Bridge Fair 

• 
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Management and Operations 

TABLE 13: PARK INFRASTRUCTURE 

Water systems The water system for the spring system consists of headworks 2 miles west of 
the park boundary; a 14-foot-deep spring box; 1 mile of 6-.inch cast iron pipe; a 
7-foot by 10-foot concrete box; 1 mile of 8-inch cast iron pipe; and series of pipe 
through a sand filter. The well water system includes a 759.foot deep well in 
Wmd Cave Canyon; an 8-inch casing submergible pump; a 565,000-gallon 
reservoir; 20,000-gallon storage reservoir; and approximately 18,000 feet of 
water line ranging in size from 6 inches to 3 I 4 inch. 

Sewer systems The headquarters area sewage system includes 4,320 feet of main sewer and 
lateral line, 3,800 feet of 8-inch sewer main, and two 3/4-acre sewage treatment 
lagoons. The campground sewage system includes six 1,100-gallon septic tanks 
with connecting lines from the comfort stations. 

Electric systems The electrical system is owned and maintained by Black Hills Power and Light 
Company. The cave electrical system is owned and maintained by the National 
Park Service and consists of 7 miles of cable and 550 fixtures. 

Radio system The radio system includes a 90-watt base station on Elk Mountain, 10 base 
station remotes, 13 mobile units, 22 portable units, 5-, 15-, and 20-watt hand 
units, 9 desk/mobile chargers, two 10-unit chargers at Jewel Cave, a 65-watt 
base station, 5 base station remotes, 4 mobile units, ten 5-watt portable hand 
units, 5 desk/mobile chargers, and two IO-unit chargers. 

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS 

Wind Cave National Park normally has a staffing level of 35 FTEs (see table 14), with total salary 
and benefits of $885,000. Salary and benefits have averaged 79% of the total annual operating 
budget. 

Park administration, management, and operational functions are all located in the park (see the 
General Development/Park General map). 

In addition to responsibilities for Wind Cave National Park, the superintendent is also 
responsible for the overall administration of Jewel Cave National Monument. Wind Cave 
provides administrative support to Jewel Cave . 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENf 

TABLE 14: CURRENT PARK STAFFING • 
NUMBER OF POSITIONS 

POSlTION PERMANENT LESS THAN FULL TIME 

Superintendent 1 

Administrative officer 1 

Purchasing agent 1 

Secretary 1 

Administrative clerk 1 

Clerk typist 3 

Clerk 1 

Facility manager 1 

General foreman 1 

Engineering equipment operator 1 1 

Maintenance worker 3 

Laborer 4 

Cave management specialist 1 

Resource management specialist 1 

Park ranger 5 25 

• 

• 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Regardless of the alternative selected, actions proposed in the park's Resources Management Plan 
would continue to be implemented as funds were made available. Also, coordination with other 
federal, state, and county agencies as well as with private interests would continue to help to 
ensure the protection of park values and resources. There are no known conflicts between any 
of the alternatives and the objectives of federal, regional, state, local, or Indian tribe land use 
plans. 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO ACTION 

This environmental impact statement assesses potential impacts from proposed changes in park 
facilities and visitor management. Critical elements associated with implementation are 
addressed. 

AFFECTED ELEMENTS 

Cave resources 

Geology 

Soils 

Vegetation 

Wildlife 

Water resources 

Visual/ scenic resources 

Archeological/historical resources 

Socioeconomic Environment 

Visitor experience 

UNAFFECTED ELEMENTS 

Threatened and endangered. species 

Prime or unique farmlands 

Wilderness 

American Indian religious use 

Air quality 

Floodplains and wetlands 

Under the existing management zoning scheme, approximately 1,000 acres of Wind Cave 
National Park's 28,292 acres (3.5%) are included in a development zone. The remainder of park 
is classified and managed as a natural zone. 

Under alternative A no new park facilities would be constructed and very little modification of 
existing facilities would be done. An exception would be the eight-unit apartment building 
scheduled for construction in the nonhistoric park housing area. This apartment building would 
replace existing trailers, be constructed on an already disturbed site, and tie in with existing 
utility systems and hookups. This new facility would replace existing housing and is considered 
a categorical exclusion in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act. It therefore 
is not assessed in this EIS. 

Elements associated with existing use, maintenance, and management of facilities, including the 
campground, picnic area, buildings, utility systems, roads, parking areas, and trails, have been 
evaluated . 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Natural Environment 

Although an 18% increase in park visitation is projected by the year 2001, and maintenance of 
park facilities would continue, very little new disturbance to park resources would be expected 
under this alternative. Areas most likely to be affected would primarily be sites where visitors 
now concentrate and/ or where park maintenance activities are occasionally required, including 
Wind Cave, the visitor center grounds, trails, campground and backcountry campsites, parking 
areas, picnic sites, and utility systems. 

Cave Resources. 

Analysis - Cave visitation and surface development over the cave would continue to result in 
adverse impacts to cave resources. For example, the main parking lot has become a source of 
petrochemical pollution, some of which is leaching into the cave. The effects of this type of 
pollution on cave resources are unknown, and whatever effects are taking place would continue 
under the no-action alternative. 

Surface structures also would continue to affect hydrologic patterns, which in turn would affect 
the cave. Several sources in the park could be affecting the cave in this regard. The parking lot 
and structures such as buildings, sidewalks, and roads have altered natural drainage patterns, 
with unknown consequences for the cave environment. The campground toilets are connected 
to septic tanks, which are an unnatural moisture source that could be affecting the cave. There 

• 

is potential for the existing park sewage lagoons to overflow, which could allow additional 
amounts of moisture into the cave. The two lagoons could leak if their liners were punctured, • 
but this is unlikely. Changes in drainage patterns or increases in cave moisture could irreversibly 
damage cave formations and features, and detrimentally affect the cave invertebrate population. 

Artificial cave entrances alter natural cave air flow patterns with unknown consequences. 
Changes in Wind Cave's air flow may be damaging cave formations and altering cave biota. The 
walk-in entrance may be the most significant contributor to the cooling and drying effects from 
the artificial and enlarged cave openings. An air lock (revolving door) recently was installed at 
this entrance to help correct air flow problems. Under this alternative the entrances to the two 
elevator landings and the Snake Pit would continue to affect Wind Cave's temperature and 
humidity levels. 

More research would be conducted to document the long-term effects of visitation and 
developments in and above the cave. 

Visitor use would continue to affect Wind Cave. Over 100,000 people now visit Wind Cave 
annually. The amount and number of cave resources that have been lost or damaged since the 
cave was discovered is not known. Impacts are minimized by allowing visitors in only a small 
portion of the cave and by requiring that cave visitors be accompanied by Park Service 
interpreters. The presence of interpreters would deter visitors from taking "souvenirs" from the 
cave, and would educate the visitors in regard to the detrimental effect of touching or breaking 
off pieces of cave formations. Most of the cave's 69-plus miles would continue to be closed to 
the general public and would not be affected by the projected increase in use. However, with 
overall park use projected to increase 18% by the year 2001, some additional loss and damage 
of cave resources along the existing 1.4-mile trail would be expected. More cave visitation would • 
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Alternative A - No-Adion 

increase the potential for further loss of cave features, including the theft and destruction of 
speleothems and erosion of delicate cave formations. The removal, destruction, and erosion of 
cave features and fonnations would be an irreversible loss of resources. 

Lint would continue to accumulate along the cave tour route. Over time some 4.5 million visitors 
have left behind small particles of clothing fiber, hair, and skin; lint accumulations up to 1 inch 
thick have been documented. Research performed at other caves (most notably at Carlsbad 
Cavern) indicates that this foreign material has potentially harmful effects. Lint is composed 
predominantly of organic material that becomes an unnatural food source for cave invertebrates. 
An increase in food can alter cave invertebrate composition and can result in unnatural 
fluctuations in populations, extend species ranges, and alter species types. Lint can also attract 
and hold moisture, which can contribute to the dissolution of underlying rock. To mitigate the 
impacts the Park Service would continue to periodically remove the lint accumulation. However, 
lint removal is time consuming, costly, and must be carefully performed to prevent damage to 
cave features. Research has been proposed to detemvne the composition and characteristics of 
cave lint. This research would test several methods for preventing, or at least slowing, the 
accumulation of additional lint in the cave. 

Although lighting options would be studied, the impacts of artificial cave lighting would 
continue. The lighting system, which was installed as a safety feature, allows unnatural algae 
growth. This algae is primarily an aesthetic problem, but is also a source of unnatural organic 
matter that may be altering the environment and affecting the composition of cave invertebrates. 
In addition, the algae secretes weak acids that can dissolve cave formations . 

Current research on the cave's biological systems proposes to inventory cave biota, classify the 
species present, and map distributions. Species interactions would also be described, and threats 
to cave ecosystems from human activity would be listed. Once this inventory was complete, any 
changes to the cave biota would be documented and mitigated. 

Conclusion - Wind Cave would continue to be negatively affected by visitor use, unnatural 
entrances, lights, and surface facilities. The full extent of these impacts is not well known. Most 
of the impacts from public use would be expected along the existing 1.4 miles of trail open to 
public use. Only about 2% of the known cave would be affected by the public tours. Much more 
research should be conducted in order to fully understand what the long-term consequences of 
surface and cave development and the presence of people are on Wind Cave. 

Geology; Soils; and Vegetation. 

Analysis - Soil compaction and displacement would continue in areas of concentrated visitor 
use and in areas requiring occasional ground-disturbing maintenance activities, including the 
visitor center grounds, campground, picnic area, roadways, trails, park housing, maintenance 
facility, and utility system corridors. 

When soils are compacted, air and water infiltration is reduced. This can result in an alteration 
of soil chemistry and a change in vegetation composition. Exotic plant species, which are well 
represented in the park, can spread rapidly to disturbed/compacted sites. Disturbed soils also 
result in increased potential for soil erosion, including the loss of topsoil. Disturbed sloped areas 
are generally most prone to erosion. Within the park, soil erosion is a problem in certain areas, 
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particularly along some road cuts where bank erosion is occurring. With increased public use,. 
more visitors might hike into the southeast comer of the park and on the steep slopes of the 
Beaver Creek area. Both of these areas have soils that are susceptible to disturbance and erosion. 
Erosion and the loss of topsoil reduces an area's ability to support vegetation and wildlife. Also, 
disturbed soils can erode into stream channels and degrade water quality. 

The park"s Resource Management Plan states that very little information is available on the park's 
vegetation communities. The effects of past and present management activities on the vegetation 
are also unknown. It is therefore uncertain what effects existing facilities, maintenance activities, 
and visitors are having on the areas. Impacts due to continuing activities in the no-action 
alternative are assumed to be negligible but are unknown. 

Conclusion -Other than possible flood damage to the visitor center, there would be no adverse 
effect on cultural resources. 

Visitor Experience 

Analysis. Under this alternative, relatively few visitors would understand primary park themes 
that deal with surface resources. Also, few visitors would take more than a cursory advantage 
of surface recreational opportunities such as hiking, photography, wildlife viewing,. etc. The 
general lack of awareness of Wind Cave's surface resources would continue. 

Most visitors to the cave would continue to receive high quality interpretive programs, though. 
many would be in groups (up to 40) too large for optimal interpretation and visitor experience. 
Services for visitors with disabilities and for those with a fear of caves would continue to 
improve. Students in environmental education programs would continue to receive high quality 
educational services but with continuing limits on the number served. 

Campers would have uneven pads and a lack of privacy between sites. Picnickers would 
continue to encounter congestion and poor restroom facilities. 

Visitors with physical, sensory, and mental disabilities would have increased opportunities for 
a satisfying visit. 

Existing structures in the 100-year floodplain would still be subject to potential damage from 
infrequent, seasonal flooding. In an effort to reduce the threat to human safety, flood warning 
and evacuation information would be made available to visitors at key visitor contact points 
such as the visitor center, campground, and parking areas. 

Conclusion. Visitors would continue to enjoy the cave and some surface activities. 

Socioeconomic Environment 

Implementing alternative A would result in a minor level of construction activity within the 
park. There may be some inconvenience experienced by visitors and staff because of this work. • 
Some short-term economic benefits would accrue to the local area and region due to 
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Alternative A - No-Action 

construction-related expenditures. Approximately $1.3 million would be spent on the 
improvements. Some of that money would be spent locally. 

Management and Operations 

Office space for all divisions would continue to be crowded and inefficient1 possibly resulting 
in lost productivity and poor morale. There would continue to be safety and law enforcement 
problems in the parking area because of its poor design . 
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TABLE 15: HISTORIC PROPERTIES GENERAL DESCRIPTION- No-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

Wind Cave National Park: The Administrative and Utility Area Historic District. The historic district consists 
of 15 buildings, the park's main parking lots, retaining walls and stairways, and a roadway to the utility area. 
There are 15 buildings listed as contributing structures to the district's significance. The district was placed on the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) on July 11, 1984. 

EFFECT OF THE 
HISTORIC PROPERTY NRHP ALTERNATIVE PROTECTIVE RATIONALE. FOR 
DESCRIPTION STATUS (No ACTION) MEASURES ACTION 

HS-1: Administration building Listed on the No adverse Continuation of Budgetary 
HS-2: Elevator building national effect: as there preventive constraints 
HS-3: Present superintendent's register July would be no maintenance would not 

residence 11, 1984. change in the and adaptive permit 
HS-4: Original superintendent's use of the use; monitoring upgrading. 

residence buildings. 
HS-5: Residence 
HS-6: Residence Possible damage 
HS-7: Residence to HS-1 as a 
HS-8: Residence result of 
HS-11: Main fire cache/ garage flooding 
HS-12: Old fire cache/ vehicle 

storage 
HS-13: Old power 

house/ storage 
HS-15: Second power 

house/recreation hall 
HS-16: Oil & gas house/ gas 

station 
HS-17: Shop & garage building 
HS-18: Warehouse/ garage 

building 
Old cave entrance 

This alternative would protect, preserve, and provide for the wise use of cultural resources, as indicated in the 
text on page 77. 
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• ALTERNATIVE B - PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Only critical elements associated with implementation of this alternative are addressed. 

AFFECTED ELEMENTS 

Cave Resources 

Geology 

Soils 

Vegetation 

Wildlife 

Water resources 

Air quality 

Visual/ scenic resources 

Archeological/historical resources 

Socioeconomic environment 

Visitor experience 

Floodplains 

UNAFFECTED ELEMENTS 

Threatened and endangered species 

Wetlands 

Prime or unique farmlands 

Wilderness 

American Indian religious use 

Storm Water Rule 

• Natural Environment 

Cave Resources. 

• 

Analysis - Impacts associated with this alternative would be similar to those described in 
alternative A with minor exceptions. 

Additional air locks on all cave entrances would restore natural temperature and humidity levels 
in the cave. 

Reconstructing the main parking lot to more effectively disperse surface runoff would restore 
a more natural pattern of water infiltration into Wind Cave. As described in alternative A, the 
effects of hydrocarbon pollutants on cave resources are unknown. The new vehicle storage 
building wouid be designed to catch and contain ieaks from vehicles. 

Connecting campground toilets to a self-contained system would eliminate the danger of existing 
septic tanks leaching sewage into the cave. If water conservation, evaporation enhancement, and 
precipitation input reduction efforts are exhausted and not sufficient, an additional lined sewage 
lagoon might be required. The potential would still remain, however, for one or more of the 
sewage lagoons to leak and for the moisture to affect the cave. Probable consequences are 
described under alternative A. 

The new well would be drilled near the old well, which would eliminate the danger of drilling 
into the cave. The cave extends to the water table in at least one area. A change in cave 
hydrology could adversely affect both cave biota and formations. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Conclusion - This alternative has the potential for both beneficial and adverse impacts on cave 
resources. As in alternative A, only about 2% of the known cave would be affected by the 
expected increase in public use. However, the management actions in this alternative overall 
would be expected to have a beneficial effect, providing more protection for cave resources than 
alternative A. 

Geology, Soils, and Vegetation. 

Analysis - Impacts from increased visitor use and maintenance activities in the proposed general 
management plan (alternative B) would be identical to those described for alternative A. In 
addition, a total of about 4.2 acres of land would be disturbed for the interpretive trail, 
well/ pumphouse, sewage lagoon, eight-unit apartment, expansion of the maintenance area, and 
pipelines for the well and sewage treatment system. However, burial of the pipelines would be 
a temporary disturbance, because the trenches would be filled in and revegetated with native 
plants. Expansion of the maintenance area also would occur in an area that already has been 
disturbed and has little vegetation. The construction and maintenance of the remaining facilities 
would result in the disturbance of about 2 acres of soil and vegetation. Because larger surface 
areas would be disturbed in this alternative than in alternative A, there would be greater 
potential for soil erosion and the spread of exotic plants. Disturbed sites would be revegetated 
to speed the recovery of the disturbed sites, thus reducing impacts. Building the sewage lagoon 
and well, and laying pipelines on surface or near-surface bedrock also could result in the 
permanent alteration of the bedrock, which would be an irreversible impact. 

• 

The proposed general management plan (alternative B) would have a beneficial effect on the • 
park's vegetation. About 2.8 acres of the existing picnic area would be revegetated to restore the 
native plant cover. 
Conclusion - Actions proposed under this plan would result in both positive and negative 
impacts on soils and vegetation. Overall, there would be a negligible effect on the park's soils 
and vegetation. 

Wildlife. 

Analysis - Impacts on wildlife from the projected increase in public use under the proposed 
general management plan (alternative B) would be the same as described for alternative A. The 
impacts would primarily occur in areas with concentrated visitor use and would be expected to 
have a negligible effect on the park's surface wildlife. There is the possibility that increased 
public use could affect invertebrate populations in a small portion of the cave. 

With the removal and revegetation of the picnic area, about 2.8 acres could be restored as 
wildlife habitat. On the other hand, construction of the 1-acre sewage lagoon, 2-mile hiking trail, 
and well/pumphouse, and expansion of the maintenance area would result in a loss of 
approximately 2 acres of wildlife habitat; about another 2 acres would be temporarily disturbed 
while water pipelines were laid. Much of the proposed disturbed acreage is already developed. 
Consequently, the loss of habitat would not be expected to adversely affect wildlife. 

As noted in the "Affected Environment" section, there are seven category 2 animal species (and 
two plant species) that may exist in the park. Although it is unlikely that these species use the • 
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areas that would be affected by the proposed developments, the areas should be inventoried for 
these species before construction begins. This action would be consistent with the Resource 
Management Plan, which calls for the protection of sensitive wildlife and plant species. 

Conclusion - There would be a loss of approximately 2 acres of previously disturbed wildlife 
habitat from the construction of new facilities and . a gain of about 2.8 acres of previously 
disturbed habitat from the removal of the picnic area. As with alternative A, the presence of 
people would continue to displace some animals, mostly in and adjacent to developed areas. 
Overall, the proposed general management plan (alternative B) would be expected to have a 
negligible effect on the park's wildlife. 

Water Resources/Floodplain. 

Analysis - All of the wet sections of Wind Cave are located beneath intermittent or dry 
streambeds. Evidence strongly suggests horizontal subsurface flow occurs beneath many of these 
drainages in the vicinity of the cave. Dye traces have shown that this subsurface flow can 
transport contaminants for long horizontal distances, slowly allowing them to seep into the cave 
along its course. In this way, contaminants originating from a single source on the surface can 
be introduced into vast sections of the cave. In other areas, the water appears to be traveling 
almost vertically down from the surface, sometimes taking only a few hours to reach the cave. 
With so little filtration taking place, this type of flow is capable of introducing concentrated 
levels of contaminants from the surface . 

Virtually all construction of new facilities is proposed to take place in drainages above or near 
the cave. The overall effect that these developments will have on subsurface flow is unknown. 
A small amount of surface area would be lost to infiltration due to construction. The primary 
concern is not the developments themselves, however, but rather the new contaminants they 
could introduce. Replacing the asphalt with concrete in the main parking area could reduce the 
potential for pollutants entering the cave or the park's primary water source. 

Construction and modification of facilities and increasing visitation would result in increased 
potential for soil disturbance and erosion, which could enter surface water systems. However, 
most of the proposed new construction, facility modification, and visitor activity is in the Wind 
Cave Canyon area, which usually has no surface flow. Therefore, significant surface water 
degradation would be unlikely. To further minimize potential water impacts and soil loss, 
disturbed sites would be revegetated and temporary erosion control measures such as check 
dams and soil matting would be used. 

If the proposed new backup well were properly installed, the quantity of water present in the 
cave would not be adversely affected. However, if the well were inadvertently drilled in an area 
with cave passages, cave hydrology could be negatively impacted (see Cave Resources section). 

Reducing sewage production and the elimination of the six campground septic tanks could 
greatly reduce the potential for contamination of natural water systems. A properly designed 
and monitored system would also reduce the risk. 
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ENvIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

In addition to the warning system discussed in alternative A, appropriate flood mitigation 
measures would be applied to the cave entrance and visitor center/headquarters. The effect of 
these measures on cave hydrology and the floodplain would remain unknown until a specific 
mitigation technique is determined. 

Conclusion - The water resource impacts related to this proposal remain largely unknown. 
Additional sources of potential contamination of cave waters could arise, but careful 
consideration of local hydrology during the design process could mitigate related impacts. 

Air Quality. 

Analysis - Construction activities would result in increased airborne dust and fumes. This 
would be temporary and would occur only during periods of construction. Air quality 
degradation would be short term and localized. 

Radon is a colorless, odorless, radioactive gas that accumulates in confined subterranean places 
in some areas. It is known to be a carcinogen, but current concentrations in Wind Cave are 
below the limits specified in NPS-14, Cave Radiation Safety and Occupational Health Guideline. 
If air locks are installed, radon concentrations would be expected to increase. Ventilation 
provided by the elevator shaft and natural entrances should keep concentrations below 
dangerous levels. However, the National Park Service would monitor radon levels for a year 
after the completion of the project to ensure that unsafe radon levels were not reached . 

Conclusion - The park's air quality would be subjected to short-term episodes of localized air 
pollution from intermittent construction activities. 

Visual/Scenic Resources. 

Analysis - Construction of the sewage lagoon, flood control measures, maintenance storage area, 
and park housing has the potential to reduce the overall visual quality of the area. However, 
new facilities would be sited and built in such a way that their intrusion on the park setting 
would be minimized. Visually compatible building materials, colors, and/or screening would 
be used wherever possible to help blend new facilities with existing development. Disturbed 
areas would be revegetated to assist site recovery. 

Proposed additions and changes would be visually compatible with existing development. 
Should a new sewage lagoon be necessary, it could be difficult to screen, but every effort would 
be made to reduce its visual impact. 

Relocation of the bison fence would diminish its visual intrusiveness without increasing the 
danger of bison/human conflict. 

Conclusion - The proposed sewage lagoon could further reduce the visual quality of the existing 
sewage lagoon area, but no additional significant visual impacts would be expected from actions 
proposed in this alternative. 
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Cultural Environment 

Analysis. A number of provisions in the proposal would require archeological surveys and 
possibly avoidance or mitigation. These include a new sewage lagoon, the expansion of the 
maintenance facility, and the addition of a pole barn. 

Greater visitation to the surface resources could indirectly cause negative impacts on 
archoological sites around the park by increasing pilfering and vandalism. This could be 
minimized through regular ranger patrol and monitoring. 

Only one archeological site (the tipi ring near the visitor center) has been documented near the 
developed area of the park The self-guided hiking trail would be designed in such a way that 
the tipi ring would not be impacted. 

If the parking area and visitor center are determined eligible for placement on the National 
Register of Historic Places, any work proposed would be done following the principles in The 
Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. 
These standards would also provide guidance for the installation of fire suppression and 
intrusion detection systems in the visitor center. 

Both the visitor center and the collections contained therein would be protected from 100- and 
500-year flood events . 

An ethnographic overview and assessment has not been prepared but is called for in the Resource 
Management Plan. As private and group religious activities typically occur in secluded areas and 
as the proposals in this alternative concentrate in the existing developed areas with little change 
to the majority of the park, impacts due to activities in the alternative to any existing use are 
assumed to be negligible, but are.unknown. When the ethnographic overview and assessment 
is completed, the proposed general management plan will be amended as necessary to reflect 
those findings. 

·· Conclusion. Work on the visitor center and parking lot would conform to The Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. An 
ethnographic overview and assessment has not been prepared but is called for in the resource 
management plan. An intensive inventory of any areas proposed for development would be 
completed prior to work All undertakL11gs related to cultural resources would require further 
consultation according to section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 

Visitor Experience 

Analysis. This plan would enable more visitors to understand primary park themes and 
recreational opportunities associated with surface resources, as well as to learn about the 
relationships between surface and subterranean environments. Visitors' awareness of safe and 
low-impact behavior would increase . 
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The enjoyment and educational value of cave tours would increase due to smaller groupsi the 
ability to protect fragile cave resources would increase as well. More students would be able to 
benefit from environmental education programs. Visitors who, for whatever reason, were unable 
to enter the cave, would be able to experience a facsimile of a cave experience through 
audiovisual media. 

The campground would be greatly improved. Reducing site density, providing more privacy, 
and leveling pads would make camping much easier and more enjoyable while retaining the 
semiprimitive character of the campground. Picnickers would have improved facilities and 
would be away from the congestion of the vl'>itor center. 

Visitors would continue to have the opportunity for convenient access to food and souvenirs. 

Conclusion. Visitors would have increased opportunities to enjoy both Wind Cave and the 
surface resources. 

Socioeconomic Environment 

Analysis. The level of development under the proposed. general management plan (alternative 
6) would be more extensive than in alternative A. More than six million dollars would be spent 
on various projects, including some construction. Since at least part of that money would be 
spent locally, there would be a corresponding level of short-term economic benefits throughout. 
the local area and the region. Some of the improvements would involve a degree of disruption 
and inconvenience to visitors and park staff, but these disruptions would be short term. 

The resource would be better protected, which would enhance the stability of the local and 
regional tourism industry. Increased visitation would be better accommodated. The number of 
park personnel would increase, which would provide a minor level of long-term positive 
economic benefits for the local area, as more personnel would be living and spending locally. 

Continuation of the food and gift concession provides a viable business opportunity for a private 
individual. 

Conclusion. There would be minor economic benefits to the local community and no adverse 
effects. 

Management and Operations 

Analysis. Redesigning the administrative building/visitor center and enlarging the maintenance 
facilities would result in a better use of space, which would increase the efficiency of the staff. 
Additional housing might enable the park to more easily attract well-qualified staff. 

Increased staffing would contribute to better protection of park resources and enhancement of 
the visitor experience. 

• 
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Alternative B 

The concession operation does not have a significant effect on the park utility systems. 
Wastewater generated by the concession is less than 2% of the total for the park. 

Conclusion. The efficiency and effectiveness of management and operations would be increased. 

Cumulative Effects 

The extent of the effects of human activity on Wrnd Cave National Park over the years is largely 
unknown. Cumulative effects on the cave are the primary concern. Very little is known about 
the factors affecting the cave environment. It is not known how extensive the cave is (it may 
extend beyond the park boundaries) or what biotic and geologic resources are present in all of 
the cave's passageways. It is known, however, that the cave has been affected by the 
accumulation of lint, blasting (which opened up portions of the cave in the past), algae, the 
seepage of pollutants from the parking lot, historic privies, sewage lines, modification of surface 
drainage (which affects the hydrology of the cave), and modification of the surface entrances 
(which has changed the cave's microclimate). These actions have added energy and materials 
to what formerly was an energy-poor environment. There are probably cumulative effects of all 
these actions on the cave and its resources, although the significance and magnitude of the 
effects are unknown. 

Most of the actions would occur in areas that already have been disturbed, such as the redesign 
of the existing maintenance area and rehabilitation of the campground and picnic area. However, 
building and maintaining these developments would alter drainage patterns and natural 
infiltration patterns, which could have an adverse impact on a small portion of the cave, and add 
to past impacts. Drilling the new well would not be expected to affect the cave, provided that 
the well is on a site with no cave passages. 

On the other hand, the addition of air locks, efforts to resolve the various sewage problems, and 
reconstruction of the visitor parking area would help reduce the potential for impacts to the cave 
and would maintain the cave's natural environment. 

Wind Cave, like all caves, is very sensitive to modifications of surface drainage and subsurface 
hydrology. The subsurface flow makes the cave vulnerable to effects from developments and 
activities within and adjacent to the park. Because most of the park's drainages originate outside 
of the park, Wind Cave is also susceptible to impacts outside. Underground water movement, 
which is not well understood, also could affect the cave. Any change in land uses adjacent to 
the park could affect the cave. Activities such as mining; sand and gravel excavation; 
applications of pesticides, fertilizers, and road salt; logging; irrigation; drilling of wells; and stock 
diversions around the park may all be affecting surface and subsurface flows that enter the park, 
which in turn could be affecting how water enters and travels through the cave. Contaminated 
waters from outside the park may be infiltrating the cave and causing unknown damage. 

Based on existing information, it is unknown what effect, if any, all of the above has on the cave. 
It is believed probable, however, that changes in land uses adjacent to the park, combined with 
developments and activities in the park, could adversely affect the cave's resources and add to 
past effects. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 

The increase in cave use would result in more lint deposition in the cave. Although the tours in 
the cave are escorted, the increase in visitor use also would probably result in more speleothems 
being illegally removed. 

The Park Service would increase surface patrols to protect park resources and control poaching 
of elk antlers and bison skulls. All resources would be protected to the greatest extent practical. 
However, the Park Service has a limited staff and budget, and theft of antlers and skulls would 
probably continue, and could increase, particularly if the value of the antlers and skulls 
continues to increase. Even with resource protection measures, increased visitor use also would 
be expected to add to the soil compaction in the campground area and visitor center area. 

Approximately 2 acres of prairie habitat would be lost due to development of facilities, but this 
loss would not be expected to adversely affect any of the park's wildlife populations. 

The Relationship between Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity 

• 

The primary short-term use of the park would be for recreational/ educational use. The projected 
increase in visitor use and most of the proposed developments (i.e., construction of another 
sewage lagoon and trail, housing, and redesign of the existing maintenance area) would be 
expected to have a negligible effect on the park's long-term productivity. Approximately 2 acres. 
of vegetation and soils, primarily prairie, would be removed from natural productivity so the 
Park Service can better manage the area and provide for public education and recreation. 

Approximately 2.8 acres would be revegetated if the existing picnic area were removed. Adding 
new air locks to the cave entrances, building the new sewage lagoon, connecting the existing 
campground toilets to a self-contained system, and reconstructing the visitor parking area would 
also help to maintain the cave ecosystem. 

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 

Irreversible commitments of resources include consumption or destruction of nonrenewable 
resources such as minerals. Even with mitigation measures, it is probable that increased visitor 
use in Wind Cave would result in more lint being brought into the cave. This foreign matter 
could cover some fragile speleothems and could not be removed without damage to the 
formation. The drilling of a new well for a backup water system also could constitute an 
irreversible commitment of resources if water were to be withdrawn faster from the aquifer than 
it is replenished. However, since this is a backup well to be used only if the first well fails, there 
would be no change in the volume of water pumped from the aquifer. The Park Service is taking 
no other actions in this alternative that would constitute an irreversible commitment of resources. 
All of the proposed developments in the proposed general management plan could be removed 
and the areas restored to previous conditions over time. 
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Alternative B 

Irretrievable commitments of resources are uses of renewable resources such as wildlife habitat 
that could cause them to be lost. About 2 acres of potential wildlife habitat in the proposed 
general management plan (alternative B) would be lost due to development of park facilities. 
However, most of these lands have already been disturbed or are believed to be of limited value 
to wildlife. As noted above, the proposed developments could be removed and the areas 
restored to previous conditions over time. No other Park Service actions in the proposed general 
management plan (alternative B) would constitute an irretrievable commitment of resources . 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

TABLE 16: HISTORIC PROPERTIES GENERAL DESCRIPTION - THE PROPOSED GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Wind Cave National Park: The Administrative and Utility Area Historic District: The historic district consists of 15 
buildings, the park's main parking lot, adjacent retaining walls and stairways, and a roadway to the utility area. The 
district was placed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) on July 11, 1984. 

HISTORIC PROPERTY NRHP EFFECTS OF THE PROTECTIVE RATIONALE FOR 
DESCRIPTION STATUS PROPOSAL MEASURES ACTION 

HS-1: Administration Listed on No adverse effect Remodeling the Observing the 
building the national administration and secretary's stan-

HS-2: Elevator building register July No adverse effect visitor center in dards would en-
HS-3: Present super- 11, 1984 No adverse effect accordance with sure the preser-

intendent' s residence The Secretary of the vation of the 
HS-4: Original super- No adverse effect Interior's Standards historic features 

intendent's residence for Rehabilitation. that make the 
HS-5: Residence No adverse effect Protecting all other administration/ 
HS-6: Residence No adverse effect historic structures visitor center 
HS-7: Residence No adverse effect in accordance with significant. Other 
HS-8: Residence No adverse effect the law. Further features of the 
HS-11: Main fire cache/ No adverse effect consultation proposal would 

garage according to fulfill legal 
HS-12: Old fire cache/ No adverse effect section 106 of the requirements and 

vehicle storage National Historic NPS-28. 
HS-13: Old powerhouse/ No adverse effect Preservation Act 

storage would be required. 
HS-15: Second powerhouse/ No adverse effect 

recreation hall Listed on 
HS-16: Oil & gas house/ gas the national No adverse effect 

station register Preventative 
H;S-17: Shop & garage August 8, No adverse effect maintenance would 

building 1984 be continued. Though the 
HS-18: Warehouse/ garage No adverse effect bridge is in good 

building condition, it 
Old Cave Entrance No adverse effect would eventually 
Beaver Creek Bridge on No adverse effect; need extensive 
S.D. 87 the bridge would restoration. 

be maintained as 
before. 

Under this alternative, some of the actions could have an adverse effect on cultural resources. In particular, 
remodeling the visitor center and redesigning the parking area should enhance their practicality without destroying 
their historically significant character. Section 106 consultation would be completed for these changes by means of 
an approved memorandum of agreement to be appended to this document. 

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE 
DESCRIPTION NRHP STATUS EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSAL 

39 CU 356, tipi ring Not evaluated Not affected 
39 CU 359, tipi ring Not evaluated Not affected 
39 CU 820, tipi ring Not evaluated Not affected 
39 CU 877, tipi ring Not evaluated Not affected 
39 CU 899, tipi ring Not evaluated Not affected 

• 

• 

Any development work would be preceded by an intensive archeological survey; the state historic preservation officer 
(SHPO) would be consulted regarding the results of that survey; if any sites are found and would be affected by th~·· 
work, consultation with the SHPO and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would be done. 
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Alternative C 

ALTERNATIVE C 

The following identifies critical elements associated with implementation of this alternative. Only 
those elements that would be affected by actions in this alternative are addressed further. 

AFFECTED ELEMENTS 

Cave resources 

Geology 

Soils 

Vegetation 

Wildlife 

Water resources 

Air quality 

VISual/ scenic resources 

Archeological/historical resources 

Socioeconomic environment 

Visitor experience 

Floodplains 

Natural Environment 

Cave Resources. 

UNAFFECTED ELEMENTS 

Threatened and endangered species 

Wetlands 

Prime or unique farmlands 

Wilderness 

American Indian religious use 

Storm Water Rule 

Analysis - Reconstruction of the main parking area, drilling a new backup well, and installation 
of additional air locks would have negative and positive impacts identical to those described in 
the proposed general management plan (alternative B). Other impacts associated with increasing 
cave visitation would be the same as described in alternative A. 

The construction of a new tertiary wastewater treatment facility could adversely affect cave 
resources. The potential for sewage overflow or leakage entering the cave would be greatly 
reduced, but the new facility would discharge an estimated 10,000 gallons of treated wastewater 
per day during the peak season. This moisture could find its way to the cave and alter cave 
hydrology and biota in ways similar to those described in alternatives A and B .. 

Elimination of the campground would allow removal of six septic tanks associated with existing 
toilets. The removal of the toilets/septic tanks would eliminate a potential cave moisture soµrce. 

Conclusion - Impacts from this alternative would be similar to those described in alternative A 
and the proposed general management plan (alternative B) except that the construction of the 
package tertiary wastewater treatment plant would have the potential to alter hydrologic 
patterns and negatively affect cave resources . 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Geology, Soils, and Vegetation. 

Analysis - Impacts from increased visitor use and maintenance activities in alternative C would 
be identical to those described for alternative A. Expansion of the maintenance area is not 
expected to result in additional impacts because it would occur ih an area that already has been 
disturbed and has little vegetation. Construction of the well/pumphouse and interpretive trail 
and expansion of the maintenance area would result in about 1.3 acres of soil and vegetation 
disturbance; about another acre would be temporarily disturbed due to construction of the 
pipeline to the well. Impacts would be similar to those described in the proposed general 
management plan (alternative B). 

Alternative C would have a beneficial effect on the vegetation. About 23.8 acres of the existing 
campground and picnic area would be revegetated to restore the native plant cover. 

For purposes of analysis, it is assumed that the proposed wastewater treatment facility would 
be a 1-acre artificial wetland, consisting of plants such as cattails, reeds, and sedges that can filter 
nutrients out of the wastewater. This would increase the quantity and diversity of vegetation in 
the area. Water from the artificial wetland would be discharged into a nearby dry (intermittent) 
stream channet turning it into a wet (perennial) stream channel. Flows would vary depending 
on numbers of park visitors and their associated water use. Changing the stream channel from 
intermittent to perennial would have many impacts. Stream channel vegetation would become 

• 

more hydrophytic (water-loving) in composition. In areas where water availability increased, 
species such as sedges and cottonwood trees would probably replace existing dry grassland 
species. However, large numbers of bison, elk, and other wildlife would probably be attracted • 
to the water source and stream. This would increase the potential for overgrazing and erosion, 
which would adversely affect the area's vegetation. 

Conclusion - Actions proposed under alternative C would result in both positive and negative 
impacts on soils and vegetation. Approximately 24 acres would be revegetated, while the 
vegetation and soils on 1.3 acres would be altered or destroyed. Construction of the tertiary 
treatment facility would result in major changes to vegetation in the local area. Overall, the 
alternative would have a minor adverse effect on the park's soils and vegetation. 

Wildlife. 

Analysis - Construction of the 2-mile hiking trail and well/ pumphouse and expansion of the 
maintenance area would result in a loss of approximately 1.3 acres of wildlife habitat; 
approximately 1 acre more would be temporarily disturbed while a pipeline was laid to the well. 
Much of the acreage proposed for disturbance is already developed. The loss of additional 
habitat in these areas would not be expected to adversely affect the park's wildlife populations. 

The artificial wetland wastewater treatment facility would probably have a major effect on many 
park wildlife species. The wetland would attract waterfowl and other species not currently found 
in this area. Because of the scarcity of water within the park, it is likely that wildlife throughout 
the park would be attracted to the new water source and would quickly become dependent on 
it. Bison and elk would tend to concentrate in this area. The area would probably be overgrazed 
and trampled over time, resulting in increased erosion. Thus, in the long term, this portion of 
the park would probably have less forage and be able to support fewer animals than before. • 
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Al.temative C 

Elimination of most of the existing campground and picnic areas would allow these areas to be 
restored to natural conditions. This would increase wildlife habitat by approximately 24 acres. 

Under alternative C increased public use could possibly affect invertebrate populations in a small 
portion of the cave. The projected increase in public use would generally have the same 
negligible impacts on the park's surface wildlife as those described for alternative A. 

As noted in the "Affected Environment" section, there are seven category 2 animal species (and 
two plant species) that may exist in the park. Although it is unlikely that these species inhabit 
the areas that would be affected by the proposed developments, the areas should be inventoried 
for these species before construction begins. This action would be consistent with the Resource 
Management Plan, which calls for the protection of sensitive wildlife and plant species. 

Conclusion - Alternative C would have both positive and negative impacts on wildlife. While 
approximately 1.3 acres of wildlife habitat would be lost due to the construction of new facilities, 
about 24 acres of limited habitat would be restored by the removal of existing facilities. Building 
a 1-acre artificial wetland would have a beneficial short-term effect on the park's wildlife, but 
in the long term it could adversely affect wildlife, reducing the numbers of bison and elk that 
could be sustained in this part of the park. As with alternative A, the presence of people would 
continue to displace some animals, mostly in and adjacent to developed areas. Overall, 
alternative C would have a moderate adverse effect on the park's wildlife . 

Water Resources/Floodplain. 

Analysis-As described in the proposed general management plan (alternative B), construction 
of new facilities could result in eroded soils entering surface water systems. To minimize this 
danger, disturbed sites would be revegetated. and temporar1 erosion control measures such as 
check dams and soil matting would be used in potential erosion areas. Reconstruction of the 
main parking lot is intended to more effectively disperse surface runoff, thus restoring a more 
natural pattern of water infiltration into Wind Cave. 

Drilling the backup water well would not be expected to alter or impact area groundwater 
sources. However, the well site must be carefully evaluated prior to drilling to prevent negative 
impacts to cave hydrology. Removal of six septic tanks at the former campground would 
eliminate or greatly reduce the potential of moisture escaping into natural water systems. 

As described in the Cave Resources section, the proposed wastewater treatment facility would 
add approximately 10,000 gallons per day in the peak season (considering the projected increase 
in park use) to an existing intermittent stream channel. The full effects on surface and subsurface 
resources are only speculative, but this major addition of water to a relatively dry area would 
have potential for numerous consequences. The treated effluent would be very clean and not 
likely to cause contamination of the primary water well. However, bison and elk that are 
attracted to the stream would probably cause bank erosion and siltation and pollute the water 
with their feces and urine. If large numbers of animals use this area, water quality would be 
reduced. Impacts to surface and cave hydrology and biota may increase . 
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In addition to the warning system discussed under alternative A, appropriate flood mitigation 
measures would be applied to the cave entrance and visitor center /headquarters. hnpacts to cave 
hydrology and the floodplain are unknown until a specific technique is determined. 

Conclusion -This alternative would result in both positive and negative impacts to surface and 
subsurface water resources. Construction of a tertiary treatment plant could have major effects 
on the park's hydrology, with unknown consequences. If this course of action is selected~ further 
environmental analysis would be required prior to construction/ operation of the facility. 

Air Quality. 

Analysis -As wUh the proposed general management plan (alternative B), construction activities 
would result in minor amounts of dust and fumes. These pollutants would be short term and 
localized, occurring only during construction activities. 

Radon is a colorless, odorless, radioactive gas that accumulates in confined subterranean places 
in some areas. It is a carcinogen, but current concentrations in Wind Cave are below the limits 
specified in NPS-14. If air locks are installed, radon concentrations would be expected to 
increase. Ventilation provided by the elevator shaft and natural entrances should keep 
concentrations below dangerous levels. The Park Service would monitor radon levels for a year 
after the completion of the project to ensure that unsafe radon levels were not reached. 

• 

Conclusion - There would be no long-term adverse impact on park air quality from actions. 
associated with this alternative. 

Visual/Scenic Resources. 

Analysis - Construction of a well/pumphouse and expansion of the maintenance area might 
reduce the visual quality of the area. The new facilities would be sited and constructed to reduce 
their intrusiveness, and visually compatible building materials and colors would be used to help 
blend the facilities with the natural environment. 

Conclusion - Proposed additions and changes would be visually compatible with existing 
development. No major visual intrusions would be expected. Overall, alternative C would have 
a minor beneficial effect on the park's scenic/ visual quality. 

Cultural Environment 

Analysis. The impacts to cultural resources are nearly identical to those of the proposal. Changes 
to historic structures would conform with the secretary of the interior's standards and would be 
reviewed by the State Historic Preservation Officer and Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation pursuant to the memorandum of agreement. Protection and understanding would 
be enhanced through increased interpretive activities and resource management actions. 
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Alternative C 

Effects on historic properties would be identical to those of the proposed general management 
plan (alternative B). Any changes to the historic structures would be done in accordance with 
an approved memorandum of agreement to be appended to this document. 

An ethnographic overview and assessment has not been prepared but is called for in the Resource 
Management Plan. No conflicts with Native American religious use have been identified to date. 
As private and group religious activities typically occur in secluded areas and as the proposals 
in this alternative concentrate in the existing developed areas with little change to the majority 
of the park, impacts to any existing use are assumed to be negligible but are unknown. When 
the ethnographic overview and assessment is completed, the general management plan will be 
amended as necessary to reflect those findings. 

Conclusion. There would be negligible adverse impacts on cultural resources. 

Visitor Experience 

Analysis. The impacts would be similar to the those of the proposed general management plan 
(alternative B). There are only two exceptions. Only back.country campers would spend the night 
in Wind Cave National Park There are many campgrounds nearby~ but none offer the 
experience of a traditional national park campground with interpretive campfire programs. With 
the concession services eliminated, visitors could be disappointed or inconvenienced . 

Conclusion. The opportunity for visitors to gain a deeper understanding of the surface resources 
through camping would be diminished by this alternative. 

Socioeconomic Environment 

Analysis. Impacts would be similar to those for the proposed general management plan except 
that the level of spending would be slightly higher. Approximately 6.3 million dollars would be 
spent on various projects. The pattern of spending would be somewhat different since different 
solutions are proposed for some problems. For example, economic benefits from the food service 
and gift shop operations would be redistributed. Current contractors and their employees would 
be replaced by the vending machine contractor. Both alternatives C and the proposed general 
management plan would result in positive short- and long-term economic benefits. The 
concessioner would lose a viable business opportunity and there would be a loss of 4 to 6 
summer jobs. 

Management and Operations 

The effects of this alternative would be nearly the same as for the proposal. The tertiary 
wastewater treatment facility would require a specially trained and licensed operator and would 
be expensive to operate . 
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

A scoping brochure for this general management planning process was made available for public 
comment in January 1990. The National Park Service hosted open houses in January 1990 in 
Custer, Rapid City, Hot Springs, and Pierre, South Dakota, and in Newcastle, Wyoming. A notice 
of intent was published in the Federal Register on April 30, 1991, and through that notice the 
scoping brochure was again made available for comment. 

After the original release of the scoping brochure, the holding of open houses, and the 
publication of the notice of intent, three comments were received- two from South Dakota and 
one from Wyoming. Issues identified by those who commented are reflected in the issue 
statements contained in the "Need for the Plan" section of this document. 

DISTRIBUTION 

Following is a list of the federal, state, and local agencies; organizations; and individuals who 
received or had access to copies of the draft environmental impact statement for review and 
comment. Those who commented on the draft are identified with an asterisk(*). 

Federal Agencies Local Government 

• 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation* 
Department of Agriculture 

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
Forest Service 

Custer City Council 
Custer County Commissioners • 
Custer County Planning Commission 
Custer County Weed and Pest Control 

Soil Conservation Servi~ 
Department of the Air Force 

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence* 
Department of the Army 

Corps of Engineers 
Department of the Interior 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Bureau of Land Management 
Geological Survey 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Department of Transportation 
Federal Highway Administration 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Veterans Administration 

State Government 

South Dakota 
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Department of Game, Fish, and Parks 
Department of Tourism 
Department of Transportation 
Department of Water and Natural Resources 
Division of Forestry 
Historical Preservation Center 
Livestock Sanitary Board 
Resource Center 
Secretary of Agriculture 
State Veterans Home 

Custer School District 
Fall River County Commissioners 
Hot Springs City Council 
Hot Springs School District 
Newcastle City Council 

Native American Groups 

Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 
Oglala Sioux Tribe Parks and Recreation Authority 

Colleges and Universities 

Black Hills State University 
Colorado State University 
Oglala Lakota College 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology* 
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Organization9 

American Cave Conservation Association• 
Black Hills, Badlands and Lakes Association'" 
Cave Research Foundation 
Custer Chamber of Commerce 
Custer County Chronicle 
Edgemont Chamber of Commerce 
Edgemont Herald-Tribune 
Highland Supply Corporation 
Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce 
Hot Springs Star 
The Mammoth Site 
National College 
National Outdoor Leadership School 
National Parks and Conservation Association 
National Resources Users' Coalition 
National Speleological Society* 
The Nature Conservancy 
Newcastle Chamber of Commerce 
News Letter Journal (Newcastle, WY) 
Northwest Caves Research Institute 
Old West Trail 
Paha Sapa Grotto 
Rapid City Chamber of Commerce 
Rapid City Convention and Visitor Bureau 
Rapid City Journal 
Sierra Club 
South Dakota Campground Owners' Association 
South Dakota Caves Association 
The Wilderness Society 

Federal, State, and Local Officials 

U.S. Senator Larry Pressler 
U.S. Senator Tom Daschle 
U.S. Representative Um Johnson 
South Dakota Governor Walter Dale Miller 
State Senator Jim Emery 
State Representative Elmer Flatt 
State Representative Gordon Pederson 
Mayor of Custer Lee Sutton 
Mayor of Hot Springs Clelland Batista 

Individuals 

Doug Alexander 
Steve Baldwin 
Roger Bamseyt 
Richard Beringson 
Debbie Bird 
Dr. Sarah Bishop 
Jeff Bradybaugh'" 
Basil Brave Heart 
Bob Childress 
Daniel C. Cohen 
C. B.Colgan 
Frank Cross 
Vern Ernst 
Martin P. Farren• 
Art Fayen, MD 
Kay Foust 
Don Frankfort'" 
Tom Fredericks 
H. Paul Friesema 
Leo and Mary Hagenson 
Jim K. Haug 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heiney 
Harold Heiney* 
Joel Heiney 
Lawrence Heiney 
Dave Kezerle'" 
Carla Knapp 
Rod Kranzler 
Dr. Larry Long 
G. Lundstrom• 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Maughan• 
John McArdle, Ph.D. 
Dave Miller, Jr.• 
Emanuel Moran 
irvin L. Mortenson 
Loren Murren 
Jim Nepstead'" 
Rollie Noem 
Mary Peterson 
Robert C. Preston, M.D.'" 
Jan Rippel 
John Schcltens• 
Ron Shave 
Alice Smith 
Dave Springhetti 
J. Brad Stephenson" 
Kathy Steichen• 
Dale A. Stirling 
David Walker 
Bill Yett"' 
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFr GENERAL 
MANAGEMENT PLAN/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

A total of 24 written comments were received on the draft general management 
plan/ environmental impact statement. Of the people commentin~ two supported alternative A 
(no action), 12 supported alternative B, one supported alternative C, and three did not indicate 
any preference. Two commented that they preferred the relocation of surface facilities to a site 
that does not overlie Wind Cave. 

Open house meetings were conducted on July 26, 1993, in Newcastle, Wyoming, and Custer, 
South Dakota, and on July 27, 1993, in Hot Springs, South Dakota. Three people attended the 
Newcastle meeting, two people attended the Custer meeting, and seven people attended the Hot 
Springs meeting. Attendees were encouraged to discuss their concerns, identify any issues they 
felt had not been addressed, and submit any other comments. Written comments were accepted 
at these meetings, and people were encouraged to submit any additional comments to the project 
office by September 16, 1993. 

The written comments received during the DGMP /EIS review period are included in this section 
of the General Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement along with required responses . 

• 

• 

• 
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• COMMENTS 

Advisory 
Council On 
Historic 
Preservation 

The Old l'ost Olli« Buildins 
1100 Pennsy1vania Avenue. :-.lW #809 
Washinglon, DC 20004 

August 13, 1993 

Mr. Michael o. Snyder 
Associate Regional Director 
Professional services 
Rocky Mountain Regional Offic1~ 
12795 w. Alameda Parkway 
P.O. Box 25287 
Denver, co 80225-0287 

Reply to: 730 Simms Street, "'~401 
Golden. Colorado 6040l 

RE: Draft General !!anagement :?l!ln, BnvironI1>antal Impact Statement, 
wind cave National Park 1 Draft General Manaqament Plan, 
Environmental Impact Stat:ement, Jawel Cave National Monument, 
sout Oako 

on July 6, 1993, we received a copy of the Draft General Management 
Plan and Environmental Impact statement for Wind Cave.National Park 
(DGMP/EIS-WCNP) and the D:t·aft General Management Plan and 
Environmental Impact statement for Jew.;.l Cave Natiom1l Monument 
(DGMP/:!:l:S-JCNM) , · Both Wind •=ave National Park (WCNP) and Jewel 
cave National Monument (JCNMJ ;a.re located in the Black Hills of 
south Dakota, an area extremel.y rich in history and prehistory and 
an area that retains great siqn!ficance for Native Alllericans. 

Consultation with Native .llmericans should be pai:t of the 
develo 111ent of the General !Kanagement Plan for each facility: 
consulta on af er a ternat ves have been selected may no permi 
Native American concerns to bE1 adequately addressed. Inventory of 
archaeological and historic sites was sugqested in each DGMP-EIS, 
This ste will allow for more ade~te!&rotection of historic 

The same is true or WCNP. 

Thank you for providing us •;dth the opportunity to review and 
comment on these documents. We look forward to reviewing the final 
GMP/EISs when they have been completed, and will bi> happy to 
consult with NPS further if yoll feel we may be of assdstance in 
assuring historic preservation concerns are appropriately 
considered in the planning process. · 

• 
1. 

2. 

• RESPONSES 

At the beginning of this project, Native American groups were invited 
to consult with the National Park Service about planning for Wind 
Cave National Park. At each subsequent stage of public involvement, 
(scoping, draft alternatives/environmental impact statement) they 
were again invited to comment. 

Thank you for pointing out this oversight. It has been corrected. 
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If you have any questions or concerns please contact Catherine 
Cameron of our staff at (J03) 231-5320. 

Sincerely, 

c~ 
Director, Western Office 

of Review 

• 
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• • 
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WIND CA VE NATIONAL PARK 

11.l!SPONSI! FOIIM 

WJW:h of the !},,,.., ~ti- imatyud irl \Na ~ dt> ycu pleSo!r fox pding the Mwe o1 
Wmd c..., NatiOl.'lal Park°"" the next 1().15 rears? 

0 AlteznatiVe A 0 Alt.malive B 0 All>!rn;ttive C 

• 

4. lJ you don't like any of the altenalives, plea .. SUIIUl1arize what your preferred a!ter.1tive is. 

Dur preferred alternatlve iG th~ reiocation of facilities to a more 
environmentally suit.able location... tniless: you have c lea r evidence to 
ahow that there la no impact from the structures located on top of the 
cave.t thi~ a.tternative shou;l.d have been considered. We also endorse 
1:.J;e spec:ific ef'f'or~s. -to reduce 1:::urrent iJnpac:ts on the cave by constructinc 
ail"" locks on .eirtit lei.al entranc~:!'s and removing asJ;>halt from park.ing on;eas ~ 
We are oppQsed to any nav expa.n13:ion of facilities over the knovn cave. 
(s<*' attached letter) 

S. 00.. comments. 

• 
RESPONSES 
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American 
Cave Conservation 
Association, Inc. 

Post OITicc- Box 409 
Ho"" Cave. K<lltucky 42749 

(50i)1t5-l~66 

Seplcml:ier 7, 1993 

WiM Ca.-e/Jewel Cave Planniog Te•ll\ 
National Potk Sorvicc (PSC-TCE) 
P.O. Box 25287 
De"vor, CO 80225-0287 

Dear Planning Tea~: 

... Americ-an C.oVt .& Karsl Ct'/1!.Cr 

~ American .Mmt:r,m 
of CaVt'J & Kar.J/lar;d$ 

I .am writing on behalf of the Atner~ea.a Cave Con:rervati-on .Assncfation to comment Ou the 
draft general managemc.ot plans {at Wiad Cave amJ Jowel C:o>c. Jn general, we support many of the 
ideas outlined in J\ltcmative B .• -such as imp.toving en-.iiroo.mcnta' i:iiuta\-irm p1cgtaTiffi., 1c::rni:tiing 
asphah from parking area.o;.. :and ooastructing air Jocki to artmclat entrancc:s. These actions will be 
beneficle.t and wiU help meet the. ob}etl~\les. ofyo.ur m:;m3gCinent pla~ 

Jn our cpinkm. howev~r. the NatioMl Park Servire needs to go fu:rth.er w i:Q.tegi-atc surrace 
management with the ~ubsurfa-ce, The planning doi::u:ment docs not indicafe •haf chis is bcit?-g done 
adequately to prntec:t the cave. For exampfc. expanded development is- bdJ1g p!anned that ii on top 
of or do.o;e to being on top of Wind Cave. 

Since you don't have. enough information to dt!lerminc wb.cthif'.:.r 1hc Ulsti11gstrnr;torQ; above 
the care srt imf"<ling the cave, it woold be unwise!<> m•kc !he problem bigger by cxp•nding these 
"1.~"i\'IC'\'l:&'ft;. A!-, ~()TJt ~ \'t\ece "211~ f,\Tl.ll,:\'ll.[~ Qve~ ~be t;:1Nc, 'i-het~.,fflU be potent)al ~mpaC'\S from 5CWD:gC 
leaks and allc.red drain.age patterns. 

A better option than expansfon of cbcse facilities would be to leave the buUdings in. place untj? 
their useful life is ovcri and rhen construct new fac\titi.es in a m-orc -suitable location. Bpawdfog the 
exis~ing structures wiff uilfmatdy ere.ate addWmwl tourism demands, frrcrea...e the pt>tcmial for 
environment damage, arid make it more difficuh to remove the facilities -at a later dale sho1.tld impacts 
become apparent. 

An example y.au rn1ght look to fa tJ:ie Forest Servicc:1s. managc.rocnl of Blan-chard Springs 
Ca..ems. In !heir eITott to develop Bloochard Sprinis, they canceled plan< for a campground and 
mou~l, ~'ii<\ a\\ered the d!a}nagc in 21 p:uking 'lot. The Forcsi Service focus was on protectihg the 
resourc:.e. Public amenities were s.coondary concerns. Llkcwise~ we would Hke to .see the N.ati-onal 
Park Service put grea11'.l7 emphasis on :r.t.SD'UTet: p101ei:-1i-01).. 

Sincerely, 

C.:1.)-'J~~ 
David C. F"'lcr 
E:xecutl"'e: Dicector 

3. 

• 

RESPONSES 

This general management plan is intended as a guide for 
management of Wind Cave National park for the next 10 to 15 years. 
Since the facilities (buildings, parking areas, roads, sewage lagoons, 
and utility lines) are already in place and the extent of impact to the 
cave, if any, is unknown, the National Park Service does not plan to 
move any facilities at this time. Instead we plan to spend time and 
money to identify and determine the extent of any impacts_ 
Mitigation measures would then be implemented and monitored. If 
mitigation proved to be unsuccessful we would consider moving at 
least those facilities directly responsible for the impact 

The eight-unit seasonal apartment replaces three old mobile homes. 
The maintenance facility is to house equipment that is too large for 
the existing historic maintenance facility and equipment that is now 
stored at the mixing circle. 

• 
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0 STORAGE OF ROAD 
REPAIR MATERIALS 

0 VEHICLE STORAGE 
-:u· 

--- ..... 
VISITOR CENTER ARM 
0 VISITOR CENTER I ADMINISTRATION-.,. 
0 CONCESSION FOOD AND GIFT SHOP 
0 PARKING (158 VEHICLES) 

0 PARK HOUSING (ADAPTIVE 
USE OF HISTORIC STRUCTURES) 

PARK HOUSING 
0 EIGHT-UNIT APARTMENT 

0 2 FOUR-UNIT APARTMENTS 

0 2 MODULAR HOMES 

0 1 BUNKHOUSE 

0 3 MOBILE HOMES 

I 

ELK MOUNTAIN CAMPGROUND 
0 100 SITES 

0 5 TOILETS 

0 6 SEPTIC TANKS 

0 CAMPTENDER'S QUARTERS 

PICNIC AREA 
0 7 SITES 

MAINTENANCE AREA 
0 SEWAGE LAGOONS 

0 SHOPS 

0 GARAGES 

ALTERNATIVE A 
NO ACTION 
Headquarters Area - Detail 
Wind cave National Park 
lkliled States Department of the lnt0fior O National Park Service 
108 e 20021-B e DSC e May 93 

ON MICROFILM 
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~R==inidCare ______ ~--
~ ,-r,,.edlr;;,!Oenter 

September 19, lg93 

Jimmy D. Taylor 
Super lnt.endent. 
Wind cave National park 
Hot Springs, SD 577~7 

Re• Collll!lents on General Management Plans for WCNP and JCNM. 

Dear Superintendent: 

Concerning the deve1opment alternatives, it is very important to 
consider the impact of the sur.face facilities on the caves. flow
ever, with the current climate of deficit reduction and cost cut
ting at the federal level, I feel that it would be prudent for 
the time l>eing (maybe the next 2 to 3 years] to hold the line on 
any major development. Certainly, there needs to be changes in 
the surface to mini~ize i~pact on the caves, but in the future 
the funds required to make all of the necessa~y changes should be 
more readily available. 

Furthermore, I am not sure enough research has been done on the 
effects of the surface facilltles on the caves to really know, at 
thLs time, what ch~ngcG to these facilities need to b~ rnad~ end 
what the full extent of these changes should be. I feel we need 
to be more aware of the full e~tent of the impact of surface de
velopment on the caves before going ahea~ with expensive alter
ations that are inadequate o~ incorrect end have to be changed 
later. 

Problems that we know now are seriously effecting the caves, such 
as the parking lot :cunoff at Jewel, could be corrected now with 
much less expense. The full plan would be implemented later. 

Another concern of mine is the plan for the management of the 
caves themselves. Since very little is mentioned in the plans, 
suppose the- det-ailed policies for management of the underground 
resources WITT"De aeil10 i<ItflT n another document. My main con
cern in this regard, as a recreational caver, is the future of 
off-tour-trail access to designated parts of the caves. As with 
other wildarne2s areas in the 'ParX Syst&m, I feel that access be 
limited and to most areas of the caves.be completely restricted. 
Through a permit system, however, certain parts of the caves 
could be mane available to visitation for groups of cavers with 
the right qua~ificatlons. For example, a S-caver party could ob· 
tain a permit to go Windy City Lake~ one perm!~ issued every 2 
ye-arsa 

Thanks for your consideration. 

c?C~ 
Robert c. Preston, M.D • 

..,__ ____ lllAlllNG ADDRESS: ~DB~W. MAlN • RAPID ClTY, SOUTH DAKOTA 57702. {60$) 342-6600 

408 KNOLLWOOD DRIVE• RAF'ID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA 57701-0600. (605) 341-6600 

• 
4. 

• 
RESPONSES 

A Cave Management Plan will be developed and will address issues 
such as access. 
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Jl1ly 25, 1993 

Johr1 Espe.sot i 
HCR 89, Box 123 

Keystone, SD 57751 
\E>OSl 255-4634 

A RESPONSE TD WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK ANC JEWEL CAVE 
NATIONAL MONUMENT DQAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLANS AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS 

I would like tc• thank and commend the authors c•f these 
docurnents fc•r their clarity, readability and the use of 
charts which made the comparisor1 of the various opticms 
quic;-k ar.d easy to understarod. However, they do cor1tain one 
fl aw, ar• errc•r of orni ssion, which ! wi 11 address later. 

1 ) JEWEL Cl:WE 

Mal"ty of the proposed expenditures cor1tained in Alterr1ative B 
are l"tecessary cond commendable. As a lover of caves al"td the 
opel"atc•r of a nei9hboring showcave, I eYidorse and applaud 
all efforts necessary to preserve this resource for future 
generat icons. Hc.wever, the needs arid cor1cerr•s of the 
ta><payers of this co1Jr,try must alsc• be addressed. The 
proposed improvements should be financed by that segrnerot of 
the pc•pulatic•l'• which gel'leY'ates arid r1ecess;itates theiY' very 
.-.eed-that is, the vi !Si tol"s that use the suY'face facilities 
arid the subsltrface cave touY' facilities and seY'vices. 

r-lppY'opri ate fees roust be struC!t ured and collected so that 
this resource c2n be enJoyed al'1d root be an additional burden 
to a n.atioY;1 dro:w....-dr1_g in th-& ~ed i'r'Jk of a. four- tr-illio:r. 
dollar r.at ic•1'1al debt. These costs must be recc.vered by 
"'°'''"'•S of an admission fee to the Mo>"•uroerit and fees that 
appropriately reflects the tot al costs cf operat i l'lg a c-ave 
tc<ur inc 1 ~1d i ng si.t P?O.,...t i ri9 st .,...lH~t Ll'!"'es a:r1d services, J ewe 1 
C;;tv~ Nati c.-nal MC•Y1ument in. r1ot a r'll:agnet 'for the- poor arid 
l\'t«dE>rprivilidged of c•ur :t>ation. Rather, the average visitor 
has travelled 855 miles (see page 3E», an expel'<Sive and tiMe> 
coY<suroi>'>g t>"ip riot within the reach c•f those less fortunate. 
Consequently the group paying for this wil 1 be thc•se who .are 
able to pay, The idea that the t.a><payers should subsidi~e 
the vacatic,,.-,s c•f those who can afford to travel is no longer 
fiscally sound. Si>'1ce the need fc•r these fac-ilities arid th1;1 
personnel i--1ecessci ry to implement t nera is almost exclusive I y 
the resltlt of visitation, the fiYoarocial bl1rden should fall 
upan the visitors. 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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SPcC•Yldly, ! feel it is ru:;ceso;;ary tc• address th<> coYifl ict 
ir1he>"er1t in the goals of incre.~si1'1g visitation .:md 
preservil"og the cave's resc•urce1o;. The damage to °'"' ~nergy 
poor erov i ror1Mer1t by h •.11aan visit at i or1 i s very we 11 
oocu"1ented. The extent imd degree are !!>till in quest io..-.. 
Mitigatirog effort,. s•.tch as air locks, lint cc•llecto,.. .. , algae 
coYot»c•l <1nci so forth al"e possible bllt not yet perfec:,ted. 
Too many question~ reMain ltnanswered. There :is only one 
certaiYoty - al"1d that certainty is - that once this resource 
is damaged c•r lost it can never be recovered or replaced. 
Therefore, the only £DY1e and respor1si bl e cOUr"sO c0 f act ioY• at 
this time is preserv•t i OY• by 1 irai ting v isi tat ion. 

NPS Ma.nagertteY1t Policies clli!arly states that caves will be 
mal"l<?.Qed "tc• perpetuate thei I" atrnospheric, geolog ie, 
biological, ecological, il.l'1d cul ttiral resources i ri accord<1rrce 
with apprc<Ved mar•illgemer1t plaY1s ••• Natural drainage patterns, 
air flc•WS and <"r•i<dilll commurd ties wi 11 be protected. No 
potentially harmful developrner1t will be ur1dertaken in, 
above, or adJacent to caves unt i 1 it can be darnor1~t~'ated 
that it will r.c•t sigYiificar.tly affect roatural cave 
CDYod it i ol"1s, i roe l tJdi 1'19 subsurface water' movements" !NPS 1988). 
At this ti me, re!!earch r~ust continue wh i le presently 
available ro1itig<1til'•Q measures are employed to protect the 
resour'ce froM the harmful effects of the present levels of 
hurnar. v isi tat ic•n. Al tholtgh it is wise to speic~1late that 
therf!I raay come a time when visitation MAY increase, it is 
r1either neces;sary nc•r pl"udent to start pla'nning fc•r it 1mtil 
it has been l>EMONSTRATED that it will root harm the resc•urce. 
If and wher• visitatior"r is increased, it shot1ld be done 
slowly ai-1d iYI small iYoc\"emental steps so th;;t roegati.ve 
effec::ts can be det .. c-ted as; sc•on as pc•s1:!1ible aYod corrective 
measures tako;m. 

The first step must be to r'eJect the idea of meetin~1 
proJll>cted increases in the demand for cave tours. J:n fact, 
I believe we should o;;tudy poss.ible ways tc• d<>e>rease the 
dernar,d for NPS cave to>Jrs while limiting visitmtioi-1 to its 
presf!IYtt level. It is the pr'es.er.ce of large y,umbers of 
vi:!!.itc•rs thmt is causil"lg the harm. lY1 the ir.t~l"irn, the 
darna:ge abatei~ent systems of climate contrc•l, l iY•t collection 
i\Y1d so fc•rth caY1 be l3tudied, perfected .iind implemer1ted. 
0Yoly whel"• it is safe for th,. c·ave sho<.tld vi~itatiC•Y• be 
increased. 

Naturally, this rais;,o; the questi>::on of how to addr"ess the 
visitors Yoeeds while limit:iY1g their access; to the cave. The 
first step will be to fr,forrn the travelling pttblie: well ir1 
adv.;mce that the access is limited ano that they wiH need 
t~· •oi<lke apprc•pri0<te arraY1gemer1ts if they want to vi !;it the 
cave resO>Jrce. This wi 11 OY<l y be necesll~r'Y during i>eak 
visitatior"1 moy,ths and Yl&ed not be a year-r'OUl'lcl effol"t. This 
can be accomplished by attachir1g a supplemerot to thE• NPS 

~ ir1fo>'raatior1al brochures, pc•sting r1otice$ Olt information 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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ce,..1ters arid iy,f•::>rmi,.,g the perscmr1el of the surroc!l'odil'lg 
tc•uri sm c:ornrouY1i ties of the si tuat it<Y1 so tnat they may infc•l'"'tn 
the visitors. There are c0ther effective and inE>xpensive 
J1lea71,, available "'"·'ch as i nformat i OY• s.igY1s c•r1 U.S. Highway 1E. 
.imd 385 outside Custer, Newcastle, Hot Spri Y1gs and c•ther 
riei i;ihbc•ri ng cc•rmncmi ties. These effc•rts will help prevent the 
frustrat j c•n and i r1ccmvenier1ce of arriving at the cave 
E!Y.Pt'Cti~1g to take a tour or1ly tc< discover that they are l'<ot 
,available. 

l<ddition.;11 ly, a cav ... tour reservat ior1 10ystem can and should 
be implen1er1ted durir•g the peak visitatio•» mo\'\ths. This will 
J?>;sur.e v.isitors access to the cave. The ;;;ystero would also 
al low vi ~i tors to schedule visits rnc•re precisely al levia.t i 1'19 
r:ongest jor1 .;\Y<d al low visitors to make alt err•ate plar•s should 
~t be l"1ecessary. This is C•l"•e !lC•Ssibility where NPS, local 
Char.lbel'"' of Cornrnerce and pri vate-!iOector Cc•oper1'1t ion can be 
most be,..,eficial to everyone, especially to the visitors. 

The<c.e efforto;; ..ii 11 al lo,.. us to me:oage the ca'<'e and cont iYuJe 
visitatio::<Y1 ~mtil an accurate carrying capacity can be 
determined. This wi 11 take t irae, cis stated OY• page 16 "The 
National Park Service is Just begil'lning tc• test this 
pr<:-<::ess; the implernentat ioY1 of ar1 approved methodology for 
a1ddressi fl9 carryi Y1g capacity is several years away". I 
believe that you are on the right tri'ck. However, the 
det.ermiY>~tioY• of a carryiY1g capacity by a tested, and Y<Ot al''I 
eHpe,..ir~et1tal 01ethodol-:.gy, is Many years ar,d perhaps decades 
away. P~ease do not al low Jewel Cave to be t1sed as a g•.lil'1ea 
pig where new ide"-s are tested and flaws discovet"ed, 

Rather, cap visitation at its present level until these 
systeins ~re pe-rfei:oted. The preseY1t level of visitation is 
tvelieve<::l ti;, b.e S">fe, a<s. it '='~Ys o\'\ p">ge ~€> "The '<'~is.ting 
1e·11..,l,,; ai>d types of visitc•r use aY1cl facilities develop1ner,t 
are not believed tc, have re$ulted in cmacceptable effects on 
the oesiY'Ed Visitor el<perie.-nce OY- the al"ea's Sigl'"1ifiCBl"l'l 
natctral t1l"1d culttiral resc•urees"; and ttse the time wisely to 
detel'"'rni ne the cave• s true c<irryi rig capacity. It is far 
wiser tc• be overly cautic0us Y•c•w than to lose that prec.i9Us 
f;dt('X~",:il °t:-'~·~;.':h~ ~1 l.€d JTe-w'el C~V'EJ., 

1r1citi1>mt 1y, sh01..1ltl visitation be capped, the reasons for 
doing so cal"1 be used ii!S a powel"ful interpretive theme. By 
Lmder;;;tal'lding the need to 1 ir~i I: access, the<s<e who were not 
able to tc•ur the coive ca,.., bett<=r understand the y1eeds of 
cave preservat ionist!5 and the >-eal i ty of hL1man i ritr-usicm. 

Al tel"~1?.t j ve B has many desi riilble al'\d necessary eler11ents 
which I favor, if ill"rd OY1ly if, they are financed through 
visitor fees, Increasing levels of visitatior1 to the 

• 
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subsurfiace res<:;.urces shc•uld be 1:leferred until after research 
arid experience has determi>'H~d the cave's true carryirog 
capacity and mi!:ig.,ti,.-,g me.asure":s are perfected tmd 
i nstal 1 ed. Visitors wi 11 PeY1efi t frc•rn a cave tour 
"<'eservat i oY• systetn. EveryoTie will bemef it from a greater 
level of cooperat ic•n aY1d iY1teract ioTJ betweem the NPS, 
scorrounding c-c<1Mau,.1ities a:tJd the private-sector 'Olntities. 

2l WIND C~VE 

Alterroate A and Alternate B both contain many worthwhile 
p,..OJects and I ca,.. eYodo'!"se both. 1-lowevel"', orice ayain the 
i,$sue of hmdiny must be addressed as pal"'t of this plan. 
Addressing the issue of "where is the r~cmey gcdl'lg ta come 
fr·:·m?" is cer1tral to the s~lccessful implementati.c.r. of eithel" 
plar1. Deficit reductior1 me.t\sures wi 11 force th is n"'t i or1 to 
""al•~ate a"<1d realign its' fisca.1 ?l'iorities. Nor1essE!l'ltial 
eY1t lt ies such as the NPS ar'<d the Nat ior1al Parks "'ill become 
an at tractive target for the budget-cutteir• s axe. 
Therefol"e, visitc•r-basec:l flll'ldir19 Mechal"li!SrBs roust t;e 

developed as part C•f ar1y plar1 c·hose>r1 ir1 C•l"'der tc• erosure the 
1'\.mdir1g necessary for i:iark <::•perat ions and future dev,.lopmel'>t 
proJects. 

I endorse the efforts cor1tainecl iro both ploms to study the 
cave eY1Vironmer'tt, determir'te a c~arrying cap.;1cit:y, and t:o 
coc•rdir1ate with o<.ltside ii-1tere~;ts to ensure that par\{ values 
i'.\?ld resources arG! ensurec!. The! mitigating measures to 
protect cave resources coY1t ai YIE!d i i"t Al ternctt i ve B ar~~ very 
attractive. As in Jewel Cave, increased levels of 
visitatio,.-, m1.1st be deferred uni;il the resource has b1=e1'1 
thoroughly st•idied, a reliable carrying coapacity determined 
<::1Y1d Mitigatir1g meaSU>'es employ1~d. 

The realigr1r.ler•t of a bisc•n fem~e becaltse it is visually 
o::•bt>•usi Ve is a waste of evel"'yor1e' s mor1ey. The ferrce should 
tie rnc•ved only when it is too old to be rE?pairied and must be 
>'epl acetl-r1ot « day sooner. 

ihe pl"O::•posed reservatioY1 s;ystern for cave tours is a fine 
idea that will be1"1efit the visitors, the park, the NPS and 
the sm•roundi t'"rg cormn1.tr1i ties. I st roY1g ly er.cc«J.rag12 the NPS 
to i r•vo l ve the surrc•lmd i r1g Communities arrc! the private 
sector iY1 any arid all ways possible. Again this is a systE'M 
that wi 11 be r"ost use<>f~tl duri n13 the months eof peak 
visitatic•r1 and shoL<ld probably be shelved during the 
shoulder season. 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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The iYicreased iYlterpretive activities :i:re laudable aYld 
sho~tld be develc•ped if apprc<priate fur-.diY19 mechal'liSMS are iYo 
place to t;~lpport them. 

1>1.al'ty f i y,e i. deas aY'e pl'c,poset! i "'' the5e pl ans, hc•weVel' TIOne c<f 
them wi 11 be pc•ssible without funding. The d,..velopment of 
visitor-based fuY1diY1q mechanisms sho;:.uld be of the highest 
priority. Measures to protect the surface arid subsurface 
l"esources through research arid rnitigatiY19 hleasur-e!li Must 
proceed arid the tempt at ion to increase s~1bt5urface visitation 
m~1st be resisted. A cave tc•ur re5ervation 5ystem and a 
higher level of interactioYI between the NPS and the 
si.1rrc1tff1di ng cc.,,ltRL>'d ty is essential to the future sl1ccess of 
the p.;1.rk. 

3) OTHER OPTIONS: 

r .... my opeY1ir1g remal"ks I spoke c•f a flaw i!"o the l"eport. At 
this time I would lik-e to draw attentiOY• to this flaw aY1d 
its ?0'3sible ih1pact or• the repor""t al'ld its coYoclusion. As a 
meMber of the National Associatior1 fol" InterpY'etatiol"I, I 
attel'ldl>'d the Regional Workshc.p held at Custer State Park ir, 
early April. One c·f the workshops that I attended was 
called "ThiY1kfr1g OL1t!liide of the Bo)(" which de.11.lt with the 
daYog<;>rs c.f 1 imitiYog your thinking to traditional methods al')d 
prac::tiCE!S wheYo c::oY1fronted with new proPlems ar"1d challenges. 
To a certaiYI degree, I believe that the al1tho~·s of this 
report h"ve dc•ne sc«M: of theo!ir thinking in JU~t such a bOX. 
ll'1 this report the private !Sec::tor <!Yid their resoul"ces hav&i 
been 1 arge l y ovel'" l 001<.e<l i 'f• terms of poss i b 1 e impacts aYld 
possible e;oluti<:.,.,s. The impact OYI the private sect 0~· f>'om 
increasir-.g cave tour levels and a food service 
Cc•r"•Cessiona i>-e at Jewel Cave Nat ioroal Mc.r.umer1t along with 
incresed levels of cave to•irs at Wi..-1d Cave National Park 
r1>u1St pe .addres5ed. The possoible benefits to the parks ancl 
their resources fror~ rfK•re cooperatiol'l with local comcillJ."(ll:t:ie'ii> 
e.nd private-sector enterpr-ises merits consideratiol'l. 

Ir1 both 6MP/EIS r'eports the rE>gioY1al recl"eati~·nal activitie!S 
al'ld facilities were described, but the private-sector 
attractio~•'=> anri the co1mo~rnities whjch they help s~ipport were 
consistently ·~mlervalued. At Y•O time was it noted that in 
the iwnec:hate region there were si)< other cave tour 
operations as wel 1 as Yn.tmerous other attract iol'ls with a 
geole>g icai or Y1atwr'al history theme. 1 t was not noted that 
the area• s private ..,ttracticms "lr<e knowr, for their high 
C\'1illity. TY'avelers rated SC<uth DQ\<ota #1 iY1 the five state 

• 

5. 

• 

RESPONSES 

The reference to private attractions in the Black Hills was modified to 
include the mention of several caves. Increases in visitation to Wind 
Cave reflect the general increase in the population and travel to the 
Black Hills. The National Park Service does not solicit more visitors, 
but does make every effort to provide for people who want to visit 
Wind Cave. As visitation to the Black Hills increases, all private 
attractions should experience increases in attendance. 

• 
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Old West Trails region -ror Al best private attre1ct ic•ns and 
Bl best children~ attractioT•S a.Ytd fllcilities <see 19':H South 
Dakota Tourisr11 Study). 

WheT• analyzing the cons9queY1Ce~; c•f the pY'oposed actiol'oS 
po,...~i ble r1egat i ve eff'ect« on the private-sector attr;oct ions 
«Yid 1'1eighbori ng communities were COY1sistel"lt l y overlot:•ked. 
No cc•nsideration was giver, to the pos!!Sible negative eff'ects 
of decreased visit<1tior1 at othel"' locatio1'1s due to iY1Creased 
levels C•f vi .. itatic•ro at the NPS cav .. s, The coY1clusions th.at 
"There will be'"'' c•verall po~itivi;. Qffect cm the local 
ecc•nomy. " < JEtwel Cave GMP/ElS ~>age ttS2l 1 and that "There 
will be 1nil"!ol" 4'>cor1omic bemefits to the local ecor1omy aY1d Y•O 

eo.dve\"se effects. " (Wfr,d Cave GMP/EIS page #86), we>"e written 
iY1 a box that seeMs. to exclude the private sf:X:tor and local 
co111r,1"rnities frc•rn coY1sirleration. 

To~u·isrn is a rapidly gt•owing segr11eY1t of thE' ecoYoomy of South 
Oakr.:•ta and the r&>giori. It is the state's second lal"gest 
i y,dust~·y, "Oc•Y• to be a bi l J ioir1 dollar industry! The 
privat12-sector is one of the driving forr;:es b"lhind South 
Dakota's successful tr.:•urism iY1clustry. Working with the 
Black Hi 11 s, Sad lands and L.!!kE>S Assot:"iat ion alc•ng with four 
other regior1al associatic•Y•s and the SoL1th Dakota DepartrneY•t 
of Tourism; the attractions of the Black Hills have enJoyed 
long-term success. Much c•f this success is based upon 
cooperation and teamwork. Like the members of an ecosystero, 
all entities are interdependent. Char1ge :i._n one are" caY1 
result in disruptiol'I tc• a.r1other. 

I fear that incl"easiT1g co.vii! tc•ur level& at the NPS c~av&!s 
cc.uld Jeopardi:<e the futul"e of sirnilar o.ttractions aMl the 
0<\:tract ioY1s c.f ad.)acen1; t:ommllrdt ies. We would like i:o use 
this oppol"'tunity to forge a clc•sel" working relatioY1ship with 
the;:, NPS to help solve the pa.Y'k~;• problem of cN1M·crc•wclin9 
1-ihi le furthori r'tg the goals C•f South Dakota• s tour ism 
iY•dustl"y. However, unless due considereo.tic•n to the possible 
"'"'giiltive impacts to local cc•mm~mities 11-nd private 
e1ttractic•ns is addressed, that spirit of coc•peratioY1 0tl'!d 
teamwork r~ay be ir.1pai red. 

The Black Hills, Badliilrrds .;tY1d Lakes has an official policy 
regarding public-private cc•mpetition, the goal of whl.ch is 
to "char>t a cOY•Structive, ratic•r1al, lc•ng-t.,.l"rn course for 
public-private rel at iom.1hips i r1 the tourism field. rt 
.advocates part Y•ersh i ps, cooper.;,t i C•n, bill eo.Y1ce, coord i Yrat i or. 
aY1d communicatic•n as means to r·ed1.1ce frictior1 and proroote 
solidarity." Jr, section Ill it cle..,rly states "BHB&L. wi 11 
vigoro•.1sly oppose al"1Y expansioro of government service~s or 
facilities whic:-h have the potential fc•r d:\splaciY1g bu1Siness 
frcm the privii'te sector." Once! again 1 wish to i;larify that 
that we roust wc•rk together to chOC•se a COl<rse that me!ets the 
needs of all coeiclitrY1ed. With your o.,m NPS mal"oagement 

\0 obJective "to 1nair1taiY1 credibility ar.d active worldn,1 
\0 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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r-elatioy,ships with neighboril'•g agel'ocies, commul'lities, al'ld 
special ;.nterest grc•l.!ps", I iy,vite the NPS to work with us 
for a brighter f~1ture fc•r all iY1volved. 

CoY1c-l usioY~1 

By workil"•9 tc•gether we can help alleviate the overcrc<wding 
s.t the NPS caves through an fr,forMat ion and l"esel"'vat ic:.YJ 
service. We can s.tE!er e1<cess visitors to 0<lter,..,ate 
loe0<tio1"1s of thei..- choosing thus 1;mhal'ocing their vacation 
expe..-ieYlce. Togethe>" we can p1"'eserve the character c•f the 
local tourii;rn industry aY1d help prevent economic 
dislocation. Most impo1"'tantly, we cay, preserve the 
resources c•f the NPS for futu1"'e generatiot'ts by wise use of 
them today . 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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WINDCAVE NATIONALPARK 

____ ............ =..=."' ........... ·-··~-.. 1 
51'""' io< ycur eommeats, you may include additiaoal pages. Whal you are linisiu!d, fold lhis sheet 
(at\CI any oddlti-1 .!llttls) in hall, tape de»«!. arul mail back to ""- No ~g>! ls needed. 

Plea... tttum yDUr miponse fonn by September 16, 1993. 
Thank yotL 

t . Which of the thtee allm\a!Nes analr-' In lhl$ documertt do you prefer for guiding the future of 
Wind Cave National Parll over the next 10·15 yon? 

• 
6. 

7. 

• 
RESPONSES 

After further consideration, the proposal for a duplex housing unit 
has been deleted from the general management plan. The eight-unit 
seasonal apartment essentially replaces the three old mobile homes (a 
total of eight bedrooms). The National Park Service will continue to 
seek other options both in and outside the park to address the 
seasonal housing requirements. The Housing Management Plan for 
Wind Cave National Park will be reviewed and revised as necessary . 

The proposed reservation system is for cave tours, not the 
campground. 
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WINDCAVENATIONALPARK 

· :RESPONSE l'OllM 

l'U!ase write do'Wrl yow- id.as about the altemallves P""""ted in !his document. II thCtt is not enough 
sp;tc<i for Your COmmMb, you may lruiude addltioi1al pageo. When you ;uo JWShed, fold this sh.,.t 
(and any additi"""1 she.ts) i... half, ta!"' doeed, and mail bad< to us. No p<>Mage is needed. 

Pl- retu!TI your~ !om> by SopW:<tb., l&, 1993. 
Thank you. 

1. Wh!<h of i:he ~ olternative& lIIOly-..d lx\ t1'li5 doc:umont do you p..i..r fur guiding U... future or 
Wind Cau National Park o\'er the- ru!XI lll-15 year..? 

0 A!Wnative A l:8J Alternative B 0 Altemolive C 

2. Why do you P""~ thl!; altemati""? 

Pl~.,.J<. se:e "'- 11-..~ • .f slu .. ls 

3. Wh;ot would you ch.an~ tn your preferred altornatlve to i.mprlwe it? 

4. tf you d='t like any of tho altematlvd, p1- summarlz.e Y<ho.t y<>ur pttferred al\era\ive is. 

5. Other romtttents. 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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2. I prefer Alternative 6 because it offers significant Improvements in 
the interpretive pr ogram. The plan also addre~'es air and water quality 
protection for the cave rgource. Finally, the proposal to add enljlloyee 
Musing wll! facllltate t he hiring of additional qualified st aff (assuming 
additional t>udgH i s wallalllel. 

3. I would propose an alternative to the plan of reducing the 
campground sites by 50%. Since the campground rarely reaches a SO% fill, 
and the A-loop Is usually closed. close and revegitia t e the A-loop on ly. 
The proposal to reduce t he cami>ground size with revegitation and 
•imaltaneously create more prlvacy tor campers is self-contradictory. If 
the proposal Is Intended to emphasize the need to create more privacy for 
campers, then alternate sites in the campground may be ellm!nated, . 
maintaining the ful 1 campground are~. On the other 11and, if the proposal is 
mtendM to emphasize the need to restore and revegltate areas, then 
campers will be more crowded 1n tlH> remaining sites. 

In spite of underutilization of the campground, many campers with 
whom I have spol<.en, 1n my lO+ yean of seasonal worl<.. enioy the current 
·--'·cf crowol!;g_ 5om~ campers, frequently loea1s, return to tile Elk 
Mountain Campgroun<l year after Y"a1-, for this l'eason. 

On page 11 ol the Wind C;;ive DGMP/OEIS, under the heading of 
Interpretation, there Is a commen~ made about increased conyestlon in 
the visitor center. In my years of exper ience, the visitor center is 
occasional ly "congeisted· from approximate l y July 4 through August 21. Al 
other times the vis i tor cent er may be 'busy", without being crowded. To 
mitigate what I perceive as congestion, soundproofing the vaulted ceilings 
of tile upper floor of the visitor center should reduce crowd noise. The 
vaulted ceiliog of tile admin \ stratlv~' office has been soundproofed. 

4. I strongly oppo$e Alternative C, to discontinue c~mping. The 
underutilized campground has an appeal for many campers. Additionally, I 
feel that the Interpretive progr ams oftered at tile amphitheater (campfire 
program, n ight prowl , &. autumn evening program) ar e Of immense value, 
since they communicate one or more interpretive themes t o tne visiting 
public, and Med to be continued. 

I also strongly oppose, under Alternative C, the proposal to 
eliminate the concession operation. In the summer of 1993, w i th very 
limited duty at the 111sitor center ln l'ormation desk, I received many <3-4 

• 
8. 

• RESPONSES 

The intent of the campground proposal is to reduce the density of the 
campground. The basic size of the campground would remain the 
same, but there would be more space between campers. The text of 
the plan has been modified to clarify this point. 
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dozen?) visitor inquiries about •a place to eat in the building". Multiply 
those visitor inquiries by 24 (the number of additional starters at the 
information desk. throughout the summer), and the need for food services 
is apparent. 

s. I have numerous comments on a variety of items. I wi II list them in 
no particular order. Some suggestions tor corrections of the text: 

A. If a MW A.V. program is to be prepared !or the visitor center, I 
would lik.e to be involved in its preparation 

B. p. 1 s of DGMP/DEIS~ a more deta!led cave map is suggested, 
showing cave entranceways, water table, and surface drainages. 

c. p. 46, under cave Resources: cave 1 s not generally dry. mere 
is little dripping 01 water, but the cave is damp Chumidl throughout Its 
extent. The humidity may be source of crystal growth and limestone 
weat!lering. 

D. p.47, under Geology, Paleontology, and Soils: "turned-up 
sedimentary rock. ... " would be better stated as "up-turned ... " or "gently 
arched .. .". Also " ... the Pennsylvanian-Jurassic formation-· ·Nc~,1 be better 
stated as ' ... rock formations ranging in age from the Pennsylvanian through 
the Jurass le time_!!.er iods-" 

E. p.411: it t'ne en\ranceway to Win6 Cwe sits in t'ne 1 C>C>-year 
floodplain, is there any thought that the fil!lural w= to the cave, now 
protected by a stone reOining wal I, probably allowed floodwaters to 
periodically enter the cave, as a natural process'? Floodwaters, now 
prevented from entering the cave, may have been part or the cave's 
hydrorogy. Addit1ona11y, floodwaters may have supplied organic materials 
to a cave biota. A~additlonal tho~ts or reconsiderations? 

,., DA>:<. •;~~..- FJ<><>dp1a111s and Wetlands: • ... a maximum of two 
three feet ... " snould read " ... a maximum of two to three feet..." 

G. p.76: concern tor the cave resources and biota, as they relate to 
surface hydrology is rightfully justified. However, I think this concern 
needs to be expanded to Include the water table, at the "lakes" region of 
the cave. Until more 1s known about hydrologic patterns in the Wind cave 
area, protecting cave resources must Include the lakes re9lon, since this 
area may be part of a regional water table, and the_grounc water resources 
for people living both within and outside of Wind Cave National Park. 

H. p.77, middle of the page: the sentence, 'In addition, the algae 
secretes Wea~ acids that can dissolve cave ... " appears incomplete. 

I. p.78, 10 lines down: the sentence beginning," It is therefore 

• 

RESPONSES 

9. A detailed map is not essential to understanding this document. 

10. 

11. 

Those individuals requiring more detail may obtain the information at 
the visitor center. 

The suggested wording changes have been incorporated in the plan. 

The floodplain analysis conducted in 1993 stated, "Both the natural 
entrance to the cave and the revolving door entrance would be 
inundated by a 100-year flood and significant input of flood waters to 
Wind Cave could take place. From a geological perspective, this is one 
component of the natural hydrologic system of the area and should be 
viewed ;is such. From a management perspective, there may be 
implications of flood waters entering the cave and contacting electrical 
components of the lighting system". The possible need for flood 
mitigation is discussed in general terms on page 83 of the draft 
general management plan. An example of possible mitigation for 
flooding of the natural entrance area might be the installation of 
waterproof wiring. 

12. The National Park Service is very concerned about water resources 
and is currently studying water movement, quality, and quantity as it 
relates to the cave environment. 

• 
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uncertain ... " is a nm-on. Put a period after the word~ and start a 
new sentence with the word lmw.ili-

J. p.7e, 4 lines up from bottom c•f page; I do not think. the commn is 
necessary between the words ~ll and ~ 

K. p.84. under Visual/Scenic Resources: I think. the bison fence 
aroood the headquarters area can be m<Jved i11ward, providing more bison 
llabitat, and removing It trom the visu1s near the visitor center. l want to 
reQuest that if the fence is moved. it not be repositioned 10 Intrude upbn 
the v istas from the employee housing area. 

L. p.87, under Unavoidable AdvMse Impacts: with projecte 
increases in visitor use, and cave visi t s, I thin~ it would still be possil>le 
to accomodate more vlsitnrs of\ tours of the cave w.ll!l2.Yl resorting to 
expanded hours and increased I i9ht us<•ge. We have already been able t1) 
proville for an increase ot eight 40-person tours/day (accomod~ting a 
maximum of 320 extra visitors), during normal business hours, during our 
pea~ v1sitat1on period in early August. To ~ccomplisn this in 1993, 
employee scnedules/days off were modified for a two-wee~ period. fo be 
able to do !his on a summer-Jong basis would require at least 3-4 extra 
interpreters. 

relocating it to one loop of the campgr ound. I nave a concern about this 
part<>! the plan. For a short time of tne year, usually fQr 3-4 weelcs ii\ the 
mo·ncn of May, tile picnic area is frequently used by scllool groups visiting 
Wind Cave for one oay or frnvironment al £oucat1on prcgramz. 1...·ccas 1onal ly, 
these groups will have 70-90 people. Some of these groups t r avel long 
distances (150-200 ml les) to attend these programs. Time with these 
groups Is usua I ly short, and the lunch stop !or tM chi I dren ne.ids to b~ 
quic~ and convenient located for cave and visitor center-related 
activities. Moving the llJnch stop to a picnic area in the campground rnay 
create logistics problems with the school groups, and wl II certalnly 
decrease already minimal Interpretive time spent with the childref\. I 
thinlr. this proposal need~ to be dlSCU!•sed lurthur. I can offer no other 
options. 

3 

• 
13. 

• 
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With the addition of three or four seasonal rangers, it would be 
possible to accommodate more visitors without expanded hours and 
the subsequent increased use of light. The environmental impact 
statement has been revised accordingly. 
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WINDCAVE NATIONAL PARK 

2. Why do you prefer this aJten\alive7 
c-r ~ F'+<'..l)Y•~( ~i;. "~·T'!M""ct;.. frurr~.w ~it. c.A...-E: A::c~~~.e~1 

3. What would you change In Yo"' p~ altomat;ve to ln\prove It? 

°'TJIE ~b~'1:''-",.') Qf h~R=E: ~~1'E' #t,u;;~~Nf,'f'Ei ;ta. ~E'.' 11:~1-r~c-,.... rtJr:-1\'\t:o.ru-- 1".)£..,-E:t.i:.ti~~~ 

bt> ~ .-r <!"--~. 

'- lf you d<>n't like MY of !he altemafo••es, pteas11 S1lJlU>1llrize what your ~ alterative is. 

s. Othera>mrnents. 
\....:j.1r.f Ai~IL 1t\-..i"'$..,.f'J\t:.;:,A.C..~~ .. t..-U::E. ef't~o.r..•t 6 .... Ai.~ ~"? kliilA--r ~~ (f.tl. -r"I' ,S.\4c.f -"~"""~) 
~ I LfGO "ff.tc ..... N4~~.....,.:: 1::4.\/&l..tJ-~1., "*1-10-.pj. QP' J\~..,'*'T\\4! A,J ~r ,. ... :..c. Ui'll.i;:t:.. 

"1'"H<! Gi4--V-4" /¥i.o.'"f..:C--r-1ot-> OF'!·Hr.tJ.l of A~-EBN~v.e: I'.:.'";' 'THt$ J~ IJo-r" A l°"""""t''-~~~~ PLft,-.). 
--1~ ;J""""'~ of t::i.S-ICA!.S l~ ~t...A'l,vili:c,.~ c..,.....,,~b-- Wtt'1 rJo-r PRE.S-.£-..)·,.. A ..,..,~,_-,t of" 

l\'-'- ~S.'v~S ~ Pcrrc..>-t~,,11.1... ~ S:~uT~o-*""!) R;ti:::oMlll\.E~f.!. A f°.4~1tllc,.A.1t. .r-\P\oT~t)o;,_ 
~"$.O.\.V"'f'ic.......-'~ I 1\-rJ'~ J..Cr- ~"n.j \ltiTI:, ON ,..-i.n;,~ O..._..-..i ,...,~,)l.. .$<H.V41"t._,1,JJ,. 

• RESPONSES 
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Jim N.epat&d 
1545 Detroit Ave. 
aot Springs, SD 57741 

September 13, 1993 

Wind cave Planninq Team: 

r would like. to begin by saying that I am thrilled with many of 
the recoJlllllendations outlined in the final draft ot the GMP for 
Wind Cave. Parking lot runoff mitigation and artificial airflow 
reductions are important actions in 1mpr°'7ing the health ot the 
cave system. I am also pleased that rather than bluntly calling 
for a new SQWag<>. lagoon, the plan no~ states that a naw lagoon 
will be added as a last resort. This J.s a far ~ore responsi~le 
way cf stating, "1'\d attacking, the problem in an NPS cave arGa 
(or any NPS area for that ~nner). X am also happy to sea tnat 
aelt-contained rsstro~m facilities will be installed in tha 
campqround, as opposed to hooking up the restroom9 to the park's 
sewaqe lagoons~ While there are et111 ~~ak&, i believe ~ eewa9~ 
lea.k in a vault is less likely than a leax somewhere in over a 
mile of $QWage line$. ~n addition, le~k ~Qtection systems (a 
wise inve.stl'l.ent when the sevaqa lies above a cave) ere easier to 
install in a s<ll!-containRd syat011. 

1 a~ Dlso pleasea to sae tbat tne Mixing Circle is new 
recorunended for restoratian to a nat~ral area. Given its 
important hydrclogic setting, this is a very appropriate 
recoltl11lendatian. My only concern is that the restoration is not 
called tor anywhere in the text of the GMP; it is hidden in a 
graphic. Indeed, it is the llll1Y reoolll!llendation outlined in the 
graphic on page 33 that is not directly addressed somewhere in 
the plan. We ris~ losing tMe idea if some text in the GMP doe~ 
not specifically addrQBS this important issue. 

Unfortunately, L am also dQeply concerned ove~ other important 
aspects of the Wind cave GMP. All of the111 relate to the addition 
of new developments ~Dove the cave, or above ~reas where the c~ve 
could potentially exist. Airflow studies indicate that the cave 
is probably less than 5l explored~ ~e a.ave could mtpand 
raaical~y out~lde of its present boundarie.t to the nortl>, 
northeast, e:ast, and so~thwest~ Tba.refore, WI! must be willing to 
thlnlt beyona the boundaries of the known cave when pLannin<;! anti 
placi"g new deVelop~ents. 

P~ior to ~o outlln~ng my concerns, however, I would like to 
enophasize that I am no< pointing fingers at anyone in particular. 
As l am sure you are aware, thi~ plan went through ~ome majo~ 
personnQl chang~~ o~~r its 1ifetima, both within the p~rk and at 
DSC. In addition, l have lear"ed a lot since the early planning 
&tagQS of the plan. some of my ideas have shifted. What I 
originally may have tnouqnt of 6S a good 1de~ tor a particular 
issue now may seam poor. I accept part ot the b1amQ, Sut nc one 

RESPONSES 

14. Thank you for pointing out this oversight. The text has been amended. 

• • 
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person is resp<>nsible for the paros of the plan that r am 
uncomfortable with. '.Rather, an untort~nate and unavoiQable s~t 
of circltmstanc~s led to confused and often chaotic thinking and 
co:inmunication. I especially want to hold blaineless Wind Cave's 
new superintendent, J""immy 'raylor·. Wit.h this in mind, please 
CQnsider the following concerns, 

One major concern I have is the repeated~ vague references in the 
GMP to the rtrehabilitation of us 385." I am enclosing a graphic 
Which illustrates some of the local geolO<JY of the area, and how 
the cav:ee: is rel.ate.di to this ge.o1ogy. A11 of the major c.a.ve.a. c-f 
the Black Hills pref er to remain under what I have labelled the 
11sandstcme cap.,. 1t By following the sandstone cap in the qraph:laf 
you are viewin~ the areas whieh have the hi9hest proba~ility of 
overlying undiscovered sections of the c~ve. As you o~n see, a 
number Of 1i:p1owholes" exist to the north, northeast, and 
southwest of the present known ca.vi:e. Ttlese are areas where 
stron9 a.irflow can be felt issuing :from small (too small for 
humans) openinqs. These blowholE1s strongly suq9est the presence 
of an exten$ive cave nearby. 

Whether it is all Wind Cave, or a series of unconnected (but very 
largel) caves,, is unknown. But 1:he fact :cemains that there. j_$ 
extremely a.troriq evidence that v.r;,st undist:ovel."'ed sections of cave 
passagee exist at Wind Cave .N'ati-,Jmtl Park~ Unfortunately, a~;. the 
graphic also illustrates, almost all of us 38S lies on top oJ" 
th:Ls i?.IX'-Et~ of h.igh cave potential.,. The GM!? QQe:::m•t ::5E.'!8Dl. tQ hnv~ 
coneide:r:-ed any alternaitivea;; other than fi:...:.ing the existing road. 
While the road poses a threat to cave hydrology due to the losi:o: 
of na.tu~al infiltration beneath paved areas, the. ~ threat US 
385 pOSQs ia the threat of a fuel or chemical spill... Hazardous 
materials are i:outinely tr"nsp<>rte<l. ave!' the cave on this >:O<ld. 
A single cl:lemkal spill 111 tlH> right place could have 
catastrophic results in the cave~ This is a very real threat, 
Park records ref er to a fuel taTL~e~ overturning and spilling in 
the park in 1960. Where the spill occurred was net recorded, so 
it is i~poaslblc to study its e££ects (ehances are it didn't 
spill over the known eave a.nyway). What the incident 
illustrates, howevert is tha.t the ~nthinkable can and does 
happen, given enou9h time. Real alternatives to simply fixinq US 
385 need to at least be cOJJsidered, despite their obviously 
higher expense, 

A ~~ also concerned about the way housing issQes are addressed in 
the GMP. Alf'P"1'1dix c, which claims to justify employee housins 
recol'lll'tendationg, may read li~e a compe1ling j~stification unless 
you are familiar with the facts at Wind cavQ. For instance, it 
is statQd that seven of the eight permanent eit1Ployees currently 
livin9 in park nousing a.re ~ to occupy government quarters 
"for public safety needs including maintenance and patrol of 13.5 
miles of state and federal hi9hwaya that traverse the park~ 
pro~ect park resources from poachers and fire, and to protect 
equipment nece~sary to operatA the park and buildings." 
Current~y, tile ei9ht permanent employee~ oecupying park housing 
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The National Park Service will contact state and federal highway 
officials to determine the feasibility and legality of requiring vehicles 
transporting fuels, chemicals, or other hazardous materials to bypass 
Wind Cave National Park by using highways 18 and 89, rather than 
US. Highway 385 when traveling between Hot Springs and Pringle, 
South Dakota. 
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are {in no particular order)2 the Superintendent, Chief Ranger, 
Assistant Chie~ of Interpretation, Administrative Officer, a Park 
Ranger, Chief of Maintenance, Genera1 Fore.man, and Supervisory 
Park Ranqer. While a strong case can be made for ~aybe two 
maintenance and two la~ e~forceJtaent a.mp1oyeea needing to live in 
tbe park, the case for any other permanent eniployees is weak at 
best. As a ..._tter of fact, the only other legitimate argument I 
can think of is the historic structure. issua. But Thany of these 
structures could be occupied by seasonal eraployees (there are 
several who work through the winte,, ensuring year-round 
occupancy), thereby e liminating the need for additional seasonal 
housing. 

I realiz~ that many employees feel strongly about living in ~he 
park. But whethe.r this is justifiable when the town of Hot 
Springs (Which bas a very ample housing market) is just a short 
15 minute drive away is queetion"11le. Certainly, short-term 
seasonal Efl!Jplayees neea to live in the park due to a shortage of 
3 )!Onth leases in town. But !tislht pernanent eDployees (actually 
the nul:lber is now nine)? Uby were only two alternative? 
c.onsidered in the just.i~ication: status quo~ or no permanent 
employees? Tbe third, ana obviously unaddressea, option is tor 
~ o~ the p~r~angnt employe@s to move into town. ~£ seaso~al 
employees livinq in historiG housinq is a conc~n~ ~hen ~hy not 
consider the follovinq suggestion. Move two perll'l:anent employees 
currently occupying historic housing into town (there are obvious 
choices), paying for the moves if possible . Then shift the two 
employees currently occupying the ~odular homes in the ~eaaonal 
housing area into the vacated historic houses. This could 
permanently free up a total of six bedroo~s 8nd fou~ re~troo•s 
(each modular house has three bedrooms and two bathroons) in the 
seasonal housing area. This ~ore than makes up for the three 
trailers bein9 moved out of the park. Unfortunately, there ~ould 
be some inconvenience to the employees bein~ ~oved1 but shouldn't 
the interests of the park 1 c resources (not to mention taxpayers) 
com" Urst7 

As attractive as living in the par~ is, we must come to grips 
with its co~ts. x•m only half joking wben I refe.r to it as a 
for10 of addiction. I lived in the park for a number of years, 
and cherishe.d every minute of it. But I Hlll also an examplQ of 
how there ii! ~ife after moving out of park hOl.ISing (I currently 
live in Hot Springe). The costs of ~ar~ housing are su~prie!ng. 
There are th& obvious costa: abQut $600,000 for an eight unit 
apartment buildin9, and about $200,000 ~or a duplex accordinq to 
the GMP•s estimates~ Thero are hidden costs too. Currently, 
park housing is responsible for the majority (about 60%) of the 
demand on the sewaqe lagoons~ As ~ore buildings are ~dded, a 
larger ma1ntenance stal'f with larger storage tacilities ar~ 
necessary. Maintenance 5taff is less able to work on other 
i~port.ant concerns because o~ increased hous ing. These are the 
economic costs. The incrgased housing also threatens cave 
resO\U"Ce~ 'uy ~ltering natural infiltration and increasing thG 
number of potential contamination sources, such as parkinq lot 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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runoff (paving with concrete ada>:esses <>nly part of the prot>l.em -
takQ a close look at the oil and 9as stains on a parking lot 
sometime), a.nd potentially leaky sewage lines. 'raxpayers aro 
IJeinq asked to pay a pr.,mium pri<oe (almost $1,000,00D when hidden 
eosts are factored in) for the convenience of a few NPS 
employees. 

Park employees, with the exception of short-term seasonal&; and a 
few truly nece.ssary permanent pQ1;;itions, should not exceet to 
live in the park when a reasonable sized toiwn is j:t.i:st l5 minutes 
away. Using housing to recruit permanent eJ>ployees that do t\Ot 
need to live in the park is irrei~ponsible, considering the 
potential threats to tlle cave. ~l'here are far more inexpensive 
(an<l environmentally fYiendlier) solutions to the park's hou .. ing 
problem which should be seriously considered. JUst because tbs s 
unit apartment building was appr1:i.ved; in 19.BS doesn't mean we. 
llAl!!t to stick with the idea. 

In ~nding, I would like to bring a few quotes from the Wind Cave 
GMP and from ltPS Kanaqement »oliciaa to your attention. 

On page ll of the GMP, the fo1lowinq statement is made: 

ftStudies of the hydrology of Wind Cave indicate that 
there is a potential for significant impact to the 
underground resources from :potential sources of water 
pollution within and outsid·a the park (Alexander, 
Cavist and Alexander, 1989).n 

Page 76 of the GMP states: 

"Surface st:t"Uctures ·also would continue to affect 
hydroloqic patterns, which in turn would affect the 
cave. Several sources in the park could be affecting 
the cave in this regard. The parking lot and 
structur~s such ae buildings, sidewalks, and roads have 
altered natural drainage patterns, with unknown 
consequences for the cave environment. 111J 

an page 83, the following statement is ~ade: 

MVirtually all coDstruction of new facilities is 
proposed to take place in drainagea above or near the 
cave. The overa>l effect that these developments will 
have on subsu:rf~c-e flow is unknown." 

liPS Manaqe•ent Polieie• makes the f ollo~inq statement in Chapter 
4:20 {the same quote may be found on paqe 7 of the GMP): 

11No potentially harmful development: or use will be 
undertak~n in, above, or adjacent to caves until it can 
be demonstrated that it will not significantly affect 
natural cave conditions, including subsurface water 
moveni:ents.n 

• • 
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16. See response 6. 
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There are some major contradietions here. rt is very di~ficult 
for ne to see how we are accomplishing thi~ important NPS policy 
vhen we are recolllillen~ing so much new development either on top of 
Wind cave, or on top ot areas of high cave potential. The GMP is 
riqht al>out one thinq: we simply don't know what overall affect 
the surface developments are having on the cave. What we do 
know, however, suggests 'that therA is ample cause for concern~ 
Given the international significance of the resource, would~'t it 
be prudent to follow NPS palicy and def er development to a time 
~hen the consequences of ou~ actions are known, or at least 
better understood? Otherwise, the best we can say is that we 
h2l!l'! that our actions won't negatively affect one of the great 
caves 0£ the world. The .NPS ~endate demands more than that • 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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Wind Ca~e/Jewcl Cave Planning, Team 
Nati<:>Ml Paik Serv\ce (DSC-TCE) 
l:'.O. Sox 25287 
Denv¢r, Coloradl'l Wl.5-0181 

1040-C Tatllarack Circle 
Florence, Kentll<:ky 41042 
September 6, 1993 

Re: Comments on the Draft Oeneral M8nagemenc Plan and Enviroomental ls;npa~l 
Statement (GMP/EJS) for Wind Cave National Park, South Dakota 

Dea< Planning Team: 

Thanl< you tor tbe opportullit}' to comment on the proposed plan for managing the valuable 
resources u{ Win~ C..ve Nafonal l'a:rk. As a geologist and speleologist with s. background 
in Jcarsr hydrog~logy, I am well aware or the scientific values p1Dlected by the park. I also 
appreciale rbe tare oppommiUt-1 provid~ by the park for interpreting complex 
environmenral connections, such as reJalionships between snrfaoe activities and groundwater 
qua!.\~. 

Of the management alternatives presented in the Draft GMP /EIS, I generally favor tbe 
actions proposed in Alternative B with collliflenlS regarding the following issues: 

• cave .management 
• surface impacls <m rhe cave and groundwater 
• lnterpretMion 
• visitor services 
• warer supply and sewage disposal. 

CAY& MANAGEMENTr The proposal to manage Wind Cave as a de facto wilderness is 
sens.ible. As pan of this practice, cave man«gement personnel at Wind Cave should take 
an active role in developing natio~ c:ave wilderness policies. 

In addition to ~rablishiog air lock< on artificial entrances, air flow at naturd cntrax\c:c~ 
should be mainlained or tcstored to 11atural conditions. Modification of narural enuanccs 
has already occurred and may be required as olher entrances are discovered to permit 
exploration and scientific stu<iy, but such chavges should be miilimi~ed ar..d mitigated to lhe 
e><tent possible. 

Electric lighting along e~t\n~ tour~<:>"\~ ..,,;.,e,.t\y impact the .:ave environ.men~ primarily 
by promoting the growth of algae on rock surfaces. Nat only ;,. algae an exotic life form 
whicb is nor a nalurai component of rile delie;ire cave ecosysrem; ii also possesses the ;i.bilily 
to degrade t\\e inepl.-..ceable mineralogk features in the cave. Tue exis1ing ligb1ing sys1em 
should be replaced wlrh one whk b would allow liglns in each sectlon of the cave 10 be used 
only when a rout passes throogh that area . 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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SURFACE IMPA.CTS ON THE CAVE AND GROUNDWA.TEIU An important part of cave 
management requires attention t{) and careful management of acti\'ilies on the su1facc. I 
agree with the proposal to replace the a<pbalt on the visitor center parking lot with 
concrete. Further, I recommend that all p:tved surlaces in the park (including highways, 
roads, and parking lots) he converted to com;rete as they are replaced. Not only is concrete 
Jess polluting than asphalt; it is also significantly more durable, requiring Jess m:rintenance 
and fewer environmental impacts in the fubJre. Many recent highway projects lhrnughout 
the Black Hills have been completed with 4:oncrete for these reasons. All asphalt should 
be removed before paving with concrete and properly disposed outside the park. 

I also agree that runoff from paved surfaces ne31" the (<!Ve should be dispersed to minlmiu 
its impact on the cave and groundwat1~r quality. Further, the Federal Highway 
Ad01inistration is plfl.JIJling to develop methods for mitigating the effects of such runoff in 
karst Meas. Cave managers at Wind Cave should implement the future recommendations 
of this study, as appropriate. 

Emergency plans should be developed for resj){)nding to spills of hazardous materials within 
the park. bue to the relatively remote location, park personnel should be traineil and 
equipped to provide iffitial assessment and tontairunent of spills. Because any liquid spilled 
along ponions'OfU.S. 385 would likely impact The Lakes region of Wind Cave, use of park 
roadways to transport hazardous materials (such as gasoline) through the park should be 
prolribited. This should be coordinated with the appropriate state officials. 

While threats to the patk environment from adjacent lands should not be ignored,. an 
increased emphasis should be placed on "appropriate en\'ironmental compliance" (Jiage 19) 
within the park. On a recent visit to the park, l was dismayed to find a tmall huardous 
waste site located directly above the cave. (I currently warlc on Superfu.nd hazardous waste 
sites under a contract with the U.S. EPA, am! what I saw in the 'Mixing Circle" areu looked 
sadly familiar.} It was evident that fence posts treated with creosote (and possibly other 
wood preservatives} had been discarded and burned (pages 48-49}. Many creosote 
compounds are carcinogenic, and toxic Ma>y metals (sucl! Iii copper, chrommm, :md 
arseni_c) conun?rilY used in wood preservat!ves cane;isily contaminate gr<:>\Ui.dwater. A large 
quantlty of pamt waste bad also been discarded in the area. Many of the open paint 
buckets and barrels were exposed to tile el<:ments and free to overflow onto (znd into) the 
ground. 'Ihe highest priority should be given to investigating this site and remo\llng 
contaminated soil and other roatedals imtoediately. As the agency mandated to protect 
narural resources and "leave them unimpaire<I for the enjoyment of future generatioIJS," the 
National Park Service is obligated to mana~e its affairs heller tban thfa and to set tbe best 
possibl~ example for responsible enl'ironmen!a! stewardship. The recycling cont~rs a! 
the Visitor Center are a good statt, but the commitment must go far beyond this and cover 
more complex and difficult issues. 

I oppose moving maintenance activities from the Mixing Circle to any area other than the 
existing maintenance facility. lt would not be logical t() impact another area after having 
already damaged the current one. Moreover, the present facilities are centrally located wi1b 
respect to Park Headquarters and park fe.nce lines. 

• 
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See response 15. 

The National Park Service is actively working to resolve this issue. For 
example, the paint mentioned was placed in containers in the 
summer of 1993 and disposed of in March 1994. As noted in the draft 
general management plan, the site will be restored to a natural 
condition. 
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INTERPRETATION: Jnterpretation of the park's surface resources should ho enhanced by 
establishing a !rail l\taf the Visitor Center and irnpr<Mng wayside exbibils, as proposed. 
However, wayside exhlblts should not be "the ooly NPS contact for drive-tbrougb visitors' 
(page 11). Accessibility of intelpletive rangers should be increpsed throughout the park. 
This woold benefit interprwr.tion, visitor protection, and rewurce pro1eaion. 

Rehabilitation of ou1da1ed intcipretive exlu'blts in the Visitor Center and Elevator Building 
sh011ld be a priority. In addition to improving interpretation of surfa~ resources, cave
related exhibits should be upgraded from simplistic displays of Sp<lleothems to dynamic 
interpretations of cave pr<>c<!S$es and science. Recent and current cave research projects 
should be highlighted to demonstcate the ongoing proceo. of learning about the cave and 
applicarion of scientific data to reJource management and protection. 

I agree with the proposal to develop a video or other suitable prog,r:un for showing in the 
visitor center. Ally such program should be of the highest quality. "!{avlng visited many 
national park units recenlly, 1 have been very disappointed by low-quality and antiquated 
films. A notable exception was the s~de presentation at Guadalupe Mountaiu.s National 
Park, Texas. Any program developed by Wind Cave should be of comparable or i,.,uer 
quality. Due to the unusulll requirements of high-quality cave photography, special care 
should be taken to find a photographer or videograpber with e•tensive cave experience. 

VISITOR SERVICE&. Cave management (proteaion) con.<ldo.rations limll tour .sizes ro 
their current levels. This results in some visitors b<ling rumed away after tours are filled to 
capacity. Experiments should be <:0nducte<I to develop a practical procedure for reserving 
a percentage of tour space by phone. However, care should be taken to avoid the situation 
which bas developed at Mammorb Dive National Park, Kentucky, where lllsitors who arrive 
before the Visitor Center opens often find all tours for the day have already sold out There 
should be al least tame 099orumi(¥ foe 6.<\t->:am<" fu•t-~etved tid:.et sal~. 

Because the nearest services are about 12 mill'.! from the Visitor Center and cave tours 
involve physical activity at firmly scheduled times, l am opposed to removing the food 
wncession (cafe). However, the gift shop is not necessary and occupies valuable space in 
the Visitor Center. As materials relevant to park resources are already sold by tlte non-for
profil Black Hills Parks and Forest& Association, the gift r.hop should be removed. If the 
presence of the gift shop is essential 10 the profitable operation of the cafe, as indimted in 
Appendix B, alternatives should be explored whidi would permit continuing quality food 
senice at a reasonable cost to the visitor, 

1 agree with the propoJed improvements to the campground, Including establishing level 
sites and removing sitc.s from flood rones. However, l oppose reducing the size of the 
campground. Doing so would conccotrate visitor impact and deteriorate the visitor 
expericncc by crowding campers imo a smaller area. Consider rolatiog campsite use to 
distribute visitors and their impact&, Recent trends (page 61, figure S) suggest that <:ampsite 
demand will increase. While J do not support increasing the size of the campground, time 
ano money should not be spent undoing that which has already been done . 

RESPONSES 

19. See response 8. 
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WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL; l agree with the proposal to provide an 
alternative water-supply well. However, the proposal to loeate the new well in the vicinity 
of the existing well would only provide bacl.-up for a mechanical problem, such as pump 
failure. It would not provide adequate protection if the primary well were impacted by 
contamination. Careful hydrogeological investigations, including wellhead-protection 
planning, should be conducted prior to selecting a site for the well. 

Great care should also be given to treatment and disposal of sewage generated in the park. 
Breakage of a sewer line or sewage lagoon liner would almost certainly impact the eave 
adversely. A suitable treatment facility outside the park should be identified or developed, 
as there arc no streams in the park suitable for wastewater discharge_ Wastewater which 
does not evaporate and sludge which accumulates in sewage lagoons should be tran:ipOrted 
to that faduty for treatment and disposal. No additional facilities (lagoons, treatment 
plants, or pipelines) should be oonstrueled in the park. Establishment of a visual barrier 
using native vegetation betwe.en U.S. 385 and !he sewage lagoons should also be considered. 
Comfort stations at lhe campground should be converted to composling toilets of 1be variety 
common in other parks. 

Again, thanlc you for reviewing these oommcnts. I bope they are a helpful contribution to 
the planning process. Regardless of the spr,cific management policy decisions you make, 
always keep in mind your primary mission of protecting the resources we Americans have 
entrusted to your care. 

Sincerely, 

J,~~ 
J. :Brad Stephenson 

cc: Jimmy D. Taylor, Superintendent 
Wind Cave National Parle 
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Further study is required to know the extent, if any, of impacts on the 
cave from existing sewage treatment systems. Before any new system 
is installed, including the self-contained toilets proposed for the 
campground, a detailed analysis will be done to determine the least 
impacting type of system available. Hauling waste water on a 
continuing basis to a facility outside the park would probably be 
prohibitively expensive as a long-term solution. 
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NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIBTY 

303 North River Street 
Hot Springs, Soulh Dal<ora 57747 

August 22, l~'.I 

Mr. Jam~ Taylor, Superintendent 
Wind Cave National Park 
Hot Springs, Soulh Dal<ora 57747 

Ref: Wind Cave General Management Plan • Commen\s 

Dear Superinlendent Taylor: 

Thank you for providing the NSS with a copy of yom prop<md Genenl 
Management Plan and granting us the opportunity to romment. The National 
Speleological Society is the largest organization in the world dedicated towards 
the CXJ>loration, study and conservation of caves. For more than 30 years 
many of our members bave spent thousands of hours in the exploration, 
mapping and research done in Wind Cave. We arc happy to comrnent on the 
plan and we hope you find our suggestions useful. 

Overall we find the plan a~plable. ln general the NSS supports A\ternalive 
'B' as the preferred altemadve. We also realize the plan is general in nature 
and that resource specific management plans will be developed. The NSS 
requests that it be nolified and be permitted to comment when a cave 
management plan is being developed for Wind Cave. 

The NSS would like lo offer the foll<:>wing comments and coni;ems relating 10 
the Genera! Management Plan. 

1. The Federal Cove Resour(e Proteciion Aci · Public L:tw 100-6n 
We are disappoin1ed and somewhat amazed that this law ls not referred to in 
the Managemenl Plan. This law was passed by the l OOth Congress and signed 
into law by President Reagan on November, 18th, 1988. This law specifically 
refa1es to caves administered by the federal government under the Departments 
of Interior & Agriculture. The Jaw sets forth managemenl actions, lirnetables 
and directives for compliance with this law. 

Comments - Wind Cave: Page I 
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21. Thank you for pointing out this oversight; the reference has been 
added to the document. 
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Under Section 2 (b) the FCRPA sets forth two purposes· 

"(l) to .sew~ prot0<:r, ...,d p~ •l&nilioant cavcs on 
Federal lands ror the perpetual u,..,, enjoyment, and benefit or 
all people; and 

(2) to rosier increased eooperation and exchange of information 
between governmental authorities and those who utilize caves 
locate(! on Federal lands for soicntific, education, or 
recreational purposes.• 

This Jaw applies not only to Wind Cave but to all caves located within the 
boundaries or Wind Caves National Park. The management plan shoul~ 
address all caves within the park bound.mes. 

Under Section (4), direclives and timetables are set forth for management 
acti(>ns .. We suggest that these provisions be incorporated into the general 
management plan. 1nc1!1ded under this section are actions for delermining 
significance, as well as provisions for entering into volunteer management 
agreements with persons of the scientific and recreational caving community. 
(As a matter of general information, the NSS and NPS have just completed 
two years of negotiation on a 11arional Memorandum of Understanding to assist 
the Park Service in lhe administration, study and protection of its' caves. A 
formal signing ceremony is planned in Washington during the flts1 part (Jf 
October. A copy of that m-:morandum is altached.} 

The Wind Cave proposed managemcnl plan address many issues concerned 
with the protection of the cave's resources. Needless to say this is very 
important and the NSS compliments the Park Set'lice for protecting the cave. 
We also appla"d the Park Service for its proposals to increase visit<:ir 
education. The NSS is happy to offer its wislance in developing displays, 
exhibils, training materials etc. Please let us know if we can help. 

In addition to cave protection, it is also important lo realize, tha\ the 
management plan needs lo inelude recreational use of Wind Cave. Recieation 
fa a legitimate use of the resource as pr<:ivic!ed under lhe Federal cave 
Resource Pro1ection AcL Re<;reational use should be inlerp<eted as simply·the 
opportunity to see and experience the wilderness value of Wind Cave without 
being required lo do mapping, surveying, inventory, research or any other 
aclivity. This is why mosl cavers go caving. With the huge size and length 
of Wind Cave, ir is ceruin1y po$sib1e le mal<e prcvlsiMs for 1hfs aclivily i~ 
limited ore<1s of lho rave. 

Commm1; - Wind C:"'e: Page 2 
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A cave management plan will be developed and will address all 
known caves in the park. 

The cave management plan referred to above will address recreational 
caving. 
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I 
When a cave management plan is developed, we can be more specific in bow 
~realioo, research, educa\ion, conservation and exploration ~tMlics can be 
incorporated in10 lhe plan while maiMaining an adequate margin of protection 
to t'ne eave~s resources. 

l. l'llrk Si,nln~n•e 

With the worldonde expertiseof!heNSS, we undemore the acknowledgement 
that Wind Cave is a unjque WQrld-das. resource, Wind Cave is one of the top 
ten longes1 eaves in \he woild (~rd lafllest inlhc U.S.). It is also one of the 
most, if nor the most, comple>I three-dimensional mau cave in the world. The 
spleleogcnisis of Wind Cave and its contents are extremely complex and 
peihl!.ps unique. Wind Cave contains many rare and unique speleothems to 
in<>lude ooxwork, !luge a1'2.gonite bushts, and intricately e<:>mplex llelictite 
bushes. Th~re should be no douM \bat Wind Cave is a national treasure 
deserving the full protection of the United States government. 

3. Purpose ~ and Need for lhe Plan 

Page 7, 4th purpose; Include !he words "and facilitate• after 1he word "To 
regulate"_ The park is charge<! with the responsibili!y lo not only prolcct 
Wine ca-.e \ml to nraY.e \'ne i;;.:.e rcawna'o\y ava\lat>le lo tbe pu'ol1c !or their 
cducalion and e•joymenl. 

4. Resoutce Management 

Page 11: 

The airflow movement in and out of Wind Cave really needs to be studied. 
There is no objee1ion lo placing an airlock at the manmade entrance 10 Wind 
Cave. This cle.\rly has allererl the altflow into Wind Cave. However several 
other areas must also be considered to include: 

I. Controlling the amounl of air leaking up and down the elevator shaft. This 
may be more subsranlial than that at the manmade entrance. 

2. During the conslruction of lhe access road and parking lo!s ne<1r !he natural 
entrance, old maps show a blowhole being buried. lf so this is an opposite 
problem; i.e., a natural airflow being stopped by m3nmade improvementi:. 

Comments - Wirtd Cave: Page 3 

RESPONSES 

24. The suggestion has been incorporated in the document. 

• • 
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COMMENTS 

3. The Snake !'i! entrance also •oeds to be addressed. A l>lowho~ e>\trance 
to Wind Cave has always CJ:.istcd at this location, however in 1971 it was 
enlarged in order to gain access to the cave. A restrlctor should be placed at 
this location to simulate the previous natural opening. I have some slide! of the 
blowhole that were laken immtdiatcly during and after the inhial enlatgment 
done in D=n!bcI, 1911. 

4. During exploration in lhe cave in the early l980's which was attempting to 
connect Wind Cave to the Snake Pit entrance, an area was discovered near the 
underground storage tanks that is within 9 feet of the surface. This was 
determined by radio location. Of !)articular interest, tis that this area of the 
uvc rontained many small, very •ngular shaq> piec>!S of rock pouring out of 
a hcle in the ceiling (sbaip angular chips of rocks are not normally found in 
the cave}. This location is less than fifty feet from the underground water 
storage tank and appears to be directly beneath a pipeline route from the tank. 
ls it pc>ssible tbat another blow hole existed al this location. The angular chips 
of rock are suspect of blasting and excavation aclivitics normally associated 
with pipeline ~d underground storage i.ank construction. In this same deposit 
of sha<p angular rocks was found pieces of zip-lock plas1ic bag. These were 
discovered during 1he first trip to tliis area. This area of the cave was virgin. 

The answer to these questions are very important. In particular it is known 
lhal airflow is one of several sign\ficant facto~ affecting the growth of 
aragonite. Many of the largest and most significant depcsils of aragonite can 
be found in a corridor that generally runs south from the Snake Pit entrance 
This includes Santa's Frosted Forest, The Polar Ice. Cap, the Snow Room, 
Andy's lee B<lx, ;o.nd Deep Confusion. There is also generally good aitflow 
heading in this direction as mere and more cave i; found to the west. If 
airflow and aragonite are rela1ed in Wind Cave that the amount of air through 
the above fou' items is very significanl. It is suggested that a detailed study 
be undertaken through appropriately qualified speleologisis to determine how 
~ignificant this qucslion is. 

5. In1erp!'l'tation 

Page l l. In general the NSS agrees that the present exhibiis at Wind Cave arc 
;ornewhat unimaginative. We applaud the parks' prop:isal to improve and 
expand the e1hibils in !he visitor center. Quality exhibits assists in public 
education while greatly enhancing the visitors experience. The NSS would 
like to offer ••Y assistance we can to help the park in the development of cave 
related exhibi1s. 

Comme~is - Wind Cave: Page 4 
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Airflow study and monitoring is addressed in the Resource 
Management Plan. 

• 
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One suggestion would be to di$play a very large map of Wind Cave similar lo 
lhe Gne in the Jewel Cave visitor oen1er. 'The shear scale of the map, color 
coding and detail emphasize the tremendous size and complexity of lhis world 
class resource. Around the map could be large, back·lighttd pictu~ of the 
cave giving an imerpretive message and relating 10 the map where this scene 
is at. Or belier yet, a video using optical discs could be programmtd with 
many scenes and messages and tied to the map with LED's for location 
reference. The computer could al!it> show where on-going exploration is 
currently taking plaoe. Another nearby monitor could be displaying the Wind 
Cave Map in three dimensions with continuous axis rotation. lnieractive 
displays such as this .can excite lhe visitor and instill a £real deal of 
conservation information. Right now, a small poster size map, jusl doesn't 
have the same impact. 

We also suppart and encourage your proposal to construct>. theater for visitor 
education to the parlc3 resour~. We would encourage the use of the W1nd 
Cave video prepared in 1990, or a specililly edited version there of, for 
presentation in the theater. Thii video enables the visi«>r not only to visit the 
backs portions of the cave but educates the viewer on the import:mce and 
diversity of the Wind Cave environment. 

6. Alternatives Considered but Rejected 

Page 17. 2nd Paragraph. Discussion is talked about here about the po$Sibility 
of flood-proofing lhe entrance. We presume you mean here the man made dug
in enlranoe and not the natural blowhole entrance. Periodic water entering the 
natural blowhole entrance would be a regular act of nature that may be 
providing nourishment to biota n'"'r the cave's entrance. 

1. Nat11ral Jlesoutte Man~gemenl 

Page J 8, 'To establish limits of acceptable change for human use of Wind 
Cave , .. • This is certain!~ a difficult and subjeciive argument. Some caves 
are subject to periodic flooding by natore which literally erases any and .:tl of 
man's impacls during visitation. However, witll !he dry ruid stable naiurc of 
Wind Cave. any dis1urbance is forever. It is important to use common sense 
in mal<ing evaluations far acceptal>le chanse. ln Wind Olve !here are areas 
which contain many very delicate formations. Unnecessary traffic in these 
are.as should be minimized. In addition, it is important ro realize that wit~ so 
much virgin cave being discovered in Wind Cave. the tre.alest percent of 
impact to an area·is caused by t~e first visitors. Afler an area of the cave has 
been visited by a n11mbcr of people, say 100, lhe amount of increased wear 
fall; off, probably exponentially. 

Comments • Wind Cave; Page S 
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26. Thank you for your suggestions. The park will work closely with the 
National Park Service Design Center at Harpers Ferry to plan and 
design the best exhibits possible to interpret the special features of 
Wind Cave National Park 

• 
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There area 1wo points 10 ~ made: 

!. The first ream imo an area must be very ~ful and mark 
and delicate areas w they area not acddently damaged by llJosc 
who follow. 

'2. There are pans of Wind cave that have been visited by 
many, maoy p«iple llnd additi<mal visit$ will cause littl~: 
additional wear. 

Given the many miles of Wind Cave, areas ·an~ routes can be rnilnaged 
differently to accommodate the protection of the cave but still mclte ii 
accessible to maQy. TheNSS wDuld support that portionso£Wind Cave mould 
be designated and managed as an "Underground Wildenress• when polioes 
permit We supPOt! Wind Cave in lts decision \o manage undeveloped portions 
of the cave as de faclo wildemess. 

We presume this will be addressed in the Cave Management Pliin for more 
detailed di:cus,sion later. 

8. Tnl>!e 1: s,,,,,,,,,,,, of Resource Managernent Actions ldentlficd .•• 

I .Given Illar Wind Cave i$ a unique national resoiitre of world 
class standing and given that Wind Cave National Park was 
establi!lied because of Wind cave, then rhe Developmenl ot a 
Cave Mnnagement Plan, should be a number one priority. 
This would absorb several ltems on the list I~ include 1:ave 
l1wemDI}" ptogram, con1inued e•plor.11ion, etc. 

Z. Add 10 the list: 'Man~meni and invenlDty or Back Coun!I)' 
Caves• wilhin Wind Cave national Park. 

3. Under Cultural Re.1ourci: Management add to the Ii$!; 
Archive Storage, Inventory and Prot..:rion•. 

Commems • Wirnl Cave: Page 6 
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Archive storage, inventory, and protection is addressed in the 
Collections Management Plan. 

• 
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!I. Prllposed Apartments 

The NSS is conectned with the oon5\ruc1ioo of al"lflments, or any other 
&tructure. buill Qver the top of 1he cave Area. It is good that the present 
m®ile homes ~re proposed !O be replaced. This will enhance the quality of 
the surface environment as well as eliminate a potential sou~ of p()!l\ilion to 
the cave. Replacing the mobile homes with apmments will improve livi~g 
conditions but docs 001 tliminate a source of pollution !o the cave. In 
par1icular ~•itary sewer disehaJie from the apartments. 

With the sew.r lagoons full and a.t o,,.:ming a pea\( capacily, nol t>uildlng the 
apartments would reduce the sewer loading. It would also et,rninate the 
potential of t<!<!\tioo&l leaky pipelines that may poll~le the cave environment. 
We svggest locating the .apartments outside Qf the cave a=. A lQllieal 
location wou!d be in nearl>y Hot Springs. Apartments oould eilher be built and 
owned by !he governmwt, or ' gl)vernmenl lease could 'oe entered into wit~ 
a local agent. 

If the apattrnents are located in \he Park, wt ~ugges\ ~ thomugll study 'oe 
cbmpleted on the potential impact on the cave environment before any 
construction is undertaken. To add an additional measure of prolection to the 
cave environment, we suggest that double pipe (a pipe wi\hin a pipe} be used 
for all sanitary sewer lines outside of lhe building in all areas that overly the 
cave area. A moiswrc leak dtt~o> can be economically installed in 1he lower 
end of the ooter pipe which will irnmedialely report any leaks on the inner 
sanitary sew.ige pipe. Use of heavy gauge PVC pipes with robber gasketed 
joints will provide Jong life and minimite leaks. Thfa lypc of pipe will allow 
a degree of fle>:ibility to prevent breal:agc fmm .sett!emenr, frost penetration, 
vibration, and minQr t.2rth movements or tremors. 

13. Sanital')' Sewa&e 

The disposal and treatment of ssnitary sewage within the park is a maj'1r 
problem and a serious potential poll'il2.nt to lhe cave environment as well as 
the region~! aquffer. A separate multi-page report is included from John 
Scheltens, City Enginttr for !lot Springs (and p:.st NSS President), that 
addresses solutions and alternatives to sanitary waste syslems in Ille Pa:rk. 
Please refet IO !his reporl for comment and suggestion• concerning solid wasle 
issues. 

Comme!\1$ - Wind Cave: Page 7 
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RESPONSES 

28. See response 6. 

• • 
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Closing 

llgain we thank Wind Cave National Park for the opponunity to wmment on 
this General Management Plan. Wind Cave is a unique geological natural 
resource and we commend the National Park Service in its roll to p.esuve and 
protect this national treasure. The NSS is happy lo provide assistance in any 
way !hat we can. We look foN<rd to the development of Cave Management 
Plan and the apponunity to comment. 

Sincei:~ f Q ~ 
John . Schclten: I' Jt7'tV V 
NSS S Liaison 

cc: Jeanne Gurnee, NSS President 

jps 

Al Krause, NSS Conservation Chairman 
Janet Thorne, NSS Federal Liaison 
Ron Kerbo, Cave Specialist - NPS, Southwest Region 

Comments - Wind Cave: Page 8 
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WIND CA VE NATIONAL PARK 

11.l!SPONSl! l'OllM 

Pl...., write down Y""' ideas about U,,, alrunati" .. presented in lhl$ dO<:\lm<O\L If ~re Is not er.<>Ugh 
space for your oonunents, you m.ay include add;tional ~ When you are fuWhed, fold this sheet 
(and any additional sheets) in halt ta.., closed, and mail back to us. Ni> post..ge is neea.d. 

?leMe >:ettlll\ your~ form by S..pleml>er 16, 1993. 
ThW}'(>U. 

L Which. of lhe three altemalives analped fn !his document do you prefer for guiding U.. future of 
Wind C..Ye National Park over the ne><t 10-15 yt.US? 

2 Why do you ptefer this alternative? 

3. What would you change in Y""' pxefened alternative to lmproVe it? 

• 

I prefe~ the alternative that was considered but rejected. This 
alternative would relocated most facilities to a place that 
...,ulQ not affect the eave. 

See att"c~ed 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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Wl.n<i Ca<re/Jew;,l cave PlannJ.ng Team 
National Park Service (0$C-TC6l 
P.O. llox isar 
oenver co 80~25-0287 

2930 E 14th AV<> 
Denver CO S(l.20~ 

( 303) 399-3449 

September 15, 1993 

.F.or the past thx:ee yei:i.rs I bave led. an effort on behalf of th~ 
Colorado Grotto, an internal organieation of the National 
speleological society, that has assi$ted with cave resource 
explo~ation aad inventory at Wind Cave National Park. l was also 
involved in the 1960 1 s with explo~ation at Wind. I hav~ 
developed an affection and respia:ct for the eave and a con\l'.ictiotJ 
that eveI:"y reasonable -effc,.rt should be made to maintain th(:!, 
integrity of the cava. J: would Hke to state that the followinq 
comnients a.re ~y own and .al'i! not necessZtrilY shar~d by th-t';! 
Colorado Grotto or th$ National Speleological Society~ 

My preference would be to rE!view the rejected alternative ot 
:movir..9 as many faeiliti~s as pos:i:dble Of.f of kn.own or susp,~cted 
c.aYe and altering such featuI:'es that :remain tc. minimize their 
potential impact to the cave~ I believe that ~~ 
Management Policies Handbook., Chapter 4: 20 r requires this 
alteX"native be ~i-::aminie.d. chapter 4;20 states that 11 No potent.iall}' 
harm.ful develop.11e.r.it or ust?: will be undertaken in, above., or 
adjacent to caves until it can b~ dl>lOollst?:atcid that it w:i.11 not 
significantly affect ~at~ral ca~~ conditions, including 
sub6urface water movements. Developments already in place will be 
removed if they are significantly alterlng :natural conditions.•• 
(emphasis t:ti.nel. !t is acknowledged in the Ordt l?lan that tne 
proposed actions could have adverige impacts which would co~poun~ 
p.a.st. impacts (page 81 J ~ At the v~ry minill'lum, thls \\'Ould seem to 
requir~ that th~ rejected alternati~e be considered. 

There have already been :terious or potentially serious- imPa<:ts t.Q 
Wind and Jewel from developments above or ad)acent to the (:aves~ 
Last year a break in a two inch water supply line was discoqered 
in the employee houstllg area at l'li:nd that had been discharging 
tens of thous.ands of gallons af water daily into the ground ne:<t 
to known caVQ for an unknown period of time. 1t is fortunate th~t 
in thl5 ease it was a ~ata~ s~~ply 11ne that b~oke rather th~n a 
sew~9e line as has happened at Jewel. At Wind, there are fuel oil 
storage tanl<.s and sU)::lply lines, as well as se"Wa.qe lines, abQvQ 
known cavQ4 In as much as ~ell !Qgs and water use estimates are 
showing significant discrepanc:ie~ at Wind, it can be assumed 
there are continuing leaka~es in the '4l'a,te:r supply s.ys:teett. With 

• 
29. 

• 
RESPONSES 

The discussion of facility relocation was misnamed. The alternative 
was not rejected, but rather was not evaluated. Relocation of facilities 
is a very expensive proposal and there is no assurance that a new site 
would not also overlie virgin cave. As long as visitor use of the cave is 
considered desirable, then a certain level of visitor facilities is still 
needed on s.ite, Furthermore, the facilities necessary to allow visitor 
use of the cave (elevators, walkways, lights, etc.) also have a profound 
effect on the cave. The National Park Service feels that until we know 
the extent of surface facility impacts and the effectiveness of 
mitigation measures, it is better to concentrate development on an 
already impacted area than to risk a new area. The relocation 
alternative states that if studies indicate that impacts cannot be 
mitigated effectively, then we would develop and implement the 
alternative of relocating facilities. The park is in the process of 
developing monitoring studies and standards to provide that 
information. The few new facilities that have been proposed are 
contingent on finding ways to build them that will not cause 
significant impacts. 
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much of the W8ter supply sy5tem laying above known or suspected 
ca.'!~ \)asaage.s, i,t Cdn be: suspected th.e ca.\J'e. i.S expe.t' iencinq 
potentially signi!icant subt>urfac.e. ~.a.ter il'il.pacts from ex.ts.ting 
facilities. 

The alte~nstive of relocating facilities is currently b~inq 
e)(a.min~d in th& Carlsbad caverns National Park General l1anagement 
Plan ~eview. This · ~ould seam ta indl~ate t~at ~~~o~~c~ w.anitQYin~ 
studies and standar-ds can be established to adequately address 
this 3lternative. · 

I endorse contem:plnte6 measures directly r e lated to mitigating 
current cave impact~ such as removal of as~h.alt fro~ the J1arking 
area, im~~ov~d run-off ~~t~~ di~p~rs~l, a~d Lns~allat1o~ ~f air 
lock doors at the elevator la.ndinse. lt. is , however, 
tlisappoirtting that air lock doors are not pa.rt ot the plans in 
progress no~ tor renovQtion ¢f the elevator facili ty . 

Consid~ring th& distance cf the campground from known cave 
paseag;Q, reducing the. ca.mpqr0und and e.o\\~~-s::ti'i\~ 't.\-1.~ 't"es\:roo:iro'S to 
\Taul ts seems- adeQuately prtidetit s Leaving a reduced campground 
available for pu~lic u~e could b~ revie~sd if it i s later 
detern1ined that t:nere "lere J.lnforeseen potential cave impacts. I 
have often made usa of tho Elk ~ountain Ca~pgrou~d and have tound 
it a wonder full y r e£res hing experi ence cornparGd to l i~ing in the 
c~~t~~ a( ~~~e~. 

Thank. y ou for con6iderinq my opinion and please keep rne informed 
of f~rther develo~nents. 

;.&"d' :7~ 
Bill ~ett, fellow of the NSs ana friena of Wind cave 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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WINDCA VE NATIONAL PARK 

RESPONSE FOXM 

Please write down your Ideas ohout lh<o altemaliv .. p~ in Ibis documen.L ll tMte io "?t enough 
spaoo for your <:<>1nmerit>, you may indud• addidonai pages. When Y'"' ..,,, Jinlslted, fold lhts sheet 
{and any addino<1al shoet>) in m!f, Q? closed,. and mall bo.cl<. to us. No J>O$bS" Is ~de<!. 

Ple.ose ttl:Um your ~ furm by Sopl..,.ber 16, 1993. 
Thankyou. 

t. Which. of tlte tM:e al-v ... ~yud in this docuonent do you prefer for guiding tho futuze of 
Wind Cave National l'2rl< over !he Jlext lD-1~ years? 

0 Alternative A 181 Alternative 11 0 Altemolive C 

:z. Why •b you prefer' tl1ls ~live? 

It r,..,;.i.~.,, "':\."- "'"'"\ V"°"'~= ... \o"'. o~ '"'"1 cf< 'I\..~ O..~"-,v•oi:<~>1% \o ~ 
C>..".,.:'\"'-lok ~<:.~u~M.. :x:~ ~'j o~\"'""' 1'\\.,.__,,.,:_.~c. i~ toto.\\f '-"""'°""'-fl<>.\c.\e.. 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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30. The National Park Service is also concerned about traffic and travel 
speeds at Wind Cave National Park Your suggestions and those of 
others will be considered as the National Park Service looks for ways 
to effectively deal with this issue. Raised dots would not be feasible 
because of the need to plow snow in the winter. 

• 
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City of 
Hot Springs 

Jolin P. Scl>ellens 
CityEnginW 

300. Nor1h Rivi=-f StretE 

Au&U>t 19, 1993 

Mr. James TaylQr, Superin(l!ndent 
Wirnl Ca>"e National l'ru-k 
Hot Springs, South Dakota 57747 

Ref: Draft General Management Plan 

Phono 605 ?4S·lllS 

'Thank you for the opportunity to comment on tile draft of Wind Cave's General Maruigement 
\>Ill!\. My comi~enls as past piesi<!tnl of the NSS 11nd as a 24 yw ~eteian in the exploration 
and mapping of Wind Cave will be made under separate <:over. My comments h= reileci the 
City of Hor Springs as its Cil}' Ellginecr, 

ln parlieular I ofier some comments and suggestions on your sanitary waste problems. 

With the lining of me .ewage lagoons several years ago, there is now no leakage which is 
certainly good from tbe cave's standpoint. However, the lagoons now fill up and threaten 
discharge down Wind Cav~ Canyon. lt is apparent that the present lagoons do not offer 
sutfrciem •tOl'age fOf current use, let alone future ex~nsion a• was evident this year by having 
to riump many 1houS11nds of gallons from the lagoons and transport it to the Ho! Springs 
wzslewale.r 1rea1ment facility for disposal, So 1herefo<, Alternative 'A '(no action} would 
certainly. seem inappropriate. 

Problems: 

!. The present lagoons lie in the bottom of Wind Cav~ Canyon near the C<Jntacl 
wi1h the Madison (Paha Sapa) Limestone which contains Wind Cave. This 
formalion is very pervious and any discharge from the lagoons would coniamina!C 
the oquifcr and any portions of Wind Cave thal may lie tien ... th. (At this ti'lle no 
kn()wn cave is present in this location, but there fa evtry l'e'SOll "lo !Jelieve 11>a1 
there is.) Regardless, the madis<:in aquifer would be contaminated. 

Comments - Wind Cave: !>age t 
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31. Thank you for your suggestions. The information you have presented 
will be considered during the design process. 

• 
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2. The present lagoons lie up canyon (up stream durfog wei v;i,athtt) of the Park\ 
Water Supply. Not only wauld any discharge contamin:ale tnc aquifer in general, 
but would probably dlteeUy contaminate the parks drinldng water •upply. 

3. Wiml Cave Canyon does not have a perennial stream. A National Discharge 
Elimination System Petmit (NPDES) from the Environmental Protection Agency 
into a dry stream bed would Ile exaptionally dffilcull to obwn, and if so the 
MCL's (maximum contaminant level•) would most likely be incred'ibly d\fficult 
to meet since there is no dilution with an ex.isling stream. 

Altel'llatlve #1: Construtt ~11 additional sewage lag01'Jn 

A. Benefits: 

A proper deslgn would allow sufficient storage, even during· perioos of ~ 
~the<. Ade<:juatt surface area woold contin1>e to allow total evaparatitm and 
therefor maintain a l-tro-discltargc facility. 

B. Considerations: 

l. Even though pwpe.r design would a<l&juate\y tr.al organi~s and all1>w tlle 
liquids to evaporate, the sludges still collect in the bottom of the lagoons. 
Eventually the sludges need to be removed artd disposed of. Thi> may present 
a problem. Any heavy metals in the SOhitMy sewage will collect and bui](l up in 
the sludge, These melals will become concentrated. Sludg.e is usually land 
applied. The contentta\\on of heaVy metal~ scve<ely re~tricts and controls h<>w 
slodges can be appliul, Thls may be especially difficult given the e•tra mea<ure 
of conservation practices within National ParkS. 

2. syn1hctic Lliwts for sealing the botlom and sides of sewage lagoons are very 
expensive (in the range of $50,()0() per acre fot the material). 

3. Opera~on and maimemince expenses are relatively low. 

4. The level of operator training and ctrtiffoation is relatively low. 

C. Rerommendalions if this option is sele<::ted: 

I. Test the sludge in !be bottom of the pment lagoons for heavy metals. 

Comments • Win~ Cave: Page 2 
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2. Based on the lab Malyds and U.c 11a\\Jre <>f :\Olis within tlle park, derermine iC 
sludge disposal can be land applied in the park. If not, where car. it be disposed 
of and at what cost? 

3. Install moni!Oriut wells arollrul I.he present and future lagoons to monitor for 
leakage and cont:1mina1ion. 

4. Develop a mitigation plan if such discharges arc deteclcd. 

Allernathe 112r CDnstrud an ad•anced wastewater ~tment !acil!ty {t~rl.iary or hl~er) 
for effluent discnari;e Into Wind Cave Canyon 

A. Bwetits: 

Would allow the park to treat all its sanirary sewage and discharge the effluen1 
GOW!\ slleam. No lagoons or ~torage facilities would be re.:iuired. 

ll. Considerations: 

1. Advanced wastewater treatment facilities are ex1re111ely oosUy to construct 
The innovative H<>t Springs Wasiewaier Treatment Facility rost $3.2 million to 
eonslnlct in 1983. SpearfisheS' Treatment Plant cost $4. a million to constroct 
which was built during the same time period. Spearfish is oow COM\dering 1111 
multi-million dollar expansion to meet ils needs. Although both Hol Springs and 
Spta{fisll are ton>iderably larger lhan Wind Cave's annual discharge, downsizing 
equipment and facilities t() meel 1he parks flow is nol li~ear (i.e. a plant half the 
size is not half the C-Osl, but more likely like 75~). 

1. Annual Operati(lll and Maintenance expenses are very expensive. Hot Springs 
flicllily cost @ SlSCl,()(l().{ll) ptt year for salarieJ> and energy costs not including 
repairs, maintenance and a •inking fl!lld. Spearli•hes facility 1;0;1 twice that for 
annual expenses. 

3. Since Wind Ca"e Canyon bas no perennial stream to discharge in10, neither 
the wastewa1er facility in flot Springs not !he one in Spearfish would be able lo 
meet th~ discharge standards. The1Cfor, fue park could expe<:l an even more 
sophisticated and expensive facility to construct an operate. 

4. Such fadlities require highly trained, experieJJced and eertitied opemors. 

Commenls - Wind Cave: Page 3 
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Alternative 113: Construct n secondary treatment advanced wa.stewater treatment !'acUity 
with discharge designed for sllva-culture appllcation within the park or irrigation of 
croplands adjacent to the park, 

A. Benefits: 

l. Would allow the park to treat all of its Si!Jlitary wastes. 

2. No discharges into Wind Cave Canyon thereby protecting the cave and the 
parks' water supply. 

3. Tertiary treatment is accomplished by the land application of the effluent either 
to lands within or outside the park boundaries. Organic nutrients and ammonia 
nitrogen arc returned to the environment through the natural nitrogen plant cycle. 

B. Considerations: 

I. Again, even secondary mechai:Ucal advanced treatment facilities are expensive 
to construct .,,d operate. These expenses are forever. However the cos\ of 
construction, operation and maintenance is substantially less than alteroative 112. 

2. This t)'pe of racmty requires highly trained, exPo>ritnwl and certified 
operators. 

3. This type of facilily could become an educational exhibit within the park 
showing how the plants and ecosystems witMn the park treat and absoib th" 
w.istes back iMo the Mlmal en•ironment. 

C. Recommendations if this option is considered: 

1'his type of design is exactly what the City of Hot Springs has been using for the. 
past' tel\ ~= with a good track record. The Hot Springs facility has received 
a number of awards for its design, efficiency and protection of the environment 
If the park is interested in blowing more about this option, we can arrange a tour 
of our facility and discuss lbe operation in more detail. 

Comments - Wind Cave: Page 4 
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Alternative V4! Construe! a sanitary sewer pipeline from Wind Cave to the C!t1 Hot 
Springs and process ym1r waste tllrough the Hot Springs municipal system. 

A. Benefits. 

1. Thh solution woula allow a'il file parks' waste to be pr~. both now and 
as the park attendance grows. 

2. No treatment plant would need to be built. 

3. Operator level of maintCilance !$ low. 

4. Initial cost is minimal in comparison to building a advanced treatment facility. 
Sanilary sewer line can be inslalled for @ $60,000 - $70,000 per mile, making 
the toral cost of installation Jess than $750,000 vs. a couple million for a new 
treatment plant. 

5. Annual operation and maintenance costs are minimal; in fact the City of Hot 
Springs could assume full rnalntem1nre responsibilities for the pipeline outside the 
park. Sewer fees to the city of Hot Springs are presently @ $0.50 per thousand 
gallons. 

6. It is downhill most if not all the way, minimizing the need for lift stations. 
(Gravity is cheap and reliable.) 

7. With the permission of South Dakola Department of Transportation, Highway 
#385 can be used for utility conslruction illuminating the need to purchase or 
acquire easelllC!ll! through private propcny. 

8. Wind Cave aquifers and environment are fully protected. 

B. Considerations: 

I. The pipeline should be constructed of high grade PYC's with gasketed rubber 
joints (SDR = 34 or thicker). This pipe is tough, reliable and water light. It can 
easily be checke.d for leakage. The pipe is inert to the environment as well as 
normal domestic sewage. The pipe is inexpensive and will last JOO yean; or 
!anger. 

2. Any place where the pipeline passes over sensitive environmenral areas such 
as the cave, lhe pipeline could be doubled at minimal additfonal cost for an extra 
measure of safety. This fa simply a pipe within a pipe so if 1he inner pipe 
develops a leak, it is quickly detected and contained. 

Comments - Wind Cave' Page 5 
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C. Recommendations if this option is oonsidered: 

Set up a meeting with my~f and the members of the Public Works Comminee 
of the City Council to discuss the details, rupoosibilities, and <:<>sis. 

Some General Recomm~ndatiGns: 

1. Solutions to wastewaier treatment can be very complicated and costly. Thcr<i 
n no one size fits :all. Each facility must be designed to meet the specif~ 
requiremenl.s of the user and Che environment SS dictaled by slate and fed<oral 
environmental laws. My r=mmendation would be for the park to higher a 
(:Onsulting engineering firm within the region who is knowledgeable and 
experienced with waste managemeot in western Sautlt Dakuta. The cons•ltan1 
should be hired to perform a Facility Plan tllat evaluates several alternatives to 
include not only those listed above but any .he or you may ~uggest. lf you are 
iMerested r can suggest some firms that the City has worked wirh over th¢ years. 

2. I don'l l:>elieve that the existing sewer collection system Wa.< mentioned in the 
draft management plan. I know th~t work was done on it m recent history, 11111 
I am not sure to what extent. Regardless, ~wer collection sys1ems ~hould be 
tested regularly for e»filttatiOil and infiltration problems. Once every five ye:u·s 
or ro the system should be inspected with a video camera. These video tapes 
provide the )l"rk with a detailed foot by foot log of the condition of the pipes. Xf 
the pipes are old day tile or similar material they should be replaced with high 
grade PVC'• as r=mmended in Allemative #4 above. In tlte visitor ~a/er ar<a 
above the cave, the pipes should be double pipes (pipe within a pipe) to add w 
extra measure of safety of protecting the cave from pollution. 

Closlng: 

Once again thank you for the opportunlty 10 C(lmment. If l can be of further assislance pl= 
do not hesilate to call. (745-3135}. 

jps 

Comments · Wind Cave: Page 6 
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WINDCA VE NATIONAL PARK 

llllSPONSll FOllM 

PI...,., write down your id""" ;lbout the alternatives presented In this document. JI !here i5 110! enough 
space fot your comments, you may ii>dudo addit!QllO] pages. When you an finish~, fold thl5 meet 
(""d any additional sheets) in halt ~ do:.od. and mall bad< to us. No postage is 1'1£eded. 

Please return your~ fumi by Sept~mbor 16, 19!13. 
Th.uJ< YOll. 

1. Whkh of the Ihm! alternati'1es l!lalyzed In tWs ~ da you pro!er fot guiding \Ile lutl>te Di 
Wmd. CaVll National l'arl< over the next 10-15 y-eoIS1 

0 Altemative A 0 Alternative & 0 Altemalivo C: 

2 Why do you prefet tl:Us "1tomatlve7 

3. What would you clwlge In your pn!fetted ..Jtemollve to improve it? 

4. If Y°" don't like ""Y o/ !he altamalives. please 8WMl81'ize what your prefem!d. alterallve is. 

• 
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The high costs associated with constructing, operating, and 
maintaining an additional visitor center would preclude the National 
Park Service from implementing your suggestion. We do agree with 
the need for additional interpretation of surface resources and that 
need is addressed in the general management plan. 

• 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION VIII 

999 Hl!h Srl!EET - SUIT' 600 
DENVE~, COl[)MOO M2D2-2•66 

Ref: 

Superintendent 
Wind Cave National Par~ 
Hot Springs, SD 57747 

Dear Superintendent: 

SEPl6~ 

RE: NEP~ review of the DEIS for 
the General Management Plan, 
wind Cave National Pal'k. 

In aooordance with our responsibilities under the Natiomil 
Jlnvironmental Policy Act (NllPAf and §3 o~ of the Clean Air /let. 
~egion Vlll of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
completed.its review of the Draft Environmental lmpact Stat,,,.ent 
{DEIS) for the General Management Plan for the Wind Cave National 
Park. 

~~e ~~A ha~ no maj~~ ~on-c~~5 ~ith th~ ~~cpcaed ~~ti~n~ and 
finds this DEIS to be comprehensive in its analysis of the 
alternatives, while also being :brief. The EPA COltlmends the 
National Park service for this effort. 

Although the EPA has no Objections to the proposed action, 
the EP~ does offer the following observations. A number are 
particular to this proposal, others address more general EPA 
questions concerning park serv;ice manage.inent plalll'.ling activity. 

There are a ntlJTlbe~ of areas ~he~e this doc~nt indicates 
the Park Service lacks data. in particular, the Park Service 
indicates that it has little information concerning vegetative 
Co11'1!'1Unities and hydrology within the Park. 

How the aims of ecosystem management are supported by the 
proposed action is not clear from this document. The Dep<lrtment 
of Interior has empha.si~ed its intention to see ecosystem 
l\\anagement implemented within the department's land management 
agencies. The llPA is interested in how the Park Service :lntends 
to implement this approach, and how missing data critical to this 
type cf approach will be obtained. 

The EPA Region VIII, rates thia DEIS LO. Thia rating 
indicates that the EPA lacks objection to the proposed action. 
The EPA canvnends the FS on the quality ot this document, and 
looks forward to working wit.h the National Park Service in the 
futur~. 
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The National Park Servjce and other federal and state agencies in the 
Black Hills area have, for years, been involved in various cooperative 
efforts. One of the best examples is the cooperative fire management 
program, but there are many others, The National Park Service and 
most of these same agencies are currently working to define the roles 
each rnjght have as ecosystem management efforts are increased. The 
park has identified and prioritized data needs in the Resource 
Management Plan that can be incorporated into the larger interagency 
database. 
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If you have any questions concsrnin9 these coIMten~s, please 
call eitner myself, or Gene ~ersey, Project Revie~ l>lanager, at 
303-293-1693. 

Sincerely, 

~ '--~ 
:C> Robert R. Despain, Chie 

~~ Environmental Aasea_ament 
Water Management Pivision 

2 
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October 22, 1993 

Pear Roberta: 

I hear from Jim Taylor that you aren't finished compiling 
comments from tile draft GKP for Wind Cava, "" perhaps there l.s 
still time for me to submit my few col!llllents. aest of luck 
compiling the comments. I am certain you'll be glad to coll!plete 
this project! 

Kathy Steichen 
Assi~tant Chief Interpreter 
Wind c21ve NP 

page 2 

upwellin~ warm water ~ather than surf~ce drainage .. ~" 

'l:'he warm water theory was first proposed as early as the late 
18005 and then proposed again at least one time since. To ~~ 
knowledge this theory is just that 1 a theo~Y~ As presented in 
the doeUl'tl.ent it represents a factuai statement rather than the 
theory that it actually is. 

page II 

• 

11ose of the campground seldom exceeds ito:i: of its capacity"'. ~ 
What is this calculation based upon1 Is use at or below 40t. 
~ur.i:ng the Black Hills peak visitor season of July 1 - Sept. 1. 
FrOll my observation, this percentage 1$ too low t:or peak vi~;itor 
season. 

page 11, paragraph 3 

l thin~ a factor more important than visitor congestion, is the 
situation that due to insufficient interpretive staffing, 
visitors are leaving the park without having access to and the 
opportunity of Qxperiencinq the park 1 s most significant resource, 
the oave4 

page 3~, paragraph 2 

I don•t balieve a res~rvation syntem would better sei-ve the 
visitors nor would it add e£ficiency tQ the current ope~ation. 
currently tours are offered every 20 minutes and the ~a~imu~ ~ait 
on the busiest day at the busiest time of the day is 1 to 2 
hours. ~~ this time the tours are filled to capacity. Under a 
reservation syste~ it would still require visitors to a~rive an 
increment~l time prio~ to the tour. Without this time 

34. 
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In 1993 the occupancy rate for the campground was 48% in July and 
40% in August. Since we are reducing the density of the campground, 
not the overall size (see response 8), the camper experience should be 
as good as or better than it is now. 

The text of the general management plan has been modified to read 
"The National Park Service will consider the need for a reservation 
system. One will be implemented if deemed necessary and feasible". 
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requirement we wou1a no longer be operating our tours at ioot 
capacity as there would be, for ~ varieey of reasone, ~o shows. 

Anot~er factor to consider is the lack of visitor d">Jand for a 
reservation system. If visitors wanted this service, if they 
thought it would be helpful to the>l, I think we W<>Uld have 
~0eeiv~~ reqa&sts S'\l9qestin9 tne implementation of such a system. 
To my knowledqe, in my four years of tenure, such a request has 
neve~ been made. 

In general, Wind Cave is not considered a deGtination park. 
Rather it is one attraction tney see whil~ visitinq the Black 
Hilla. l believa l!<OSt visitors don't pre-pl~n their visit to the 
Hills to the level of detail which a re9ervation 9Y8tem would 
l.end itgel.f to. 

So to su.mari~e, I don't l>elieve implemtmtinq a reservation 
system wouid assist the p~rk visitor or the park £tart to tho 
degree that veu1d "W'8.l:T&.nt th.a expense .. 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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WIND CA VE NATIONAL PARI< 

KESPONSI! FORM 

Please write .i.,,.,, yow id'lil> o.boot the oltemati""" pr:e8'?Ilted in lhls dOCWIU!nt lf there is "<It "'1.ouglt 
spa~ fw y<>W' com>nents, you =Y irlclude addit!<Jl\al ~ Wh"" rm» """ .finished. fol<l lhls ~t 
(.,.d ""Y addltkmal shee4) in hall, tape d,,...d, and mail back to us. No postage is needed. 

Plea.e return yaur reopoIISe furm by Sep1-bM 16, 1993. 
ThankyoQ. 

1. Whidt r>I the - a!t=:.atives analp.ed In lhls document d<J you prefer for guiding lhe futu<e of 
Wind C..ve National Paik over the next lll-15 ~? 

2 

3. 

Why <lo you prekr thls altemallvc? 
S rt. ... :;,,b/q_ of<.,-.,,._./.,,ii,.,../ c../..,.,,_7 c.5 ;',.,. ,,./,c,-l'rc.-k./.,a.., c"'-/'"'? 
pic.~1c.'"':1. Va.vi+ ..fo•l«..f.s ,;.. a .. "'1'1,."''-'~.:/ ""'"'"""'-

s. Olhtt """"""'ts. 
l~ LH. i-3 ><C d,;.<'-U'!.S•O..._ "'iS .f.o c,,Jfcrc. /'f,"1r:1;,_'J, c,,.,,.;., «J(>v/./ ,be. 

f,._ /,,<A.h../ - (<l..Sow·c.~ 1._pc.e-/.s Cov/d ,;,,,_ _,,,.,.,_,_p,,,,.4 .,..,.t.. 
d«.fL..d,:..., <='"'- /o<eehc..,, 

t,,_ra.-Fu/ ee>""''dc.,,..._..f,;,.. ,,,.f "'- ~t<.V¢ -fo.,r r<L.$c,.v_.,-/.,'o-...s'f<$~ 
,~_,,.,~"!""'?· /11,,....,....,,,-u._ &we NI',;,,. ,;,,...,,~,. ""- d,~,::O.vr.f 
+,......_L v..>•'f-"- C.t>-..+f',H .. f ,/, ..,IE:o' +N::.Kc./-1""7/J"'<L.S;y.-.._h· .. .._, 
sy..:fLM· Vi.s(./,;,rJ.;_._/..,.s+...c.. ,a,__ ,.,,,i.J.. .,,.4~ ,.e..3 . .,,..,..,.,t.,..,,,,. 
d y.s )-.,.,._ i;; 'f'-''h /cw. 
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The sewage lagoons are lined. The underground fue1 tanks were 
replaced in 1988 and were constructed in such a way to prevent leaks. 
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Dti:PARTMENT OF THE A.JR FO"C.,.; 
A1 ~ vo~ee. CtNTl'!R ,Of' r:.NVIPO-"ll,l.€.N•-'L EJICl(LL[NC'f.. ~A"C:Et:• 

fU:(UONA\. <::CM~Ll.ll,N<;!li:. Ol"11"11;:E:, CtNTPIAI,. 111-.:G;ON 

112., s. CRIF'il'm !!oTl:tEt:T, at:ix 11 ti 

O~L(.A.$, h:K"":S 7~.za:l...Qs2:z 

13 .lily 1993 

Ks. Lorraine Hint~r, Regional lllr•ctor 
Hational Park Service, Rocky l'<luntaio Region 
12795 II. Al0111eda Parkway 
P.O. Box 25Z87 
09nver, Colo•ado 80225-0287 

Dear Ms. Mfntz~yer, 

Thank you fot providing u; the opportun1ty to rev;ew and co-nt on the Draft 
General Mana9e11Mmt Plan and Environmental Impact Statements for Jewel Cave 
National Monunient and Wind Cave ~ational hrk, South Dakota. 

Our N!View ind1catB that no Air Force mflitary training routes presently exist 
directly over the study area mentioned above. Therefore, no ~nfHcts appear 
to exfst betwee~ the ml:sfons of mir respective agencies at thh t1me. 
Tra1n1ng routes and afrsptce requfrenients of the military do occasfonally 
change. Mission requ1~nts, fuel costs, and environooenta1 constraints all 
contribute to decfsfO!IS inade Jn locating a r:rilit~ry tralning •ctlv1ty. Because 
of general aviation and j)<lpulation pressures, low altitude, hi~h speed flights 
are rel09ated to those areas least •ccess1ble and sparsely inhabited. lie 
believe Ullrestricted mlll t ory use ()f these routes ls essent ial for training and 
combat effect i ve"ess. 

lh the event a co"fl1ct sbotild ever ar1se, we are available to assist you in 
•stab 11 sh ing lia Ison bet~en your agency and the appropriate A Ir Force 
organization. rtrls is one of the primary roles of our organizHi~n. 

~e appreciat~ the opportunity to co..,.,nt on these documents and trust the above 
information fs useful in .)'OLW pl~nnlng ~l"'Ccess. H<> also Took forward to 
c~nt1nued collillunlcat1on with your office, If addit1on•l fnformat1on Is needed, 
please contact me at (214) 767-4668. 

SlceN!l, ~·. 
~ef -""" ., . "-"" /, . 7:£ 

AAm'll L. BRUNlllYER 
Regional COllPliance Officer 
~atural and Cultaral 
Resource Pr09ra01 Manager 

cc: HQ ~SAF/CEVP 
Jewt11 Cave Superintendent 
W1nd Cave Supe.tntendent 

• • 
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WIND CA VE. NATIONAL PARK 

Pleose write down your idus about the al!omalives p~ In lhls docwnent If there is not enough 
space for your comrnmls, you may include addlllonal pl'ges. When ycu an finished. fold !his sheel 
(and any additional sl\telS) in )lall, tape closed. Ol!d mail bad< lo ..._ No postoge is needed. 

Please tetum yow: N&ponse form by Scptemb<T 1.6, 1!193. 
Thank ymi. 

1. Whidt of th" three oltermliveo m&l)'2e<I In !hi! docutnenl do y<>u J""fer for guiding the future of 
Wind Cave Nati~ Puk over !he .next lo.lS year:s? 

~ AlleJN.live A D ~iive 1l 0 Alt=at!vc C 

2, Why di> )'OU ptofw this altem;>tive? 
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Wind C.ve National Park over the ne><t 10-15 yea<s7 
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d. Do not elimate. food service. 
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APPENDIX A: DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES AND COSTS • ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND PHASING SCHEDULE 

Gross Advance and Total 
Construction Project Project 

Development Item/Phasing Costs Planning Costs Costs 

]. Update and rehabilitate two elevators $852,000 $162,000 $1,014,000 

2. Measures to reduce sewage quantity; new 1-acre 181,000 34,000 215,000 
sewage lagoon as last resort 

3. Redesign visitor center parking/mitigate runoff {158 1,240,000 237,000 1,477,000 
cars) 

4. Install airlocks (2) 393,000 75,000 468,000 

5. Remodel interior of visitor center (29,000 sf) 1,965,000 375,000 2,340,000 

5. Fire suppression system in visitor center 190,000 36,000 226,000 

6. Interpretive exhibits and film 727,000 139,000 866,000 

7. 8-unit apartment 503,000 96,000 599,000 

8. Fire/intrusion alarm system (cave and maintenance 262,000 50,000 312,000 
buildings) 

9. Rehabilitate campground (reduce from 100 to 50 79,000 15,000 94,000 
sites) 

9. Relocate picnicking to campground and revegetate 2,500 500 3,000 • site (2.8 acres) 

9. Convert campground toilets to a self-contained 30,000 6,000 36,000 
system 

10. Maintenance building (5,600 square feet) 990,000 189,000 1,179,000 

11. Interpretive trail (2 miles) 79,000 15,000 94,000 

12. Drill new well for backup domestic water supply 63,000 12,000 75,000 

12. Chlorinator, pump, and building at new well (800 lf, 97,000 18,000 115,000 
8" casing) 

13. Buffalo fence (7,000 IO 248,000 47,000 295,000 

Totals $7,902,.000 $1,506,000 $9,408,000 

• 
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APPENDIX B: CONCESSION ANALYSIS 

The Wind Cave National Park concession provides a cafeteria-style food service and a souvenir and gift 
shop. These services have been provided in the visitor center for many years. Similar services are available 
in Hot Springs, 12 miles to the south, in Custer, 19 miles to the north, and at most destinations throughout 
the Black Hills (Custer State Park, Mount Rushmore, etc.). Because of the proximity to other food service 
outlets throughout the Black Hills, availability of food could be considered a visitor convenience rather 
than a necessity. Visitors spend an average of 2.5 hours in the park and tend to visit several areas in the 
Black Hills in a given day. Since time schedules are sometimes tight, the opportunity to obtain food while 
waiting for a cave tour is often appreciated by visitors. Planning for meals at other locations could curtail 
the visitors' ability to fully enjoy the park. Also, the park is an important part of the social and cultural 
fabric for the people living in or around Hot Springs and Custer. They often take out-of-town visitors to 
the park, and the availability of the restaurant is an important part of this use. 

The necessity of a gift and souvenir shop may be questionable. The National Park Service recognizes that 
a gift or souvenir commemorating a trip to a special location is important to visitors. However, gifts and 
souvenirs are available throughout the Black Hills region. To objectively answer this question, a marketing 
study of the Black Hills would have to be done. The gift shop is a major factor in the success of the entire 
food and gift services operation at Wind Cave. Food service alone is not likely to be sufficiently profitable 
to maintain its present quality. 

Providing food is probably a valid and desirable visitor service, but in order to retain the present good 
quality service for visitors and economic feasibility for the concessioner, a gift shop service is necessary. 
The park service should continue to work with the concessioner to ensure that sales items are relevant 
to Wind Cave National Park and the Black Hills region. If changes in the concession were to be proposed 
in the future, the National Park Service would prepare a determination of need and detailed economic 
analysis . 
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APPENDIX C: JUSTIFICATION FOR EMPLOYEE HOUSING 

Wind Cave National Park is 12 miles from Hot Springs, South Dakota, with a population of about 5,000 
and 19 miles from Custer, South Dakota, with a population of about 1,700. Of 18 permanent employees, 
eight occupy government quarters in the park. Seven permanent employees are required to occupy 
government quarters to provide immediate response time for public safety needs including maintenance 
and patrol of 13.5 miles of state and federal highways that traverse the park, protect park resources from 
poachers and fire, and to protect equipment necessary to operate the park and buildings. Six of these 
employees reside in historic structures, thus assuring continued preservation and maintenance of these 
structures. The remainder of the permanent employees live outside the park in private housing. 

With increased visitation in the summer, 45 to 65 seasonal employees are required to protect resources 
and provide visitor services. To assist permanent personnel in round-the-clock protection, five to six 
seasonal employees are also required to reside in the park. 

Real estate agents were contacted for rental unit information. Efficiency apartments, one-bedroom 
duplexes, and two-bedroom apartments were considered. to be appropriate for seasonal employees. The 
availability of furnished units is not stable. During the summer there is competition with employees of 
the Veterans Administration and state forestry service for available units in Hot Springs. Most owners 
prefer to rent to long-term occupants, not 3- to 5-rnonth renters. Although rental rates are reasonable, the 
quality and location of units are often not desirable. Frequently, children and/or pets are not allowed. 

The park hires locally to the extent possible given qualification requirements, affirmative action goals, and 
availability of workers. However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to recruit the most qualified staff 
without providing housing. 

• 

Other alternatives considered included providing trailer pads or using existing housing exclusively for • 
seasonal staff with no pennanent housing within the park. Reliance on trailer pads again limits recruiting 
to those who happen to have trailers. Having all permanent employees live off-site would leave the park, 
which is always accessible to the public, without adequate protection approximately nine months each 
year. 

Provision of government quarters is essential to the accomplishment of the NPS mission at Wind Cave 
National park. 
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INTRODUCTION 

APPENDIXD 
DRAFT STATEMENT OF FINDINGS 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11988 ''FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT' 

Wind Cave National Park 
General Management Plan 

Floodplain analysis associated with development of the Draft General Management Plan/Environmental 
Impact Statement for Wind Cave National Park identified potential 100-year and 500-year flood hazards 
associated with existing park facilities. 

Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, requires that the National Park Service avoid, to the extent 
possible, the long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of 
floodplains. The National Park Service should also design or modify actions so as to minimize harm to 
life, property, and natural values, and to restore and preserve natural and beneficial floodplain values. 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

Wind Cave National Park is on the southern flank of the Black Hills of South Dakota, near the contact 
between the Precambrian Hamey Peak granite and the Paleozoic marine carbonate sequence. It is in these 
carbonates, namely the Pahasapa limestone, that the cave itself was formed. The natural entrance to the 
cave is located in the channel of Cave Creek Canyon upstream from the visitor center. Cave Creek Canyon 
is primarily a bedrock channel with numerous outcrops of Pahasapa limestone. 

The portion of the watershed that was investigated has an area of approximately 1.8 square miles. The 
channel length and average slope are about 2.8 miles and 171 feet per mile, respectively. The soils in the 
watershed appear to be well developed and the local soil infiltration index of 5.38 inches is one of the 
highest in the state. 

The Pahasapa formation is cavernous limestone,. which is 5ome of the most permeable of common aquifer 
material and is capable of transmitting large quantities of water. Cave Creek Canyon does not support 
perennial flow and only carries water after rainfallf indicating that the channel is well above the water 
table and that infiltration of storm runoff is possible. 

The presence of the natural cave entrance in the channel, in addition to the numerous outcrops of 
fractured limestone, would provide a means for significant loss of water from the surface to the 
subterranean cavern system. 

The presence of water in the cave, as well as a rainy season increase of subsurface flow, indicates that 
hydrologic communication exists between the surface and subsurface. Additionally, flood debris has been 
observed in deep passages of the cave, supporting the assumption that at least a portion of flood waters 
may be lost to the subsurface through infiltration into large openings such as the natural entrance. 

Most of the park developed area Hes outside the 100-year floodplain except for approximately25% of the 
Elk Mountain campground, the cave entrance, part of the visitor center building, electrical transformers, 
the second VIP recreation center, and a portion of the mixing circle (road materials storage area). Both the 
VIP recreation center and the visitor center are within the 100-year floodplain, but the depth of flow is 
estimated to be less than one foot. 
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APPENDIX D 

The elevation of the ground floor of the 3-story visitor center, which contains museum artifact storage, • 
is approximately 1 foot above the 500-year flood. 

Due to the nature of the watershed (i.e., the moderate slope, the well developed soils, and the potential 
of recharge to the groundwater system) extreme rainfall events that may occur will probably not produce 
flash flooding. 

WHY DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS ARE LOCATED IN THE FLOODPLAIN 

The existing facilities listed above were developed long before floodplain regulations were established. 
No new development is proposed in the floodplain or in wetlands. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

The draft general management plan describes three alternatives, including a no-action alternative, to meet 
park management objectives. Under alternative A (no-action alternative) flood warning and evacuation 
information would be made available to visitors at key visitor contact points (e.g., visitor center, 
campground, signs at parking areas). Curatorial storage would be relocated to an area that would not be 
affected by a 500-year flood. 

Under the proposed general management plan existing structures (cave entrance, visitor center, electrical 
transformers, and recreation hall) within the 100-year floodplain would be floodproofed through the most 
appropriate means; for example, a levee with an elevation higher than the predicted 100-year flood depth 
or structural improvement to the buildings so that they can withstand the predicted forces of the 100-year • 
flood. Curatorial storage would be relocated until the building could be floodproofed to withstand a 500-
year flood. All new buildings and facilities under this alternative would be sited outside the 100-year 
floodplain. The Elk Mountain campground would be redesigned and all sites would be located outside 
the 100-year floodplain. 

Alternative C is similar in concept to the proposed general management plan (alternative B) but suggests 
some different solutions, such as elimination of the Elk Mountain campground. Buildings and facilities 
would be floodproofed as described in the proposed general management plan. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED 

Consideration was given to creating a new cave entrance and relocating the visitor center out of the 
floodplain. Creating a new cave entrance would probably require blasting and would cause far more 
impact to the cave than would be gained by relocating the entrance. It would be relatively easy to 
flood proof the entrance; therefore, relocating the cave entrance was eliminated from further consideration. 
Relocating the visitor center would take this structure out of its historical context in the historic district. 
Given the high cost of moving and replacing infrastructure and utilities and the relative ease with which 
the building can be floodproofed, this alternative was not considered practical and was eliminated from 
further consideration. 

EFFECTS ON NATURAL OR BENEFICIAL FLOODPLAIN VALUES 

The proposed general management plan (alternative B) would not adversely affect the water resource 
values of the floodplain. No biological resources would be affected. The natural and beneficial values of • 
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Appendix D 

the floodplains or wetlands would not be adversely affected (see ''Environmental Consequences" section 
of the draft EIS). Short-term disruption of vegetation and soil loss from construction activities would not 
significantly increase the potential for erosion or downstream siltation in the event of normal storms. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the proposed actions and mitigating measures described above and in more detail in the draft 
EIS, the National Park Service has determined that the proposed general management plan (alternative 
B) is the most practicable compared to the other alternatives considered. This decision was based on the 
need to protect visitors, facilities, and curatorial resources. 

Regional Director, Rocky Mountain Region Date 
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As the nation's principal conservation agency, the Deparhnent of the Interior has responsibility for most of 
our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering sound use of our land and 
water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the environmental and 
cultural values of our national parks and historical places; and providing for the enjoyment of life through 
outdoor recreation. The department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that 
their development is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen 
participation in their care. The department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation 
communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration. 
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